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ABSTRACT

The effective transposition of European Union (EU) directives into
Member States is important to achieve the policy goals defined in the
Treaties and secondary legislation. National Implementing Measures
(NIMs) are the legal texts officially adopted by the Member States
to transpose the provisions of an EU directive. The measures undertaken by the Commission to monitor NIMs are time-consuming and
expensive, as they resort to manual conformity checking studies and
legal analysis. In this thesis, we developed a legal information retrieval
system using semantic textual similarity techniques to automatically
identify the transposition of EU directives into the national law at
a fine-grained provision level. We modeled and developed various
text similarity approaches such as lexical, semantic, knowledge-based,
embeddings-based and concept-based methods. The text similarity
systems utilized both textual features (tokens, N-grams, topic models, word and paragraph embeddings) and semantic knowledge from
external knowledge bases (EuroVoc1 , IATE2 and Babelfy3 ) to identify transpositions. This thesis work also involved the development
of a multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding
NIMs from Ireland (English legislation), Italy (Italian legislation) and
Luxembourg (French legislation) to validate the text similarity based
information retrieval system. A gold standard mapping (prepared
by two legal researchers) between directive articles and NIM provisions was prepared to evaluate the various text similarity models. The
results show that the lexical and semantic text similarity techniques
were more effective in identifying transpositions as compared to the
embeddings-based techniques. We also observed that the unsupervised text similarity techniques had the best performance in case of
the Luxembourg Directive-NIM corpus.
We also developed a concept recognition system based on conditional random fields (CRFs) to identify concepts in European directives and national legislation. The results indicate that the concept
recognitions system improved over the dictionary lookup program by
tagging the concepts which were missed by dictionary lookup. The
concept recognition system was extended to develop a concept-based
text similarity system using word-sense disambiguation and dictionary concepts. The performance of the concept-based text similarity
measure was competitive with the best performing text similarity
measure. The labeled corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs was utilized to develop supervised text similarity systems
1 http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
2 http://iate.europa.eu
3 http://babelfy.org/
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by using machine learning classifiers. We modeled three machine
learning classifiers with different textual features to identify transpositions. The results show that support vector machines (SVMs) with
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) features had
the best overall performance over the multilingual corpus. Among the
unsupervised models, the best performance was achieved by TF-IDF
Cosine similarity model with macro average F-score of 0.8817, 0.7771
and 0.6997 for the Luxembourg, Italian and Irish corpus respectively.
These results demonstrate that the system was able to identify transpositions in different national jurisdictions with a good performance.
Thus, it has the potential to be useful as a support tool for legal
practitioners and Commission officials involved in the transposition
monitoring process.

Keywords : Text similarity, Transposition, European Law, Machine
Learning, Concept Recognition
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

introduction

The effective application of European Union (EU) Law at the national
level is important to achieve the objectives of the Treaties and smooth
functioning of the EU. Member States are responsible for the correct
and timely implementation of EU law. The European Commission
(EC) is responsible for monitoring the national implementations to
ensure their compliance with EU law. The Commission also has the
responsibility to examine the application of EU law under the control
of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) [35].
Among the three major EU legal instruments, we are interested to
study the transposition of directives into the national law. This is because directives are not directly applicable and Member States need to
pass legislations to implement them into national law. Regulations are
directly applicable in Member States and do not require transposition
into national law. Decisions are binding only to those to whom they are
addressed. Directives are binding as per the results to be achieved, but
they provide national legislators of each Member State some discretion
in the choice of methods and forms for implementation. A directive
comes into effect only after it has been transposed into national law
by the Member States [112]. Transposition is therefore quite important
for effective implementation of EU policies across the Member States.
The transposition of directives is also a legal duty of Member States as
per the Article 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union (TFEU). Delayed or incorrect transposition of directives hinder
the EU policy objectives and the potential benefits they bring with
them for European citizens [35]. Each directive is associated with a
deadline by which Member States must implement national transposition measures which take into account the obligations of the Directive.
In this thesis, we will refer these transposition measures as national
implementing measures (NIMs).
Member States send the texts of NIMs to the Commission. The Commission then examines these texts to ensure that Member States have
taken appropriate measures to achieve the objectives of the directive.
The main goal of the Commission is to ensure that the NIMs are compliant with the directive. The Commission outsources the monitoring
of NIMs to subcontractors and legal consulting firms. For instance,
Milieu, a legal consultancy firm based in Brussels has been carrying
out conformity checking studies of NIMs in different Member States
since 2003 to study the transposition of several directives [27]. These
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studies carried out by a team of competent legal experts, comprise
legal analysis and concordance tables for studying the transposition
of directive into the national law. Specifically, the concordance tables
identify the specific provisions of NIMs which implement a particular
article of the directive. Each row represents the transposition of a
particular section of a directive into a specific provision of the NIM.
These legal measures undertaken by the Commission to monitor
NIMs are time consuming and expensive [25]. For instance, to make a
concordance table lawyers need to read several NIMs for each directive
and then understand which provision of a particular NIM implements
a particular article of the directive. This becomes more cumbersome
for the Commission and lawyers doing cross-border or comparative
legal research because they need to study the transposition in several
Member States. Therefore, it is quite challenging for the Commission
to monitor the application of EU Directives in the Member States.
The EUR-Lex portal provides a list of NIMs adopted by the Member
States and notified to the Commission. However, this provides only an
outline of the intersection between European and national legislation.
The list of NIMs do not provide a detailed understanding of the
semantic correspondence between directives and NIMs at provision
level. The identification of the transposed provisions is crucial for
legal professionals and Commission officials to evaluate whether the
obligations of the directive have been correctly transposed or not.
1.2

research objectives

There is clearly a need for a technological approach, which utilizes text
mining and natural language processing (NLP) techniques, to assist
the Commission and legal professionals in studying and evaluating
the transposition of directives at a fine-grained provision level. The
main objective of this approach is to develop an information retrieval
system for identifying the relevant provisions of NIMs for a particular
article of the Directive. This would make the process of monitoring
NIMs much smoother and faster by supporting the manual work of
identifying transpositions. It would assist lawyers and Commission
officials to study and evaluate the transposition of directives more
efficiently. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach
which uses natural language processing and machine learning techniques to identify the transposition of EU directives into the national
law of Member States. The major objectives of our research work are
described as follows:
• Development of legal information retrieval systems based on
text similarity approaches for identification of NIM provisions
which transpose a particular article of the directive.

1.3 steps taken by commission to control the implementation of directives

• Investigation and evaluation of various text similarity approaches
with different textual features for the identification of transpositions.
The major research question addressed in this thesis is:
• How can text similarity approaches be used to identify the
transposition of EU directives into national law ?
The usage of text similarity techniques to identify transpositions is
based on the hypothesis that transposed NIM provisions and directive
articles are semantically similar. This thesis work investigates whether
semantic similarity can be a good indicator of transposition. The text
similarity models and their outcomes provide a reasonable answer to
this question. The thesis also explores the following research question:
• How do the text similarity techniques based on various semantic
textual representations perform for identifying transpositions?
In this thesis, we develop different text similarity techniques by utilizing different semantic representations such as vector space model
with term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), latent semantic analysis (LSA), latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), paragraph
vectors and vectors based on bag-of-concepts. Each semantic representation captures different textual features for identifying transpositions.
Therefore, we evaluate different text similarity techniques on a multilingual corpus of directives and NIMs to compare their performance.
This question is particularly answered in the results and analysis
sections 2.3, 3.7 and 3.6.
1.3

steps taken by commission to control the implementation of directives

In this section, we will discuss the steps taken by Commission to control the implementation of directives. We have identified the following
three steps as shown in Figure 1.1:
1. Steps taken by Commission to ensure effective transposition
2. Steps taken by Commission to monitor NIMs
3. Pre-infringement and Infringement steps taken by Commission
Each directive has a deadline by which Member States must adopt
NIMs to transpose it into national law. To address the issues of implementation and enforcement of EU law, the Commission has developed
a policy to promote compliance measures for effective transposition
of directives. These measures are discussed in section 1.3.1. After
adopting the transposition measures, Member States send the text
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Figure 1.1: Steps taken by Commission to Control the Implementation of
Directives

of NIMs to the Commission. The Commission then monitors the
NIMs to ensure that they comply with the obligations of the directive.
These monitoring measures are discussed in section 1.3.2. In case
of non-compliance or breach of EU law, the Commission resorts to
pre-infringement or infringement proceedings as discussed in Section
1.3.3 [35].
1.3.1

Steps taken by EC to ensure effective transposition

The Commission plays a pro-active role in order to make transposition
process smooth and effective for the Member States. Some of the major
steps taken by the Commission are discussed in this section.
Guidelines: Guidelines are non-legally binding documents which
clarify the Commission’s stand on the implementation and interpretation requirements of specific provisions of directives’. Guidelines
are also specified by the Commission when the implementations of
specific provisions of a directive vary quite a lot across Member States
[35].
Networks: The Commission facilitates informal groups, called Networks which comprise representatives from Member States responsible
for implementation of specific EU laws. Networks intend to achieve
correct implementation of directives by enhancing cooperation between representatives of Commission and Member States.
Implementation Plans: The Commission prepares Transposition
and Implementation Plans (TIPs) to assist Member States in transposing and implementing the directive. These plans identify the risks to
correct and timely transposition of the directive and also provide appropriate measures to counter those risks. Member states are obliged

1.3 steps taken by commission to control the implementation of directives

to plan appropriate measures to achieve the objectives of the directive
and communicate them to Commission [35].
Other methods used by Commission to ensure effective transposition include inspection, fitness checks and legal review.
1.3.2

Steps taken by EC to monitor NIMs

After Member States have adopted NIMs, the Commission starts
monitoring them to ensure the correct transposition of the directive
[35]. Some of the steps taken by the Commission to monitor NIMs are
discussed in this section.
Correlation Tables: Correlation tables identify the specific provisions of NIMs for each article of a directive. Correlation tables are
made by Member States to ensure that the directive is fully transposed.
These tables also assist the Commission to monitor the transposition
of each provision of the directive. Correlation tables are generally not
available to public as they are sent by Member States to the Commission as part of a confidential bilateral exchange. There is no agreed
format or compulsory content for correlation tables. Therefore some
Member States may provide detailed tables while others may just
submit a list of some provisions [35].
Conformity Checking: The conformity checking reports are prepared by legal consulting firms such as, Milieu (based in Brussels).
They have been discussed in the third paragraph of section 1.1. They
provide a thorough legal analysis about the overview of the NIM
provisions for a particular directive. They also provide a discussion
about whether the implementing measures undertaken by the Commission correctly and completely transpose the directive or not. The
conformity checking reports also provide details about the practical
implementation of transposing measures at the national level by the
authorities and the courts of the Member State. However, the presence
of the concordance tables in these reports is most interesting for the
scope of the thesis. A concordance table presents in a tabular format,
the implementing provisions of NIM for a particular article or subarticle of the directive. They also provide a compliance assessment
report about the implementation of the directive article by mentioning
the associated comments or problems. A sample concordance table
report 1 is shown in Figure 1.2.
1.3.3

Pre-infringement and Infringement steps taken by Commission

Despite the steps taken by Commission to ensure effective transposition of Directives there are several instances of non-compliance. The
Commission itself acknowledges that the compliance of EU law in
1 https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/
eb746bfc-fa66-445a-9ec2-e135ccdc80a5/language-en
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Figure 1.2: A sample concordance table for Ireland from the conformity checking report

1.4 use cases for automated identification of national implementing measures

Member States is still an unresolved issue [35]. The instances of noncompliance are identified while monitoring of NIMs (by Commission)
and also by complaints from public, businesses and petitions from the
European parliament [35].
Pre-infringement Steps: When the Commission detects a possible
infringement of the EU directive, it resorts to pre-infringement tools
to achieve out-of-court settlements by establishing a partnership with
the Member States. EU Pilot is a pre-infringement tool developed
by the Commission for resolving issues of non-compliance of EU
law by carrying out informal bilateral discussion with the Member
States. Any natural or legal person can lodge a complaint with the
EU Pilot system against a Member State for any measure or practice
not compatible with the EU law [35]. The complaints may also be
registered upon Commission’s own initiative.
Infringement Steps: If the pre-infringement EU pilot dialogue is
unsuccessful, the Commission may launch formal infringement proceedings against the Member State under Article 258 of the Treat on
the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) [35] . The infringement
may be launched against Member States under the following three conditions: failure to notify NIMs to Commission on time; non-conformity
or non-compliance of national legislation with the requirements of EU
directive; incorrect or no application of the directive. The Commission
may start the litigation procedure by bringing the case to the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU).
1.4

use cases for automated identification of national
implementing measures

We provide two use cases where our system would assist legal practitioners and Commission by automatically identifying transpositions:
• Single jurisdiction legal research: A lawyer would like to see
how Article Ai of Directive D is transposed in Member State X.
In this case, the system retrieves the relevant NIM provisions
(which transpose Article Ai of Directive D) from Member State X.
This is achieved by computing the similarity between directive
articles and NIM provisions in the same language.
• Cross-border legal research: A lawyer would like to see how an
Article Ai of Directive D is transposed in Member States X, Y, Z.
In this case the system retrieves the relevant provisions of NIMs
from each Member State by comparing directives and NIMs in
the same language. This is achieved by using EU directives in
the same language as the national language of the NIM and then
computing the similarity between their articles and provisions.
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1.5

research contribution

The major research contributions of this thesis work are:
• This thesis presented the first work on automated identification
of national implementation of European directives at provision
level granularity by using text similarity approaches. A comprehensive set of text similarity techniques based on different
semantic representations and textual features were developed
for identifying transpositions. A multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs from Ireland, Italy and
Luxembourg was prepared for validating the results of the text
similarity techniques.
• A concept recognition system based on conditional random
fields (CRFs) to identify and align concepts in European directives and national legislation. The system was extended to
develop a concept-based text similarity system by using wordsense disambiguation and dictionary lookup.
The text similarity techniques were evaluated over the multilingual
corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs. Our results
show that the text similarity techniques are quite effective in identifying transpositions. The best macro average F-score values for TF-IDF
based Cosine similarity measure were 0.8817, 0.7771 and 0.6997 for
Luxembourg, Italy and Ireland legislation. These results indicate that
the system has the potential to be used as a support tool in the transposition monitoring process (section 1.3.2) by assisting in the manual
task of identifying transpositions.
1.6

thesis outline

The rest of the thesis report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the investigation of unsupervised lexical and semantic similarity
techniques to identify transpositions. These techniques include cosine
similarity based on vector space model, latent semantic analysis (LSA)
and unifying similarity measure (USM). Knowledge-based similarity
measures were also developed for both cosine similarity and LSA. The
different similarity measures were first evaluated on a small corpus
and compared with state-of-the-art methods. A more thorough evaluation was carried out on a multilingual corpus of 43 directives and
their corresponding NIMs.
Chapter 3 presents the unsupervised similarity techniques based
on word and paragraph embeddings learned by shallow neural networks. We trained word embeddings on a legal corpus comprising
both European directives and national legislations for three different languages (national legislations from Ireland, Luxembourg and
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Italy). The trained word embeddings were utilized to develop provision vectors for directives and NIMs to compute text similarity. We
also developed paragraph vector models which learn a dense vector
representation for texts of different length. A discussion about the
performance of different similarity techniques on the multilingual
corpus was also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents a machine learning based concept recognition
system to identify concepts in European and national legislation. We
utilized a corpus of directives and national legislation in English. A
dictionary lookup program was developed to generate an annotated
corpus with concepts from the IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for
Europe) vocabulary. A few named entities were tagged by using a stateof-the-art named entity recognizer. A conditional random fields (CRF)
classifier was trained on the annotated data. The system was able
to identify concepts in both European and national legislation with
decent performance. The advantage of using the CRF over dictionary
lookup programs was illustrated by some examples. Further, the
concept recognition system was used to develop a text similarity
model by integrating word-sense disambiguation and named entity
linking from Babelfy. This chapter also presents the results of the
concept-based similarity system on the multilingual corpus.
Chapter 5 describes the supervised text similarity models to identify transposition of European directives. We utilize the gold standard
mapping from the legal annotators to develop a machine learning
based text similarity model. The system is modeled as a binary classifier. Given a directive article and a NIM provision as an input, it
classifies the pair as similar or not similar. The model utilizes the textual features such as TF-IDF, latent semantic analysis (LSA) and latent
dirichlet allocation (LDA) from both directive and NIM provisions.
We test our approach by implementing different machine learning
classifiers such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Logistic regression and an Ensemble voting classifier. The models were
evaluated with different feature sets for all three languages.
Chapter 6 presents the literature review of related research works
which automate or semi-automate certain legal tasks by means of
text similarity, machine learning and concept-based techniques. We
identify different legal-tech use cases and approaches for each domain.
Chapter 7 presents the conclusion and future work.
1.7

publications

This thesis work builds upon the papers co-authored over the past
three years. Parts of this thesis have appeared in the following publications:
• Rohan Nanda, Luigi Di Caro and Guido Boella. A Text Similarity Approach for Automated Transposition Detection of
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European Union Directives. In Proceedings of the 29th International Conference on Legal Knowledge and Information Systems
(JURIX), Pages:143-148, Volume 294, December 2016, Sophia
Antipolis, France.
This paper establishes the need for automated identification of
national implementing measures and motivations behind this
work [88]. It presents the investigation of lexical, semantic and
knowledge-based similarity techniques on the English corpus of
five directives. This work has been elaborated in Chapter 1 and
Chapter 2 of this thesis.
• Rohan Nanda, Luigi Di Caro, Guido Boella, Hristo Konstantinov,
Tenyo Tyankov, Daniel Traykov, Hristo Hristov, Francesco Costamagna, Llio Humphreys, Livio Robaldo and Michele Romano. A
Unifying Similarity Measure for Automated Identification of
National Implementations of European Union Directives. In
Proceedings of the 16th edition of the International Conference
on Articial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL), ACM, Pages:149-158,
June 2017, London, United Kingdom.
This paper presented a unifying similarity measure (USM) for
automated identification of national implementing measures [89].
USM utilized textual features such as common words, common
sequences and partial string matches. The proposed similarity
measure was evaluated on a multilingual corpus of four directives in English, French and Italian. This work was extended and
the similarity measure was evaluated on a larger corpus of 43
directives and NIMs as discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis.
• Rohan Nanda, Giovanni Siragusa, Luigi Di Caro, Martin Theobald,
Guido Boella, Livio Robaldo and Francesco Costamagna. Concept Recognition in European and National Law. In Proceedings of the 30th International Conference on Legal Knowledge
and Information Systems (JURIX), Pages:193-198, Volume 302,
December 2017, Luxembourg.
This paper presented a system to identify concepts in European
directives and national legislation [90]. The system derived concepts from IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for Europe) and used
conditional random fields (CRFs) to tag concepts in legislative
texts. This work was extended to develop a semantic similarity
measure based on IATE concepts and word-sense disambiguation (from Babelfy). This work is discussed in Chapter 4 of the
thesis.
• Rohan Nanda, Giovanni Siragusa, Luigi Di Caro, Guido Boella,
Lorenzo Grossio, Marco Gerbaudo and Francesco Costamagna.
Unsupervised and Supervised Text Similarity Systems for Automated Identification of National Implementing Measures of
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European Directives. In Journal of Artificial Intelligence and
Law. October 2018.
This paper presented a thorough evaluation of various unsupervised and supervised text similarity techniques used to identify
transpositions on a multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their
corresponding NIMs from Ireland, Luxembourg and Italy [92].
New unsupervised text similarity techniques based on word and
paragraph learned by shallow neural networks were introduced.
Also supervised text similarity techniques based on machine
learning classifiers were presented in this paper. This work has
been elaborated mainly in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. Section 2.3
of Chapter 2 also presents some results fo this paper.
• Rohan Nanda, Adebayo Kolawole John, Luigi Di Caro, Guido
Boella and Livio Robaldo. Legal Information Retrieval Using
Topic Clustering and Neural Networks. In Proceedings of COLIEE 2017. 4th Competition on Legal Information Extraction and
Entailment at the International Conference on Articial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL) 2017.
This paper presented a description about the methodology used
in the information retrieval task in the Competition on Legal
Information Extraction/ Entailment (COLIEE) 2017 task [91]. A
text similarity system was developed using approximate string
matching and topic clustering methods. The system was evaluated on the COLIEE question-answering dataset consisting of
queries and Japanese civil law codes. This paper is relevant to
the overall theme of the thesis.
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U N S U P E RV I S E D L E X I C A L A N D S E M A N T I C T E X T
SIMILARITY MODELS

In this chapter, we present the unsupervised text similarity models
to identify the transpositions of European directives. In section 2.1 ,
we utilize both lexical and semantic similarity techniques and supplement them with knowledge from EuroVoc1 to identify transpositions.
We then evaluate our approach by comparing the results with the
correlation tables (gold standard) for five directives and their corresponding national implementing measures (NIMs) in English. Our
results indicate that both similarity techniques proved to be effective
in identifying transpositions.
In section 2.2, we present a unifying text similarity measure (USM)
for automated identification of national implementations of European
Union (EU) directives. USM incorporates methods for matching common words, common sequences of words and approximate string
matching. It was used for identifying transpositions on a multilingual
corpus of four directives and their corresponding national implementing measures (NIMs) in three different languages : English, French and
Italian. We further utilized a corpus of four additional directives and
their corresponding NIMs in English language for a thorough test of
the USM approach. We evaluated the model by comparing our results
with a gold standard consisting of official correlation tables (where
available) or correspondences manually identified by legal experts.
Our results indicate that USM was able to identify transpositions with
average F-score values of 0.808, 0.736 and 0.708 for French, Italian and
English Directive-NIM pairs respectively in the multilingual corpus. A
comparison with state-of-the-art methods for text similarity illustrates
that USM achieves a higher F-score and recall across both the corpora.
In section 2.3, we present a thorough investigation of the lexical and
semantic text similarity models to identify transpositions on a large
multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs
from Ireland, Italy and Luxembourg. The results indicate that TF-IDF
cosine outperformed other methods in terms of F-score. The performance of latent semantic analysis (LSA) and USM was comparable.
We also observe that the Luxembourg Directive-NIM corpus achieved
the highest F-score as compared to Ireland and Italian legislation.

1 http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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2.1

tf-idf cosine and latent semantic analysis

In this section, we describe our approach for automated transposition
identification of EU directives using unsupervised text similarity models, based on TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
Cosine and latent semantic analysis (LSA). While transposing EU
directives the Member States have a certain amount of discretion in
the choice of methods. For example, in the UK, the national legislators generally use two broad approaches for transposing a directive.
The first approach is called ’copy-out’, where the NIM provision uses
similar wording as that of the directive. In this approach, the NIM
may also cross refer to the relevant directive provision. Due to this
reason we chose TF-IDF cosine similarity approach to detect such
kind of transpositions. In the second approach, called ’elaboration’,
the provisions of NIM use different language from the wordings of
the directive. This is done to clarify the meaning of NIM provision for
legal or domestic policy reasons [45]. We chose latent semantic analysis (LSA) due to its ability to extract semantics of terms by analyzing
their usage in different documents. This might be helpful in detecting
cases of ’elaboration’ transposition.
We utilized a corpus of five directives and their corresponding NIMs
in English (from Ireland or the United Kingdom). First of all, each
group of directive and NIMs are stored in a format to adhere to the
structure of their particular correlation table. This would enable us
to compare our results with that of the correlation tables. This was
carried out for each group of directive and NIM because correlation
tables have no standard way of structuring the directives and NIMs.
Sometimes they mention the transposed provisions for a complete
article of the directive and sometimes only for a paragraph of the
article. Thus, the articles and provisions of each Directive-NIM group
are stored as a corpus. From here on the term provision refers to both
article (of Directive) and provision (of NIM). Figure 2.1 presents the
system architecture. Each article of a directive is compared with all the
provisions of its corresponding NIMs to retrieve the most semantically
similar provisions. The retrieved provisions are compared with the
gold standard (correlation tables) to evaluate the performance of the
system.
The next step is pre-processing of the data. This consists of a number of steps to remove noise from the text. It is important to select
only suitable and relevant terms as the performance of information
retrieval systems is dependent on these pre-processing methods. The
punctuation was removed and the text was converted to lowercase.
Then tokenization was carried out to extract single words from the
text. The stop words were removed using NLTK’s corpus of stopwords
for English. We used NLTK’s part-of-speech tagger (POS tagger) to
filter out nouns, verbs and adjectives from the remaining set of tokens
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Figure 2.1: Articles of a directive are compared with NIM provisions to
retrieve the most semantically similar provisions

[9]. The manual reading of several directive and NIM provisions suggested that nouns, verbs and adjectives contained the most informative
features.
In the next step, the tokens obtained after pre-processing were enriched with the knowledge from EuroVoc2 , a multilingual thesaurus
of the European Union. EuroVoc seemed to be an ideal choice because
it not only contains documentary information of the EU institutions
but also covers a wide range of fields representing both Community
and national points of view. We utilized all the 127 microthesauri of
EuroVoc to cover all possible domains for our corpus. We made use
of the equivalence relationship between preferred and non-preferred
terms in EuroVoc [97]. This relationship defines the indexing term
when more than one terms represent the same concept. The EuroVoc
microthesauri contains several instances of equivalence relationship.
We used this relationship for synonyms and near-synonyms terms. For
the implementation purpose, the 127 microthesauri were consolidated
as a python dataframe. The list of tokens obtained after pre-processing
was compared with each element of the consolidated EuroVoc microthesauri. In case of a match, the token in our corpus was replaced
by the preferred indexing term as per equivalence relationship of
EuroVoc. Afterwards, the set of new tokens are stemmed to reduce
the inflectional forms of words.
2.1.1

TF-IDF Cosine

The output from the previous section is a bag-of-words representation.
It is basically a list of each token and its count in a particular provi2 http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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sion. A provision-term matrix is then constructed with a collection
of all provision vectors in the corpus. The rows of the matrix consist of the terms and the columns correspond to the provisions. This
representation of documents or provisions as vectors in a common
vector space is called as vector space model (VSM). We applied Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting method
to the provision-term matrix [111]. The TF-IDF measure evaluates the
importance of each token, by offsetting its frequency in the provision
with its frequency in the entire corpus. The TF-IDF weight of term t in
provision p is given as follows:
t f − id f t,p = (t f t,p ) · log

N
pft

(2.1)

where t f t,p is the term frequency of term t in provision P, N is the
number of provisions in the corpus and p f t is the provision frequency
of term t in the corpus. The cosine similarity measure between article
vector A and provision vector P is computed as follows:
CS( A, P) =

A.P
| A|| P|

(2.2)

The dot product of the article and provision vector is divided by the
product of their lengths (lengths computed by Euclidean distance).
2.1.2

Latent Semantic Analysis

One of the major drawbacks of utilizing the vector space model (VSM)
is its inability to deal with polysemy and synonymy. Synonymy implies that two different words can have the same meaning. VSM fails
to model the relationship between synonymous terms. Therefore, it
underestimates the true semantic similarity between a query and a
document containing synonymous terms. Polysemy implies that a
term has more than one meaning. In this case, the computed similarity
between the query and the document containing the polysemic term
would overestimate the actual semantic relevance [78].
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a popular indexing method in
information retrieval which is used to produce a low-rank approximation matrix for the document-term matrix (provision-term matrix in
our case) by using word co-occurrence [30]. The derived features of
LSA have been shown to capture polysemy and synonymy to some extent [30]. LSA uses singular value decomposition (SVD) to project the
provision vectors into a reduced latent space [43]. SVD decomposes
the provision-term matrix into separate matrices which capture the
similarity between terms and provisions across different dimensions
in space. The relationship between terms is represented in a subspace
approximation of the original vector space to reduce noise and find
latent relations between terms and documents. The original provisionterm matrix X is reduced to a lower rank approximation matrix, Xk ,
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where the rank k is much smaller than the original rank of matrix X.
The approximation is represented as follows:
Xk = UΣk V T

(2.3)

The ∑ matrix represents the singular values of X. U and V represent
the left singular vector and right singular vector respectively. The
truncated matrix (V 0 )T represents the provisions in the reduced kdimensional space. The query, Ai (directive article) is also transformed
into the LSA space as follows:
1 T
Aik = Σ−
k Uk Ai

(2.4)

The cosine similarity values can be computed between the directive
article and the corresponding NIM provisions to retrieve the most
similar NIM provisions. We experimented with different number
of latent dimensions on our dataset and the best performance was
observed at 50 dimensions (chosen value for results).
Figure 2.2 presents the system architecture for TF-IDF Cosine and
LSA for automated identification of national implementing measures
(NIMs). The query (specific article of directive) is also transformed
through the pre-processing and vector transforms. Since we want to
evaluate the influence of adding knowledge from EuroVoc and also
compare the performance of CS and LSA, we divide the evaluation
into four cases : (i) TFIDF-Cosine (ii) TFIDF-Cosine with EuroVoc, (iii)
Latent semantic analysis (LSA), (iv) LSA with EuroVoc. It is important
to note that dotted block of EuroVoc in Figure 2.2 is considered only
for case (ii) and (iv). Similarly, the dotted block of SVD is considered
only for case (iii) and (iv). For case (i) and (ii), cosine similarity is
calculated as cosine of the angle between the transformed query vector
(in TF-IDF representation) and each provision vector in the corpus
(also in TF-IDF representation). The matching NIM provisions with
similarity values greater than or equal to the threshold value are
retrieved by the system. Similarly, for case (iii) and (iv), the similarity
is measured by the cosine of the angle between the query vector and
each provision vector in the reduced-dimensional space.
2.1.3

Results and Analysis

In this section, we study the results of automated identification of national implementing measures of five directives using TF-IDF Cosine
and LSA. The directives and NIMs used in this corpus for studying
transposition are as follows (CELEX number of directives). Directive1:
32011L0085. NIM1 (NIM of Ireland transposing Directive1): European Union (Requirements for budgetary frameworks of Member
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Figure 2.2: System architecture for automated identification of national implementing measures
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States) Regulations 2013. Directive2: 32001L0024. NIM2 (NIM of Ireland transposing Directive2): European Communities (Reorganisation
and Winding-Up of Credit Institutions) Regulations 2004. Directive3:
31999L0092. NIM3 (NIM of UK transposing Directive3): The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002. Directive4: 32003L0010. NIM4 (NIM of UK transposing Directive4): The
Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005. Directive5: 31998L0024.
NIM5 (NIM of UK transposing Directive5): The Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002. NIM6 (NIM of UK transposing Directive5): The Control of Lead at Work Regulations 2002. NIM7
(NIM of UK transposing Directive5): Control of Asbestos at Work
Regulations 2002. NIM8 (NIM of UK transposing Directive5): The
Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002.
The implementation was carried out in Python and utilized NLTK
and Gensim libraries [100][71]. The system is evaluated by computing
the standard metrics of precision, recall and F-score used in information retrieval. Precision measures how many identified transpositions
are correct transpositions. Recall measures how many actual transpositions are identified by the system. In other words, precision evaluates
the system on its ability to retrieve the correct transpositions. Recall
evaluates the system on its ability to retrieve all the correct transpositions. If a system identifies only 1 (but correct) transposition out of
10 existing transpositions, then precision would be 1 (the identified
transposition is correct). However, the recall would be 0.1 (1/10) because the system could retrieve only 1 transposition out of 10. The
F-score combines both precision and recall into a single measure. It is
computed as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The values
of precision and recall are computed by recording true positives (TP),
false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN). The
following equations represent the computation of precision (P), recall
(R) and F-score (F):

P=

TP
TP + FP

(2.5)

R=

TP
TP + FN

(2.6)

F=

2PR
P+R

(2.7)

We did not consider accuracy as we have very different number of
true positives and true negatives resulting in an unbalanced dataset. In
such cases, accuracy is not a fair metric for evaluation. We model and
evaluate the system by considering these four cases: (i) TF-IDF Cosine,
(ii) TF-IDF Cosine with EuroVoc, (iii) Latent semantic analysis (LSA),
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(iv) Latent semantic analysis (LSA) with EuroVoc. Figure 2.3 (Results
of Directive 1, Directive 2 and Directive 3) and Figure 2.4 (Results of
Directive 4 and Directive 5) present the results of automated identification of NIMs by utilizing TF-IDF cosine and LSA for the five directives
being considered. Directive1, Directive2, Directive3 and Directive4
are each transposed by 1 NIM. Directive 5 is transposed by 4 NIMs.
Appropriate threshold levels for identifying transpositions for both
TF-IDF Cosine and LSA were determined through experimentation
on the dataset. A threshold of 0.35 and 0.40 was selected for TF-IDF
Cosine and LSA, respectively for first four directives. For Directive5,
the chosen threshold values were 0.25 (for TF-IDF Cosine) and 0.30
(for LSA). This is due to the fact that Directive 5 and its corresponding
NIMs have much higher number of total provisions (Table 2.1) as
compared to other four directives. The same thresholds are used when
both CS and LSA models are supplemented with knowledge from
EuroVoc as the length of dictionary of tokens was almost similar to
the original one.
The results in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 indicate no clear winner in terms
of performance. However, we do make a few interesting observations.
In terms of F-Score, TF-IDF Cosine achieves the best performance
across all 5 directives. The performance of LSA was similar to TF-IDF
Cosine in Directive1 and Directive2. However, it was outperformed by
TF-IDF Cosine in Directive3, Directive4 and Directive5. This is because,
LSA has been shown to perform well when a large corpus is available
to extract the latent relationships between different terms with same
meaning in different documents. LSA needs a large corpus to derive
the semantics of a word by analyzing its relationship with other words
[28]. In a small corpus (like in our case), there is not enough text to
extract the relationships between different words. Also the application
of SVD causes some important features (needed for text similarity) to
be lost, which results in higher false negatives (system is unable to
detect the transposition, even though its present). This results in LSA
systems achieving lower recall as compared to TF-IDF Cosine system
(as recall depends on false negatives). The same is observed through
the graphs of Figures 2.3 and 2.4. In Directive3, Directive 4 and
Directive 5 the recall of LSA is always lower than TF-IDF Cosine due
to these higher false negatives. In Directive1 and Directive2, TF-IDF
Cosine has the same number of false negatives as LSA resulting in
similar recall. The low recall of LSA systems is compensated by the
higher precision due to the trade-off. The precision values of LSA
were equal to or higher than TF-IDF Cosine in Directive1, Directive2,
Directive3 and Directive5. However, the precision values of TF-IDF
Cosine are quite close to LSA. Overall in terms of all three metrics
TF-IDF Cosine has the best performance due to higher recall and
F-score and decent precision in all the directives.
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Directive 1: Evaluation of transposition detection with gold standard (Correlation tables)
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Directive 2: Evaluation of transposition detection with gold standard (Correlation tables)
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Directive 3: Evaluation of transposition detection with gold standard (Correlation tables)
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Figure 2.3: Evaluation of transposition identification for Directive1, Directive
2 and Directive 3
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Directive 4: Evaluation of transposition detection with gold standard (Correlation tables)
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Directive 5: Evaluation of transposition detection with gold standard (Correlation tables)
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Figure 2.4: Evaluation of transposition identification for Directive 4 and Directive 5
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In case of Directive5, there were several cases where an article was
transposed by multiple provisions of different NIMs (NIM5, NIM6,
NIM7 and NIM8). This made it pretty challenging for both TF-IDF
Cosine and LSA to retrieve all the matching provisions from different
NIMs, thus resulting in very few matches. Also the total number of
NIM provisions in this case was 306 (Table 2.1), much higher than the
other four cases.
Table 2.1: Statistics of Directives and NIMs under consideration

Directive-NIM

Number of
provisions
of Directive

Number of
provisions
of NIM/s

Total number of provisions

(Directive1,
NIM1)

31

17

48

(Directive2,
NIM2)

68

88

156

(Directive3,
NIM3)

37

67

104

(Directive4,
NIM4)

24

50

74

306

347

(Directive5,
41
NIM5,
NIM6,
NIM7, NIM8)

We also observe from the results that the addition of knowledge
from EuroVoc does not improve the performance of both TF-IDF Cosine and LSA. In most cases, the precision and recall values of TF-IDF
Cosine with EuroVoc and LSA with EuroVoc are same as those of TFIDF Cosine and LSA respectively. We found that in our corpus there
were several provisions of both directives and NIMs where some terms
were enriched from EuroVoc thesaurus. However, the terms added
from EuroVoc to a particular article of a directive did not match any
terms present in the transposing provision and vice versa. This is why
the knowledge from EuroVoc does not help to improve the existing
TF-IDF Cosine and LSA results. For instance, in an article of directive, the terms ’worker’, ’evaluation’,’health’ and ’risk’ are replaced
by EuroVoc terms, ’labour force’, ’evaluation method’, ’health policy’
and ’insured risk’ respectively. The provision transposing this article
does not contain any of these EuroVoc terms. Also, in the provision,
the terms ’employee’ and ’evaluation’ are replaced by ’wage earner’
and ’evaluation method’ respectively. The term ’evaluation’ was already common between both article and provision. Its replacement by
’evaluation method’ does not make any difference with regard to text
similarity. The term ’wage earner’ is not present in the article. Thus,
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the knowledge from EuroVoc did not help to improve the results of
text similarity in the present corpus of directives and NIMs.
In summary, our results indicate the fact that both TF-IDF Cosine
and LSA similarity techniques are effective in identifying transposition
of EU directives. There was no notable performance improvement
by incorporating the knowledge from EuroVoC. The performance
of the system is subject to the requirements of legal professionals
studying the transposition. In majority of the cases, LSA achieves
higher precision (except in Directive4). While TF-IDF Cosine always
achieves higher recall (except Directive1 and Directive2, where they
have same recall). In terms of F-score, TF-IDF Cosine outperforms LSA
(except Directive1 and Directive2, where they have same F-score).
a unifying text similarity measure (usm) for automated identification of national implementations
of european union directives

2.2

2.2.1

The Proposed Model

In the previous section, we investigated the application of two stateof-the-art unsupervised text similarity techniques to identify transpositions. The results were satisfactory but needed improvement for
the system to be useful in legal research. Therefore, in this section
we propose, develop and evaluate a unifying text similarity measure
(USM) for automated identification of transposed NIM provisions of
EU directives in different Member States. The proposed model was
used for identifying transpositions at a fine-grained provision level
in a multilingual corpus of four directives and their corresponding
NIMs across three different languages: English, French and Italian (for
the national legislation of Ireland, United Kingdom, Luxembourg and
Italy). We further utilized a corpus of four additional directives and
their corresponding NIMs in English language for a thorough performance analysis of our model. We evaluated the model by comparing
our results with a gold standard consisting of official correlation tables
(where available) or correspondences manually identified by legal
experts. Our results indicate that USM was able to identify transpositions with average F-score values of 0.808, 0.736 and 0.708 for French,
Italian and English Directive-NIM pairs respectively in the multilingual corpus. It also achieved an average F-score of 0.712 on the second
corpus (of four additional directives and their corresponding NIMs in
English language).
Manual analysis of the directive articles and their corresponding
NIM provisions provided the following observations:
1. The presence of common words and phrases in many articles
and their corresponding NIM provisions.
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2. The presence of common sequences of words in some articles
and their corresponding NIM provisions.
3. NIM provisions rarely transpose the entire article of the directive.
Either they go into more detail, or they partially transpose the
article. In some of these cases, an article is transposed by two or
more provisions.
(1)-(3) motivated us to develop a dedicated model for automated
identification of NIM provisions. We define a similarity measure for
each observation and then propose a unifying similarity measure
(USM) to take into account (1)-(3). USM is proposed in order to benefit
from the complementarity of different similarity measures and it
would be useful to identify different kinds of transpositions which are
not identified by a single similarity measure.
Cosine similarity: To address the first observation we utilize the
cosine similarity measure as it has been shown to perform well in
identifying semantically similar texts in the presence of common
words and phrases [52]. The cosine similarity between the vectors of
Article A and provision P is computed as follows:
C ( A, P) =

A.P
| A|| P|

(2.8)

The numerator represents the dot product of the vectors. The denominator is the product of their lengths, given by the Euclidean distance.
The effect of the document length is compensated by the denominator
which normalizes the similarity value. The cosine similarity ranges
from 0 to 1 as TF-IDF weights are non-negative.
N-gram similarity: The second observation is addressed by incorporating the N-gram similarity measure. N-gram models are useful
in identifying transpositions in the presence of common sequences
of words in articles and NIM provisions. This is because the N-gram
model generates a contiguous sequence of words for a given text. The
presence of shared N-grams in article and NIM provisions may imply
transposition. For an Article A and a NIM provision P, the N-gram
similarity is defined as [5]:
N ( A, P) =

sharedgrams
totalgrams

(2.9)

Here, sharedgrams is the number of character N-grams shared by A
and P. totalgrams is the total number of N-grams present in both A
and P. However, another N-gram similarity metric is considered in
order to compensate for the low similarity values of short strings by
using a warp variable and computing the similarity as follows [5]:
N ( A, P) =

totalgramswarp − unsharedgramswarp
totalgramswarp

(2.10)
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where,
unsharedgrams = totalgrams − sharedgrams

(2.11)

The term unsharedgrams is the number of N-grams which are not
shared by A and P. The warp values are between 1 and 3. Since most
provisions are short and precise texts, we used the warp to compute
the N-gram similarity using Eq.2.10. We chose N-grams for N=4 as
they provided the best results. The value of warp was chosen as 2 to
moderately elevate the similarity values of short texts.
Approximate String Matching: The third observation is addressed
by incorporating an approximate string matching algorithm. The two
texts A and P are first tokenized. Each group of tokens in A and P is
considered as a set [118]. Then the intersection set, I of sorted tokens
in A and P is computed as:
I = A∩P

(2.12)

Set A is then represented as the union of the tokens in the intersection
set I and the remaining tokens in the remainder article set R A .
A = I ∪ RA

(2.13)

Similarly, the provision set P is represented as the union of the intersection set I and the remainder provision set R P .
P = I ∪ RP

(2.14)

Now we compute three similarity measures for (I,A), (I,P) and (A,P).
The similarity measure AS between two sets is computed as 2.0 ∗ M/T,
where T is the total number of elements in both sets and M is the
number of matches [118]. The similarity is in the range of [0,1]. The
maximum similarity value of the three is considered as the final output.
The major significance of this method is that the intersection set I is
the same in both sets A and P. A and P have high similarity values
when set I is the larger part of either A or P.
The Unifying Similarity Measure (USM): We observed that the
above three different similarity measures have their own unique way
of estimating the similarity of two texts. These three measures were
identified on the basis of the manual analysis of articles and corresponding NIM provisions. We propose a novel unifying similarity
measure which benefits from the complementarity of the above three
similarity measures. The major advantage of this measure is its ability to identify transpositions which were not identified previously
with the use of a single similarity measure. The unifying similarity
measure, USM(A,P) between A and P is defined as the weighted arthmetic mean of cosine similarity CS(A,P), N-gram similarity N(A,P)
and approximate similarity AS(A,P) as follows:
USM ( A, P) =

w1 ∗ CS( A, P) + w2 ∗ N ( A, P) + w3 ∗ AS( A, P)
(2.15)
w1 + w2 + w3
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Here w1 , w2 and w3 are the weights assigned to cosine similarity,
N-gram similarity and approximate similarity respectively. All three
similarity measures used in the unifying measure are in the range of
[0,1]. The weights are assigned by using the inverse-variance weighting
method [46]. Each similarity measure is weighted in inverse proportion
to its variance. The weight wi for each similarity measure is thus given
as:
wi =

1
σi2

(2.16)

Here, σi2 is the variance of a particular similarity measure. The range
of USM is also in [0,1]. We identified a similar weighted measure
which used jaccard similarity as the weighting measure for computing pearson correlation, cosine similarity and manhattan similarity
[17]. The integration of knowledge-based measures in USM was not
considered because they are language dependent. Though EuroVoc
should be an ideal choice due to its multilingual nature, it did not
prove useful in identification of transpositions in English legislation
in practice [88].
2.2.2

Pre-processing and vectorization

A multilingual NLP pipeline was developed for processing the corpus. The directive and NIM documents in XML format are processed
to extract the legal provisions. Each legal provision is linked to a
unique label (article or provision number). The next step involves
pre-processing the text. Pre-processing helps in removing noise and
generating a high quality representation of text for semantic similarity.
First of all sentence tokenization is carried out to segment provisions
into sentences. Then word tokenizers are used to extract words from
sentences. The obtained tokens are converted into lowercase. We utilized spaCy’s 3 list of stopwords for French and Italian to filter out
common words in directives and NIMs. For English, we used NLTK’s
[71] stopwords list. The punctuation was also removed. The remaining
tokens were tagged with part-of-speech (POS) tags (POS tag of a token
is taken as an input by the lemmatizer to correctly lemmatize it). For
English we utilized NLTK’s WordNet lemmatizer. For French and Italian we used spaCy’s default lemmatizer. Our experiments in feature
selection indicate that keeping only specific POS tags like nouns, verbs
and adjectives leads to loss of essential features which are necessary in
short text similarity. Other POS tags also contain important semantic
information which must be preserved. Therefore, we do not filter out
tokens for any particular POS tag. Each provision in the corpus is thus
represented in a bag-of-words format. It is a list of each token and its
count in a particular provision.
3 https://spacy.io/
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Then we applied the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) weighting scheme to all the provisions [111]. Each provision is
represented as a vector in TF-IDF representation. The cosine similarity
is computed as the cosine of the transformed query vector (article of
directive) and each NIM provision vector in the corpus. The N-gram
similarity was computed on the Directive-NIM corpus obtained after
pre-processing. N-grams were generated for each provision in the
corpus and the similarity between an article and a NIM provision was
computed as discussed in section 2.2.1. The approximate similarity
was computed as discussed in section 2.2.1. The unifying similarity
measure (USM) was computed as the weighted arithmetic mean of
all three similarity measures. For a particular query (article), the
matching NIM provisions with USM values greater than or equal to
the threshold value are retrieved. The metrics precision, recall and
F-score were computed for each directive by incrementing threshold
values from 0 to 1 at intervals of 0.01. The threshold which provides
the best F-score was chosen.
2.2.3

Results and Analysis

This section presents the results of identification of NIM provisions
using the USM approach. A multilingual corpus (consisting of four
directives and their corresponding NIMs in English, French and Italian
languages) was used to verify whether the USM approach was able to
identify transpositions in different languages. Table 2.2 displays the directives and NIMs considered in the multilingual corpus. The extended
English language corpus (four additional directives) was used to thoroughly evaluate the performance of USM on additional directives. The
English NIMs were taken from Ireland and the UK. The French NIMs
were taken from Luxembourg legislation. The Italian NIMs were taken
from Italian legislation. In our research, we found official correlation
tables (prepared by Member States) for certain Directive-NIM pairs
for the UK and Ireland. Therefore, we were restricted to study the
identification of NIM provisions in these directive-NIM pairs only.
The correlation tables (where not available) for Directive-NIM pairs
were prepared by a legal researcher with in-depth knowledge of the
legislation at both EU and national levels. The tables were checked
and reviewed by another trained legal researcher. Any differences and
inconsistencies in the identified transposed provisions were resolved.
Figure 2.5 shows the results of automated identification of NIM
provisions by the proposed model on the multilingual corpus. LUX
refers to Directive-NIM pairs in French (with NIM from Luxembourg).
ITA refers to Directive-NIM pairs in Italian (with NIM from Italy).
EN refers to Directive-NIM pairs in English (with NIMs from UK in
CELEX 32003L0010 and 31999L0092 and NIMs from Ireland in case of
CELEX 32002L0044 and 32001L0024). We observe that the Luxembourg
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Table 2.2: Directives and NIMs in the multilingual corpus
DirectiveNIM group

Directives
(CELEX
number)

NIMs
glish)

(En-

NIMs (French)

NIMs (Italian)

(Directive1,
NIM1)

32003L0010

United Kingdom (Statutory
Instrument
No. 1643 of
28/06/2005)

Luxembourg
(Memorial
A,Number:23,
02/03/2007)

Italy (Decreto
Legislativo,
Number
195/2006)

(Directive2,
NIM2)

32002L0044

Ireland (Statutory
Instrument
No.
370/2006)

Luxembourg
(Memorial
A,Number:23,
02/03/2007)

Italy (Decreto
Legislativo,
Number
187/2005)

(Directive3,
NIM3)

32001L0024

Ireland (Statutory
Instrument
No.
198/2004)

Luxembourg
(Memorial
A,Number:45,
29/03/2004)

Italy (Decreto
Legislativo,
Number
197/2004)

(Directive4,
NIM4)

31999L0092

United Kingdom (Statutory
Instrument
No. 2776 of
7/11/2002)

Luxembourg
(Memorial
A,Number:39,
05/04/2005)

Italy (Decreto
Legislativo,
Number
233/2003)

Directive-NIM pair achieves the highest F-score and recall for three
directives (CELEX: 32003L0010, 32002L0044 and 31999L0092). For
CELEX 31999L0092, the Italian Directive-NIM pair too achieves the
highest F-score along with the Luxembourg pair. The English DirectiveNIM pair achieved the highest recall and F-score only in CELEX
32001L0024. We also computed the macro-average precision, recall
and F-score measures for USM across all four directives (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.5: Results of automated identification of NIM provisions by USM
on the multilingual corpus of four directives
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Figure 2.6: Macro-average precision, recall and F-score for USM across all
four directives in the multilingual corpus

The macro-average values of the evaluation metrics across all four
directives indicate that the Luxembourg Directive-NIM pairs consistently achieved better recall and F-score than their Italian and English
counterparts. This implies that our system was able to identify a
greater number of transposing provisions per directive for Luxembourgish legislation. This is because the Luxembourg NIM provisions
used wordings and terminologies similar to the European directives.
We consider Article 5.1 of Directive CELEX 32002L0044 and their
corresponding transposing provisions for Luxembourg, Italian and
Irish legislation as per the correlation tables (Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9
respectively).

Figure 2.7: Article 5.1 of Directive CELEX 32002L004 and corresponding NIM
provision 5.1 of Luxembourg

In the case of Luxembourg (Figure 2.7), the presence of many similar
words between the directive and the NIM facilitates the transposition
identification by the system. However, in the Italian case (Figure 2.8),
both the article and NIM provision have partly similar meaning. Both
the article and provision talk about reducing and eliminating the
risks, but miss out some key information. The NIM does not mention
mechanical vibration (referred to as "vibrazioni meccaniche" in the
article), while the article does not mention exposure limit values (re-
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Figure 2.8: Article 5.1 of Directive CELEX 32002L004 and corresponding NIM
provision 5.1 of Italy

Figure 2.9: Article 5.1 of Directive CELEX 32002L004 and corresponding NIM
provision 6.1 of Ireland

ferred to as "valori limite di esposizione" in the provision). The NIM
provision also refers to a national measure instead of the European
directive. Due to these factors, the system was not able to identify this
transposition. In the case of Ireland (Figure 2.9), both the directive
and NIM provision convey the same meaning, but the NIM does not
mention technical progress and availability of measures. The NIM
also refers to another national measure. However, due to the presence
of two common sequences, "general principles of prevention" and
"reduced to a minimum" and a few common words like "mechanical
vibration" and "eliminated" the system is able to identify this transposition (as the proposed model utilizes N-grams for sequences and
cosine similarity for common words).
The above example illustrates the differences in transposing the
directives in different Member States. The Luxembourg legislation
had more instances where the provisions share common words and
sentence structures with the directives, thus resulting in higher recall.
The English and Italian legislation had only few such cases. The
English Directive-NIM pairs had lower average recall and F-score
than the Italian and Luxembourg pairs. This is because in many
cases in English NIMs, the provisions and articles use different words
and sentence structures. The average F-score values for Luxembourg,
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Italian and English Directive-NIM pairs were 0.808, 0.736 and 0.708
respectively.
We briefly discuss the content of the directives and their corresponding NIMs in the English language for the multilingual corpus.
Directive CELEX 32001L0024 focuses on the measures to be taken
by Member States on the reorganisation and winding up of credit
institutions. The corresponding NIM (Reorganisation and Winding-Up
of Credit Institutions Regulations 2004) is coherent with the directive
and and provides precise implementation of the directive articles. For
instance, one article in the directive states that an “administrative or
judicial authority” must inform the competent authorities of other
host Member States about the opening of proceedings. The corresponding transposing provision states that the “Bank” must inform
the competent authority by any available means about the opening of
proceedings. Thus, we observe that NIM implementations are more
specific and takes into account the national legal framework. Similar
observations were recorded for Directive CELEX 31999L0092 which
discusses the minimum requirements for improving the safety and
health protection of workers at risk from explosive atmospheres.
Directives CELEX 32003L0010 and 32002L0044 have a very similar
structure as both are focussed on the minimum health and safety
requirements regarding the exposure of workers to risks arising from
physical agents. CELEX 32003L0010 considers noise whereas CELEX
32002L0044 considers vibration. Both directives share some common
article headings like, “Determination and assessment of risks”, “Provisions aimed at avoiding or reducing exposure”, “Worker information
and training”. However, the articles are focused on their respective
domains, ie. noise and mechanical vibration. Figure 2.10 shows the
transposition of two very similar articles from these two directives. We
observe that the content of both articles is almost the same. We also
observe that articles of both directives recommend Member States to
adopt provisions for health surveillance of workers in case of a risk to
their health.
The UK and Ireland NIM provisions are more specific than the directive articles and explicitly mention risks from hearing and mechanical
vibration respectively. However, the directive articles in Figure 2.10
do not make a distinction between the risks arising from noise and
vibration (even though CELEX 32003L0010 and 32002L0044 consider
risks arising from noise and vibration respectively). The similar structure and presence of a few common words and sequences between
Ireland NIM provision and directive CELEX 32002L0044 facilitates the
transposition identification and results in a relatively higher F-score
than CELEX 32003L0010 and the UK NIM provision.
Figure 2.6 shows the evaluation metrics averaged over all directives.
These results indicate that our model was able to identify transpositions with good performance on legislation written in three different
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Figure 2.10: Two articles from directives CELEX 32003L0010 and CELEX
32002L0044 transposed by UK NIM and Ireland NIM provision
respectively

languages. This demonstrates that our model could be scalable for
identifying transpositions in an automated way in different legal systems.
2.2.4

Comparison of USM with state-of-the-art methods on the Multilingual corpus

In this section, we compare the results of the unifying similarity measure with state-of-the art text similarity measures on the multilingual
corpus of four directives. We implemented Euclidean similarity, Manhattan similarity, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) methods and evaluated their results on the multilingual corpus of four directives and their corresponding NIMs in
English, French and Italian languages. Figure 2.11 show the comparison of USM with other state-of-the-art methods.
2.2.4.1 Italian Legislation Results
In the case of Italian Directive-NIM pairs, USM outperforms other
methods in terms of F-score in all four directives. It also achieved a
higher recall than other methods in three directives (CELEX: 32003L0010,
32002L0044 and 31999L0092). USM further achieved the highest precision for CELEX 32003L0010 and 31999L0092. However, LDA achieved
better precision than USM in CELEX 32002L0044. This is because LDA
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the Unifying Similarity Measure (USM) with Euclidean, Manhattan, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) similarity measures on the multilingual corpus
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could retrieve very few transpositions and had the lowest recall among
all methods for CELEX 32002L0044. So, it was able to identify those
few transpositions with a higher precision. We further computed the
macro-average precision, recall and F-score values across all directives
for different similarity measures. The results are shown in Figure 2.12.
For the Italian Directive-NIM pairs , we observe that USM outperforms
other state-of-the-art methods in all three metrics: precision, recall and
F-score. The macro-average F-score for USM was 0.738. USM was also
able to retrieve a greater number of transpositions than other methods
as it achieved a higher recall.

Figure 2.12: Comparison of USM with state-of-the-art similarity measures
for macro-average precision, recall and F-score across all four
directives

2.2.4.2 Luxembourg Legislation Results
In the case of the Directive-NIM pairs written in French, USM achieved
the best F-scores in CELEX 320003L0010 and 32001L0024. However in
CELEX 32002L0044 and 31999L0092, Euclidean similarity achieved the
best F-score, although the F-score of USM is very close to Euclidean
similarity in both directives and both values are above 0.8. So there is
only a small difference.
Now we closely examine the reasons for this performance. For
CELEX 32002L0044, the number of obtained true positives were same
for both USM and Euclidean. Also the recall of USM was much higher
than Euclidean. So, the higher F-score of Euclidean is because of
its perfect precision. One key motivation for proposing USM was to
increase the recall (to identify as many transpositions as possible, by
incorporating complementary similarity measures). However, one of
the limitations of such a weighted mean is an increase in the number
of false positives (in some cases). This is because our model takes
into account three different similarity measures (which check for three
different features) and sometimes the presence of just a few matching
features may not result in a true positive. The same explanation also
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holds true for CELEX 31999L0092 (where the recall of USM and
Euclidean is the same, but Euclidean achieves higher precision). The
results of comparison of average values (Figure 2.12) indicate that
Euclidean similarity achieved the best average F-score, while USM
was second best with a very minute difference. In terms of recall,
USM outperformed other methods. However, Euclidean similarity was
successful in achieving a higher average precision than USM (due to
more false positives by USM).
2.2.4.3

English Legislation Results

In this section, we discuss the results of Directive-NIM pairs in
English. For three Directives, CELEX: 32002L0044, 32001L0024 and
31999L0092, USM achieves a higher F-score than other methods. For
CELEX 32003L0010, both USM and Euclidean similarity achieve the
best F-score. Also the recall of USM was higher than other methods for
CELEX 32002L0044 and 31999L0092. In the case of CELEX 32001L0024
and 32003L0010, USM achieved the second highest recall. In terms of
the average comparison of evaluation metrics (Figure 2.12), USM also
achieved the best performance in F-score, recall and precision.
We observed from the results that USM achieved the highest recall
in all three cases of Luxembourg, Italian and English legislation. This
shows that USM was able to identify more transpositions than other
methods. This is possible because USM checks for multiple features
when comparing texts, while other methods just look for one. USM
benefits from the complementary nature of different similarity techniques. We illustrate one example in Figure 2.13 where USM was
able to identify the transposition but other methods - Euclidean, LSA,
LDA and Manhattan failed. It can be observed that though the NIM
provision transposes the corresponding article, the language in the
NIM is quite different from that of directive. The NIM also does not
mention anything about reviewing the derogations every four years.
The presence of a common sequence, "that the resulting risks are
reduced to a minimum" and a few common words like "health surveillance" and "special circumstances" were enough for the USM model to
identify this transposition. The other methods failed to identify such
cases of transposition as they did not consider approximate matching
and N-gram similarity.
It is also interesting to observe that latent semantic analysis (LSA)
had a decent performance in evaluation. It was chosen because of its
ability to extract the meaning of words by analyzing patterns in word
usage across different provisions, so that it would be useful to identify
cases of transposition where NIM and directives use different words.
The application of singular value decomposition (SVD) may cause
some important features (relevant for text similarity) to be lost, thus
resulting in low recall. This was also evident in English, Luxembourg
and Italian legislation where LSA achieved lower recall than USM (Fig-
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Figure 2.13: Article 10.3 from dir. CELEX 32002L0044 and corresponding
NIM provision 10.3 of Ireland identified by USM

ure 2.12). The performance of Latent Dirichlet Allocation was poorer
in terms of recall as compared to LSA, USM and Euclidean similarity
in English and Italian legislation. LDA is a generative model which
discovers a latent distribution of topics in a corpus of documents. It
is based on the assumption that a document can be represented as a
mixture of hidden topics [10]. LDA is a probabilistic topic model characterized by a conditional word by document probability distribution,
p(w|d) [8]. This distribution is a combination of topic by document
distribution p(z|d) and word by topic distribution p(w|z):
p(w|d) =

∑ p(w|z) p(z|d)

(2.17)

z

Thus, each document d is represented as a multinomial distribution
of latent topics z, and each topic z is represented as a multinomial
distribution of words w. The LDA transform is applied over the tf-idf
provision term matrix to obtain provision-topic matrix. Each provision
vector is thus represented in a reduced dimension as a topic distribution. LDA considers each provision as a mixture of hidden topics
and each topic as a mixture of words. The topics generated by LDA
(in the articles and NIM provisions) were quite different when the
articles and NIM provisions used different words. This influenced the
similarity values and resulted in a lower recall for Italian and English
legislation (where the directive and NIM have different wordings in
many cases), as shown in Figure 2.12. In case of Luxembourg legislation, the recall of LDA was high enough as the wordings are more
similar. Our experiments with different number of topics suggested
that LDA’s performance improved with the increase in number of
topics. We chose 500 topics for the LDA model.
The Euclidean similarity measure is based on the Euclidean distance.
Its a lexical similarity measure which was applied to the tf-idf vectors
to compute similarity. It achieved a higher recall than other methods for Luxembourg legislation as there were many similar words.
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However, for Italian and English legislation the achieved recall was
lower than USM. Manhattan similarity is a similarity measure based
on the Manhattan distance. The value of Manhattan distance is higher
than Euclidean distance and thus the similarity values are much lower.
The Manhattan distance follows a grid-like path and the computed
distance between two provision vectors may not provide a reasonable
estimate of their similarity.
2.2.5

Results on the extended English corpus

The results of transposition identification on the multilingual corpus
suggested that there was greater linguistic variability in the English
transpositions, whereas the French and Italian texts had more words
and phrases in common. The English Directive-NIM pairs had a lower
average F-score of 0.708 as compared to 0.736 and 0.808 of Italian
and French Directive-NIM pairs respectively. Therefore the English
text was deemed the most challenging and appropriate for further
in-depth evaluation of USM compared to other models.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of USM on an additional
corpus of 4 directives and their corresponding NIMs in the English
language4 . The NIMs were taken from the legislation of Ireland. Table
2.3 shows the results of automated identification of NIM provisions.
We observe that USM clearly outperforms other state-of-the-art text
similarity measures in terms of F-score and recall. Thus, USM model
achieved encouraging results over the multilingual and the extended
English language corpus. A more thorough evaluation of different
lexical and semantic techniques on a larger corpus is presented in
section 2.3.
2.3

evaluation of lexical and semantic unsupervised
text similarity models on a multilingual corpus of
43 directives

The first two sections presented encouraging results on small corpora
(both monolingual corpus in English from Section 2.1 and a multilingual corpus from Section 2.2). In this section, we evaluate the
previously discussed lexical and semantic similarity models (TF-IDF
Cosine, USM, LSA and LDA) on a larger multilingual corpus of 43
directives and their corresponding NIMs.

4 the corresponding list of NIMs from Ireland in order of the directives mentioned in
Table 2.3 are : SI No. 619/2001, SI No. 572/2013, SI No.875/2005, SI No.176/2010,
where SI refers to Statutory Instrument
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Table 2.3: Comparison of USM with state-of-the-art text similarity methods on the extended English corpus
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2.3.1

Corpus Preparation

The first step involved creating a corpus of directives and NIMs. We
prepared a multilingual parallel corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs from Ireland, Luxembourg and Italian legislation.
Table 2.4 presents the CELEX numbers of the directives and NIMs
as per EUR-Lex. The chosen directives were taken from different subject matters. This is because only a very few directives belong to a
particular subject matter. We needed a bigger corpus for a thorough
evaluation of our system on directives from different subject matters.
Only the directives for which all the three Member States (Ireland,
Luxembourg and Italy) have communicated the NIMs to the Commission were chosen. This information was obtained from EUR-Lex
which provides a list of NIMs communicated by each Member State
for a particular directive. We were restricted in our choice of directives
due to the fact that many directives did not have NIMs communicated
from all three Member states (Luxembourg, Ireland and Italy). Due
to the highly time-consuming process of preparing the gold standard
mapping we did not include directives with a large number of NIMs.
This is an aspect which deserves further investigation and can be
addressed in future work. The consolidated version of the directives
was used in the corpus. Each legislative document was stored in a
proprietary XML format with each XML element representing a legal provision (directive article or NIM provision). A gold standard
mapping between directive articles and NIM provisions was prepared
by two legal researchers with expertise in European law. An interannotator agreement was computed for each language corpus (of 43
directives and their corresponding NIMs) using Cohen’s Kappa [80].
The mean Kappa scores for English, French and Italian corpus are
0.4812, 0.79 and 0.6065 respectively. This indicates that the agreement
was highest in the French Directive-NIM corpus and the lowest in
English Directive-NIM corpus.
2.3.2

Pre-processing and vectorization

We utilize the same pre-processing pipeline as discuss in section 2.2.2.
2.3.3

Results and Analysis of Lexical and Semantic Unsupervised Text
Similarity Models on the Multilingual corpus of 43 directives

In this section, we evaluate the models discussed in the above sections
on the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding
NIMs. The metrics precision, recall and F-score were computed for
each directive by incrementing threshold values from 0 to 1 at intervals
of 0.01. The threshold which provides the best F-score was chosen.
We then computed the macro-average precision, recall and F-score
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Table 2.4: The CELEX numbers of directives and NIMs in the multilingual
corpus
Sno

Directives

NIMs (Ireland)

NIMs (Luxembourg)

NIMs (Italy)

1

32010L0024

72010L0024IRL_188115

72010L0024LUX_194845

72010L0024ITA_195371

72009L0128LUX_222878
2

32009L0128

72009L0128IRL_190844

72009L0128ITA_195369
72009L0128LUX_222460

3

31994L0011

71994L0011IRL_97765

71994L0011LUX_97767

71994L0011ITA_97762

4

31996L0040

71996L0040IRL_103146

71996L0040LUX_103149

71996L0040ITA_103143

5

31996L0093

71996L0093IRL_104711

71996L0093LUX_104713

71996L0093ITA_104707

6

31997L0043

71997L0043IRL_106134

71997L0043LUX_106145

71997L0043ITA_106123

7

31998L0058

71998L0058IRL_107788

71998L0058LUX_107790

71998L0058ITA_107789

8

31998L0084

71998L0084IRL_108777

71998L0084LUX_108779

71998L0084ITA_108778

71999L0105LUX_126553
9

31999L0105

71999L0105IRL_111554

71999L0105ITA_111555
71999L0105LUX_126554

10

32009L0021

72009L0021IRL_184902

72009L0021LUX_189874

72009L0021ITA_186849

11

31999L0002

71999L0002IRL_109429

71999L0002LUX_109431

71999L0002ITA_109430

12

32009L0020

72009L0020IRL_188439

72009L0020LUX_189875

72009L0020ITA_194551

13

31999L0095

71999L0095IRL_111630

71999L0095LUX_111632

71999L0095ITA_125921

14

32009L0033

72009L0033IRL_183965

72009L0033LUX_183231

72009L0033ITA_179616

15

32000L0036

72000L0036IRL_112636

72000L0036LUX_112638

72000L0036ITA_112637

16

32000L0055

72000L0055IRL_113427

72000L0055LUX_113429

72000L0055ITA_113428

17

32001L0110

72001L0110IRL_116005

72001L0110LUX_116006

72001L0110ITA_30057

18

32008L0090

72008L0090IRL_168455

72008L0090LUX_168629

72008L0090ITA_170924

19

32001L0112

72001L0112IRL_116042

72001L0112LUX_116043

72001L0112ITA_29334

20

32001L0113

72001L0113IRL_116060

72001L0113LUX_116062

72001L0113ITA_116061

21

32007L0002

72007L0002IRL_170884

72007L0002LUX_170775

72007L0002ITA_167690

22

32007L0043

72007L0043IRL_170239

72007L0043LUX_170162

72007L0043ITA_173275

23

32007L0033

72007L0033IRL_170294

72007L0033LUX_170795

72007L0033ITA_173410

24

32001L0111

72001L0111IRL_116024

72001L0111LUX_116026

72001L0111ITA_116025

25

32005L0094

72005L0094IRL_142403

72005L0094LUX_131762

72005L0094ITA_167074

72001L0081LUX_115689

72001L0081ITA_29985

72001L0081IRL_115688
26

32001L0081
72001L0081IRL_194972

72001L0095ITA_29986
27

32001L0095

72001L0095IRL_28698

72001L0095LUX_135144
72001L0095ITA_135265
72004L0023ITA_150656

28

32004L0023

72004L0023IRL_131105

72004L0023LUX_147977
72004L0023ITA_150706

72001L0096IRL_115977
29

32001L0096

72001L0096LUX_115979

72001L0096ITA_35623

72001L0096IRL_115978
72002L0092LUX_126481
30

32002L0092

72002L0092IRL_34868

72002L0092ITA_125142
72002L0092LUX_123898

31

32003L0094

72003L0094IRL_33063

72003L0094LUX_33944

72003L0094ITA_132883

32

32014L0028

72014L0028IRL_239853

72014L0028LUX_243958

72014L0028ITA_237982

33

32015L0413

72015L0413IRL_250326

72015L0413LUX_234950

72015L0413ITA_214698

72013L0053LUX_243962

72013L0053ITA_233695

72013L0053LUX_243961

72013L0053ITA_233693

34

32013L0053

72013L0053IRL_245865

35

32006L0088

72006L0088IRL_157218

72006L0088LUX_153017

72006L0088ITA_158323

36

32008L0057

72008L0057IRL_185250

72008L0057LUX_169960

72008L0057ITA_173702

37

32008L0096

72008L0096IRL_186546

72008L0096LUX_190526

72008L0096ITA_180588
72008L0096ITA_180158
72008L0043LUX_161581
38

32008L0043

72008L0043IRL_161791

72008L0043ITA_166919
72008L0043LUX_161580
72005L0062ITA_150819

39

32005L0062

72005L0062IRL_137665

72005L0062LUX_129420

72005L0062ITA_150669

40

31999L0092

71999L0092IRL_111679

71999L0092LUX_120249

71999L0092ITA_111680

41

32001L0024

72001L0024LUX_114418

72001L0024ITA_30729

72005L0062ITA_150695

72001L0024IRL_180124
72001L0024IRL_28393
42

32002L0044

72002L0044IRL_133618

72002L0044LUX_142436

72002L0044ITA_124474

43

32003L0010

72003L0010IRL_133619

72003L0010LUX_142437

72003L0010ITA_132468
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metrics for each legislation corpus (Ireland, Luxembourg and Italy).
The macro-average precision is computed by taking the average of
the precision values for the 43 directives (for a particular legislation).
The macro-average recall is computed by taking the average of the
recall values for the 43 directives (for a particular legislation). The
macro-average F-score is the harmonic mean of the macro-average
precision and macro-average recall.
We implemented two variants of USM, USM_chars, with character
N-grams and USM_tokens, with token N-grams. We utilized 4-grams
for both cases and N-gram similarity was computed as discussed in
section 2.2.1. Figure 2.14 presents the macro-average precision, recall
and F-score of the lexical and semantic unsupervised text similarity
models over the multilingual corpus. We observe that the Luxembourg
Directive-NIM corpus achieves a higher precision, recall and F-score
than the English and Italian corpus for each similarity measure. This
is because of the presence of common words and phrases in European
directives and the Luxembourg legislation. The Irish and Italian legislation had more linguistic variation with respect to the European
directives.
TF-IDF Cosine
LSA

LDA
USM Tokens

USM Chars
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Figure 2.14: Results of the lexical and semantic unsupervised text similarity
models on a multilingual corpus of 43 directives

TF-IDF cosine similarity measure achieved the best F-score for all
three corpora. The performance of LSA and USM_chars model was

2.3 evaluation of lexical and semantic unsupervised text similarity models on a multiling

Table 2.5: Article 3.2 of Directive (CELEX Number: 32008L0096) and its implementing NIM provision 4.2 from Ireland legislation (CELEX
Number: 72008L0096IRL_186546)
Article 3.2 of Directive

Provision 4.2 of Ireland NIM

The road safety impact assessment shall be carried out at
the initial planning stage before the infrastructure project
is approved. In that connection, Member States shall endeavour to meet the criteria
set out in Annex I.

The road safety impact assessment shall be carried out at
the initial planning stage of
the infrastructure project, before— (a) in the case of an
infrastructure project coming
within Part IV of the Act of
1993, submitting a scheme to
An Bord Pleanála, pursuant
to sections 47 and 49 of the
Act of 1993, as amended by
sections 9 and 11 of the Act
of 2007, or (b) in any other
case, submitting an application for consent for the infrastructure project under the
Planning and Development
Act 2000 (No. 30 of 2000) and
Regulations made under Part
XI of that Act.

comparable and they were the second best methods after TF-IDF
cosine in terms of F-score. LSA has a slightly better performance
(F-score) than USM_chars for English and Italian corpus.
These results indicate that the application of dimensionality reduction techniques, such as LSA and LDA do not improve the performance of the text similarity system. The idea behind such techniques
is to reduce the variability in word usage and thus highlight the latent
relations between words and documents which were obscured by
noise [28]. However, in case of short texts, such as legal provisions the
reduction of dimensions results in loss of key features which maybe
relevant for semantic similarity. This is also demonstrated in Irish,
Italian and Luxembourg legislation corpus where LSA achieved a
lower recall than TF-IDF cosine (Figure 2.14). In terms of precision,
the performance of LSA is almost equivalent to TF-IDF cosine (in
Luxembourg and Italian legislation). The overall performance of LDA
was poorer as compared to other methods. In case of short texts (such
as tweets), they have been outperformed by TF-IDF based models [50].
USM_chars model had a decent performance over the multilingual
corpus. There were some transpositions which were identified by
USM_chars but missed by other methods. Table 2.5 presents one
such example. It can be observed that the only similar part in directive article and NIM provision is about the road safety impact
assessment being carried at the planning stage of the infrastructure
project. The NIM provision then goes in further details which are not
mentioned in the directive article. The N-gram and approximate string
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matching features of USM facilitate the identification of such cases of
transposition.
2.4

summary

This chapter presented the investigation of unsupervised lexical and
semantic similarity techniques for automated identification of national implementing measures (NIMs) of European Union directives.
We presented a thorough evaluation of the different similarity techniques with detailed results and analysis on two smaller corpora and
a multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs
in English, French and Italian. The major text similarity methods
presented in this chapter include: TF-IDF Cosine, Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and the Unifying
Similarity Measure (USM). Our results indicate that TF-IDF cosine
outperformed other unsupervised text similarity models in terms of
F-Score over the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and NIMs. In the
next chapter, we discuss unsupervised text similarity models based
on words and paragraphs embeddings.

U N S U P E RV I S E D T E X T S I M I L A R I T Y M O D E L S B A S E D
O N W O R D A N D PA R A G R A P H E M B E D D I N G S
LEARNED BY SHALLOW NEURAL NETWORKS

In the previous chapter, we investigated the application of lexical
and semantic unsupervised text similarity models to identify the
transpositions of European directives into national implementing measures (NIMs). The results indicate that TF-IDF Cosine achieved the
best performance over the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and
their corresponding NIMs. In this chapter, we investigate word and
paragraph embedding models learned by shallow neural networks to
identify the transposition of directives. The word embeddings obtained
from Word2vec model have been utilized in many natural language
processing applications. Word embeddings could be highly useful in
a short text similarity task as they can be used to enrich the texts with
external semantic knowledge learned from a large corpus [56]. Enriching directive and NIM provisions with external legal vocabularies
could also be useful to identify transpositions because European and
national law may have different terminologies. However our results in
section 2.1.3 indicate that addition of EuroVoc1 terms did not improve
over the TF-IDF and latent semantic analysis models. Therefore, in
this chapter we will utilize word embeddings to develop semantic
similarity models for identifying transpositions.
3.1

word2vec

Word2vec is one of the most common model used to generate word
embeddings from large unlabelled corpora [82]. It is a shallow neural
network which learns a distributed representation of words. It was
developed to reduce the computational complexity of traditional neural networks to allow for more efficient training. Word2vec comprises
two models: continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and skip-gram. In the
continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model, the surrounding context
words are used to predict the center word. Word2vec consists of one
hidden layer with one input layer and one output layer. The number
of neurons in the input layer is set to the number of words in the
vocabulary (V) of the training corpus. The input layer is one-hot encoded vector representation of the words. This means for a particular
word, only one entry is set to 1. The rest of the entries in the vector
are set to 0. The size of the hidden layer is set to the length of the
word embedding dimension (N). Output layer is the same size as
1 http://eurovoc.europa.eu
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the input layer. The weights from the input layer to the hidden layer
of the network is represented by V × N matrix Wi . Each row of the
matrix Wi represents the word vector, Vw of a particular word w in
the input layer. For a particular context word, k the one-hot encoded
input vector will have xk = 1 and rest of the entries, xk0 = 0, for k0 6= k.
The matrix for hidden layer, h is then given as follows:
h = WiT x = W(Tk,.) = VwT

(3.1)

The weights from the hidden layer to the output matrix are given by
the matrix Wo of size N × V. In this case, the score for a particular
word in the vocabulary is computed as:
T
u j = vw
h
j

(3.2)

where vw j is column j of matrix Wo .
.
CBOW is based on the idea of bag-of-words: given a word at position
t, CBOW generates a vector averaging the embedding in the windows
[t − d, t + d], where d is the size of the window; the averaged vector is
then multiplied by the hidden layer to predict the next word.
Skip-gram, instead, is the opposite of CBOW: given a word in
position t, it predicts the surrounding words in a windows of size
[t − d, t + d]. The current word is used as an input to a log-linear
classifier with continuous projection layer and is used to predict surrounding words in a particular range around the current word. We
used both skip-gram and CBOW to generate word embeddings. We
set embedding dimension to 128, number of negative samples to 16,
context windows to 5, and the learning rate to 0.38.
3.2

fasttext

FastText [14] is a word embedding model developed by Facebook.
It allows to train models quickly on a large corpus. It also offers
the advantage of computing the word vectors of words which were
not in the vocabulary of the training set. It substantially differs from
Word2Vec in terms of the loss function and the way it computes the
embedding of a word. For the loss, instead of using cross-entropy,
it uses a binary logistic loss, randomly sampling negative words
from the vocabulary. The embedding matrix contains character ngrams embedding (of size 3, 4, 5 and 6). Given a word, the n-grams
embedding that compose the word are retrieved from the matrix,
summed together and multiplied by the hidden layer. The resulting
vector is then passed to the loss function. Finally, the learned n-gram
embedding is used to define the word embedding of all words inside
the vocabulary. We utilize both CBOW and skip-gram models of
fastText.

3.3 system description for text similarity models based on word and paragraph embedding

3.3

system description for text similarity models based
on word and paragraph embeddings

We require a large amount of unlabelled legal text data to train a
word embeddings model. Word embeddings trained on a legal domain corpus have shown better performance on legal datasets than
generic embeddings trained on Google News and Wikipedia [18]. This
is because the data used to train the embeddings is quite different
from the test data (legal data) on which embeddings have to be evaluated. Therefore, we collected a corpus of European directives and
national legislation to train word embeddings. The European part
consists of a multilingual parallel corpus of 4300 directives in English,
French and Italian. The national part consists of the national legislation
from 1960 to 2018 from Ireland, Luxembourg and Italy. The number
of documents were 27365, 14365 and 16233 in Ireland, Luxembourg
and Italian legislation respectively. The embeddings were trained on
this combined corpus of European directives and national legislation.
The NLP pre-processing pipeline discussed in section 2.2.2 was utilized to clean the corpus before training word embeddings. Table 3.1
presents the most similar words for four given words as per the word
embeddings trained on the English Directive-NIM corpus.
Table 3.1: Most similar words for a given word as per Word2vec embeddings

3.4

Word

Nearest words

board

vessel, master, passenger, ship

requirement

condition, satisfy, meet, minimum

notice

document, notification, collate, file

contract

offer, agreement, entity, purchase

computation of provision vectors

In order to utilize word embeddings for text similarity of legal provisions, we need to compute provision vectors. This could be done in
two ways: word-sum and word-average. In word-sum, the provision
vector is generated by adding the vector of the words in the provision.
Given a sequence of N words, the resulting vector esum is computed as
follows:
N

esum =

∑ ei

i =1

where ei is the embeddings of i-th word.

(3.3)
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In word-average, the sum of the word embeddings in a provision is
divided by the provision length. The resulting average vector eemb is
computed as follows:

eavg =

∑iN=1 ei
N

(3.4)

We also experiment with inverse document frequency (IDF) and
word-sum. Since some words in a text are more relevant compared
to others, we multiply each word embedding by the IDF of the word.
The average-idf provision vector, eid f is computed as follows:

eavgi d f =

∑iN=1 ei ∗ id f wi
N

(3.5)

where id f wi is the IDF value of i-th word in the provision.
The formula in Equation 3.5 is very similar to TF-IDF, with the only
exception that term-frequency is substituted by the embedding of the
word.
3.5

paragraph vector model

We also utilized paragraph vector, an unsupervised model which
learns a fixed-length distributed vector representation for texts of
variable length, such as sentences, paragraphs and documents [65].
Paragraph vector model can be seen as an extension of word2vec.
Word2vec involves predicting the target word given the context. The
training data comprises context and target word pairs. The context
may comprise not only the words but also other suitable features (for
instance, part-of-speech tags of context words) which may help to
predict the target word. Paragraph vector model adds a paragraph
token to the context. This token represents the document or a paragraph as an additional context. This token also acts as the document or
paragraph identifier. While training the word vectors, the paragraph
vector is also trained. After the training is finished, the paragraph
vector represents a distributed vector representation of the paragraph.
The concatenation of word vectors with the paragraph vector is used
to predict the next word. This model is called the Distributed Memory
Model of Paragraph Vectors (PV-DM). Another variant of paragraph
vector model is called Paragraph Vector without word ordering: Distributed bag of words (PV-DBOW). This method ignores the input
context words which were used by the PV-DM method. It uses the
paragraph vector along with an input word to predict other words in
the paragraph. This model does not require to store word vectors and
is thus much faster. Previous experiments have demonstrated that a
paragraph vector obtained as a combination of PV-DM and PV-DBOW

3.6 results of text similarity models based on word and paragraph embeddings

models achieves a better performance as compared to utilizing paragraph vectors obtained individually from each model [65]. We also
utilized a combination of PV-DM and PV-DBOW to develop provision
vectors for the directive-NIM corpus. The paragraph vector model was
trained on the combined unlabelled corpus of European directives
and national legislation. We used the same dimension size of 128 as
word2vec and fastText provision vectors.
3.6

results of text similarity models based on word and
paragraph embeddings

Figure 3.1 displays the results of the word2vec model (for different
provision vectors) for the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their
corresponding NIMs. We observe that the Luxembourg Directive-NIM
corpus achieves the best precision, recall and F-score for different
word2vec models. This result is coherent with the results of the similarity measures discussed in section 2.3.3. The performance of both
skip-gram and CBOW models of word2vec is comparable across the
multilingual corpus. But the CBOW model slighlty outperforms the
skip-gram model in terms of F-score for all three languages. The legal datasets of European directives and national legislation used in
this paper to train word embeddings are quite small as compared
Wikipedia or Google News datasets which are generally used to train
the embeddings. The CBOW model smoothes most of the distributional information as it models the entire context as one observation
[1]. As a result, CBOW achieves better performance than skip-gram in
smaller datasets. The skip-gram model on the other hand considers
each word-context pair as a new observation. Therefore, the skip-gram
model works better in case of a larger dataset as it provides a larger
number of observations. The performance of different provision vector
models for the CBOW model is comparable. The average-idf provision
vector performs slightly better than other vectors in the English corpus.
In French and Italian corpus, both average and average-idf vectors
have the similar performance and slightly outperform the sum vector.
Overall, we conclude that the average-idf had the best performance in
the CBOW model. In case of the skip-gram model, all the provision
vectors have similar performance.
Figure 3.2 displays the results of the fastText model for the multilingual corpus of directives and NIMs. In this case also the Luxembourg
Directive-NIM corpus achieves a higher F-score than English and
Italian corpus. We also observe that the skip-gram model of fastText
slightly outperforms the CBOW model. This is because the skip-gram
model in word2vec predicts the context only from the vectors of words
present in the training corpus. Whereas the skip-gram model of fastText utilizes the vectors of the word and also vectors of the n-grams
comprising the word. The presence of n-grams results in achieving
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W2V AVG IDF CBOW
W2V AVG CBOW

W2V SUM CBOW
W2V AVG IDF SKIP

W2V AVG SKIP
W2V SUM SKIP
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Figure 3.1: Macro-average Precision, Recall and F-score values for Skip-gram
and CBOW Word2vec models

a better performance for syntactic tasks due to the addition of morphological information [14]. The performance of different provision
vectors for both skip-gram and CBOW models is very similar. The
average-idf vector has a slightly better performance than other vectors
in case of the English corpus.
We also evaluate the paragraph vector on the multilingual corpus
of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs. Figure 3.3 displays
the results of the paragraph vector and the best performing provision
vectors of word2vec (average-idf of the CBOW model) and fastText
(average-idf for the skip-gram model) model. The results indicate that
the paragraph-vector model outperforms both word2vec and fastText
in terms of F-score. One advantage of using paragraph vectors is that
they take into account the word order though in a small context [65].
The provision vectors developed by the sum and average of word
vectors lose the word order. Therefore, paragraph vector models show
better performance to identify transpositions as compared to provision
vector models of fastText and word2vec.
We also present a two-dimensional visualization of provision vectors generated by fastText and latent semantic analysis (LSA) models
as shown in Figure 3.4 (fastText vectors are represented by the top
plot and LSA vectors are represented by the bottom plot). The visualization is generated by using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour
Embedding (t-SNE) ([74]). It is a dimensionality reduction algorithm
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FT AVG IDF CBOW
FT AVG CBOW

FT SUM CBOW
FT AVG IDF SKIP
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Results of FastText text similarity model for identifying transpostions
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Figure 3.2: Macro-average Precision, Recall and F-score values for Skip-gram
and CBOW models of FastText
W2V AVG IDF CBOW
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Paragraph vector model with word2vec and fastText
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which converts high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional (two or
three-dimensions) space for visualization. In Figure 3.4, the labels A
and P represent the directive articles and NIM provisions respectively.
We encircle some article and provision pairs in both plots which are
very close to each other. We observe that the pairs encircled with
blue colour (A10.1, P14.1), (A3, P2.1), (A9.1, P13) and (A2, P3.2) are
clustered together in both fastText and LSA plots. These pairs of
transposition were correctly identified by both fastText and LSA. In
the LSA plot, we also encircle the pair (A7, P8.3), with light green
colour, which was correctly identified by LSA but missed by fastText.
In the fastText plot, points A7 and P8.3 are far away and not clustered
together. We observe that semantically similar provisions are mostly
clustered together in the visualization. Moreover, we can also find
correspondences between similar provisions from the same legislative
document (for instance NIM provisions P11, P10.2, P6.2 and P8.5 are
clustered together in both plots).
3.7

comparison of text similarity models based on word
and paragraph embeddings with lexical and semantic similarity techniques

In this section, we compare the performance of word2vec, fastText and
paragraph vector text similarity models with the lexical and semantic
similarity techniques discussed in section 2.3.3. Figure 3.5 presents
the results of the best performing unsupervised text similarity models.
We observe that TF-IDF cosine model had the best performance in
terms of F-score for all three corpora. It was closely followed by LSA
and USM_chars model. The lexical and semantic similarity methods
outperform the word and paragraph embedding models. This is probably because a large number of transpositions can be identified by
highlighting important terms using TF-IDF and modeling their relationships through LSA. The results of the embedding-based models
are encouraging and probably with improvements in provision vector
representation their performance may improve. There were some cases
where they were able to identify the complex cases of transposition
which were missed by the best performing methods.
Table 3.2 presents an example of a transposition which was identified by paragraph vector and word2vec models but missed by all other
methods, such as TF-IDF cosine, USM, LSA, LDA and fastText. We
observe that the NIM provision only partly implements the directive
article. The second part of NIM provision talks about the proof of
insurance which is not mentioned in the directive article. The NIM
also does not mention anything about compliance and conformity
with international law as mentioned in the directive. The proximity of
word vector pairs (trained on the legal corpus), such as ’owners’ and

3.7 comparison of text similarity models based on word and paragraph embeddings with le

Figure 3.4: Two-dimensional visualization of fastText (top plot) and LSA
(bottom plot) provision vectors using t-SNE for Directive CELEX
32001L0096 and Ireland NIM 72001L0096IRL_115977

unsupervised text similarity models based on word and paragraph embeddings
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the best performing unsupervised text similarity
models

’shipowners’, ’in place’ and ’in force’ facilitates the identification of
this transposition.
Table 3.2: Article 4.2 of Directive (CELEX Number: 32009L0020) and its implementing NIM provision 4.3 from Ireland legislation (CELEX
Number: 72009L0020IRL_188439)
Article 4.2 of Directive

Provision 4.3 of Ireland NIM

Each Member State shall require
shipowners of ships flying a flag
other than its own to have insurance in place when such ships
enter a port under the Member
State’s jurisdiction. This shall not
prevent Member States, if in conformity with international law,
from requiring compliance with
that obligation when such ships
are operating in their territorial
waters.

The owner of a ship flying a flag
other than that of the State— (a)
shall have insurance in force in
respect of the ship when it enters a port in the State, and (b)
shall ensure that proof of such
insurance in the form of a certificate or certificates referred to
in Regulation 5(2) is carried on
board the ship.

3.8 summary

3.8

summary

In this chapter, we presented unsupervised text similarity techniques
based on word and paragraph embeddings to identify transpositions.
We utilized word2vec and fastText embeddings trained on the legal
corpus to develop provision vectors for text similarity. We also utilized
paragraph vector model to represent provisions in a dense paragraph
vector. Our results indicate that the paragraph vector model outperformed fastText and word2vec to identify transpositions. Further, we
also compared the performance of word and paragraph embedding
techniques with lexical and semantic unsupervised techniques such
as, latent semantic analysis (LSA), unifying similarity measure (USM),
latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and TF-IDF Cosine. In the next chapter, we will study about identifying concepts in European and national
legislation. We will also discuss the development of two similarity
methods using word sense disambiguation and legal dictionaries.
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CONCEPT RECOGNITION IN EUROPEAN
D I R E C T I V E S A N D N AT I O N A L L E G I S L AT I O N

This chapter presents a concept recognition system for European directives and national legislation. Current named entity recognition
(NER) systems do not focus on identifying concepts which are essential for interpretation and harmonization of European and national
law. We utilized the IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for Europe) vocabulary, a state-of-the-art named entity recognition system (spaCy)and
Wikipedia to generate an annotated corpus for concept recognition.
We applied conditional random fields (CRF) to identify concepts on a
corpus of European directives and Statutory Instruments (SIs) of the
United Kingdom. The CRF-based concept recognition system achieved
an F-score of 0.71 over the combined corpus of directives and SIs.
Our results indicate the usability of a CRF-based learning system over
dictionary tagging. We also developed a concept-based text similarity
system by utilizing Babelfy and IATE. The system was used for identifying transpositions and was evaluated it on a multilingual corpus of
43 directives and their corresponding NIMs.
4.1

introduction

With the increasing volume of European and national legislation available online, the identification of domain concepts in legal texts is very
important for the development of legal information retrieval systems.
The identification of domain concepts provides a deeper insight into
the interpretation and understanding of texts. The recognition of concepts in legal texts would also be useful for the harmonization and
integration of European and national law. Research in this domain
has mainly focused on identification of named entities like person,
organization and location names. However, European and national legislation contains very few instances of named entities. They primarily
comprise legal and domain-specific jargon which can be represented
by concepts.
We develop a system for concept recognition in European directives
and national law (statutory instruments of the United Kingdom). We
chose directives as they are not directly applicable and need to be
transposed into national law. Therefore, they may have more similar
concepts with the national legislation than regulations or decisions.
We chose statutory instruments (SIs) from the United Kingdom (UK)
national law for our experiments. Most European Union (EU) directives are transposed by statutory instruments in the UK legislation [84].
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Therefore, most of the SIs comprise NIMs and may have similar domain concepts with directives. We chose the SI’s from the UK because
the SI’s of Ireland were not available at the time of this work. However,
in the concept-based similarity system (Section 4.5.1) we experimented
with the Ireland NIMs (as the Ireland NIMs were available after the
concept recognition system was implemented).
The concept recognition system was used for automatically identifying concepts in a corpus of 2884 directives and 2884 SIs. We generated
an annotated corpus using a semi-supervised approach to save human
effort and time for evaluation of our system. Further, we also generated a mapping to link similar terms in directives and SIs under the
same concept.
4.2

concept recognition system

In this section, we describe the concept recognition system. In the legal
domain, concepts are generally represented using ontologies or vocabularies. Previous NER systems (based on the concepts represented in
LKIF ontology) demonstrated that LKIF level of generalization was
not suitable [18]. This is because NER systems could not clearly distinguish between the classes defined in LKIF. Therefore, in this paper
we investigate the use of vocabularies for developing our concept
recognition system . We utilize Inter-Active Terminology for Europe 1
(IATE), which is EU’s inter-institutional terminology database. IATE is
highly suitable for developing concept recognition systems because it
is based on a concept-oriented approach where each term is mapped to
a concept. It provides both mono-and multilingual mapping between
terms and concepts and thus can also be used to develop multilingual
concept recognition systems for future work. IATE has 21 subject domains with one sub-level. The EuroVoc thesaurus also offers the same
21 subject domains but with upto 6 sub-levels. Our initial hypothesis
was to determine if we are able to recognize concepts and classify
them to these 21 domains. For future work, we intend to utilize also
the sub-domains to achieve a fine-grained hierarchical concept recognition. IATE consists of 1.3 million entries in English. Every entry in
IATE is mapped to a subject domain. We filtered out some irrelevant
entries in IATE (stopwords and concepts mapped to NO DOMAIN).
4.2.1

Annotated Corpus Generation

We utilized a corpus of 2884 directives and 2884 statutory instruments
for our experiments. Since training data was not available, we utilized a semi-supervised approach to generate an annotated corpus.
The development of NER or concept recognition systems require a
large amount of manually annotated datasets, which is expensive to
1 http://iate.europa.eu

4.2 concept recognition system

obtain [69]. We manually annotated few documents with IATE subject
domains. Then we developed a dictionary lookup program to tag
terms (both words and phrases) in the text with IATE subject domains.
Each term in the text was compared to entries in IATE vocabulary
and matching terms were tagged with the relevant subject domains.
IATE consists of a mapping composed of the set of <multi-word expression, domain> pairs. We consistently improved the dictionary
lookup program to match different multi-word expressions present
in the IATE vocabulary. The IATE dictionary lookup program as a
function φ for a document d produces a set of candidate subject domains φ(d) = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn }. We also used spaCy2 , a state-of-the-art
NER system to annotate some entities like time, date and money.
After this tagging by IATE and spaCy, we observed that some candidate domains in the set {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn } were incorrect. This is because
some entries and domains in IATE vocabulary do not seem to be
semantically similar and are not reliable for annotation. For instance,
the term "apply" is mapped to domain "AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY
AND FISHERIES". The downloaded version of IATE dictionary did
not include any context information to assist our dictionary lookup
program for correct annotation of documents. Therefore, we filtered
out such candidate entities by using Dexter [116], a Wikipedia entity
linker.3 The application of Dexter ψ on a document d produced a set of
Wikipedia entities ψ(d) = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn }. We used them to filter the
subject domains {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn }, taking only the domains present in
ψ(d). Thus, we annotated all the documents in the corpus. In the next
step, each document is transformed into a collection of <word, label>
pairs as input for concept recognition system. In the <word, label>
pair, word represents a word in the document, while label represents
the IATE subjct domain or a spaCy NER tag associated with the word.
In cases when word does not belong to any class, label is assigned to
’O’ tag (concept or word does not belong to any subject domain).
4.2.2

Corpus Statistics

After generating the annotated corpus for both directives and SIs
we divided each dataset into 80% training and 20% test set to build
the concept recognition system. Table 4.1 shows the number of documents, tokens and vocabulary size for both directive and SI datasets
respectively. We observe that SIs have a much larger vocabulary than
directives. Table 4.2 shows the number of tokens labeled with IATE
or spaCy tags or with a ’O’ tag (tokens not belonging to any class).
Table 4.3 represents the number of tagged tokens for each IATE subject

2 https://spacy.io/
3 Wikipedia Entity Linkers find named entities in the text that can be linked to a
Wikipedia page.
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Table 4.1: Number of documents, number of tokens and the vocabulary size
(|V|) for directives (left) and SIs (right)
Dataset

# docs

# tokens

|V|

Dataset

# docs

# tokens

|V|

Train

2,307

4,646,286

24,522

Train

2,307

4,189,157

83,172

Test

577

1,226,338

14,127

Test

577

1,096,246

33,757

Total

2,884

5,872,624

38,649

Total

2,884

5,285,403

116,929

domain and spaCY NER in train and test set of directive and statutory
instruments.
Table 4.2: Number of tagged (IATE or spaCy tags) and untagged tokens (O
tag).
Directives

Statutory Instruments

Dataset

IATE/spaCy Ner tags

O tag

IATE/spaCy Ner tags

O tag

Train

238,929

4,407,357

169,609

4,019,548

Test

64,678

1,161,660

45,854

1,050,392

Table 4.3: Number of tagged tokens for IATE subject domains and named
entities in directives and SIs corpus
IATE Subject Domains and spaCy Named Entities
Directive Train

Directive Test

SI Train

SI Test

FINANCE

16,366

2,838

10,504

2,564

POLITICS

3,878

1,138

10,566

3,136

ENVIRONMENT

8,478

3,294

3,560

1,045

EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATIONS

13,419

4,066

9,936

3,340

LAW

55,366

13,767

37,851

8,240

269

60

98

22

4,069

922

7,033

1,399

AGRI-FOODSTUFFS

3,213

1,066

1,573

337

INDUSTRY

17,831

5,946

11,063

4,170

PRODUCTION, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH

9,371

2,462

5,000

1,724

BUSINESS AND COMPETITION

18,356

4,047

9,405

3,027

ENERGY

9,585

2,515

2,599

590

TRANSPORT

12,402

2,964

11,181

3,223

IATE Subject Domains

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS

EUROPEAN UNION

2,449

699

969

249

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES

14,085

4,840

8,832

3,588

SOCIAL QUESTIONS

19,531

5,995

21,878

5,539

ECONOMICS

3,767

1,095

2,810

614

GEOGRAPHY

341

73

5,325

740

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

956

347

801

205

SCIENCE

6,214

1,575

2,943

773

TRADE

18,788

4,886

5,243

1,217

Directive Train

Directive Test

SI Train

SI Test

QUANTITY

4

0

4

5

MONEY

2

0

6

4

ORDINAL

1

0

2

2

106

22

46

16

spaCy Named Entities

TIME
DATE
O

81

61

381

85

4,407,357

1,161,660

4,019,548

1,050,392

4.3 results and analysis

4.2.3

CRF-based Concept Recognition System

The annotated corpus for both directives and SIs was divided into
train (80%) and test (20%) sets to build and evaluate the concept
recognition system. We utilized conditional random fields (CRFs) to
build our concept recognition system as they have been known to work
well in tasks which require labeling sequence data (especially natural
language text). They are discriminative probabilistic models where
each observation is a token from a sentence and the corresponding
label (tag of subject domain or entity) represents the state sequence.
We utilize the following features for our CRF model: word suffix, word
identity (whether a word represents a subject domain/named-entity
or not), word shape (captialized, lowercase or numeric) and partof-speech (POS) tags. We used the Limited-memory BFGS training
algorithm with L1+L2 regularization.
4.3

results and analysis

In this section, we present the results of our system. We evaluate
our CRF-based concept recognition system with standard information
retrieval metrics of precision, recall and F-score. We did not consider
accuracy as a fair metric for evaluation because in the training data we
have very different number of mentions for each class. Thus, resulting
in an unbalanced dataset. But we do present the precision, recall and
F-score for each class of the concept recognition system. We carried
out three runs of experiments to thoroughly evaluate the CRF concept
recognition system:
• Directive Corpus (2884 documents): 80% train (2307 directives)
and 20% test set (577 directives)
• SI Corpus (2884 documents) : 80% train (2307 SIs) and 20% test
set (577 SIs)
• Combined Corpus (5768 documents) : 80% train (2307 directives
+ 2307 SIs) and 20% test set (577 directive + 577 SIs)
Table 4.4 reports the F-score of our CRF-based concept recognition
model for each subject domain and entity class. We observe that all
IATE subject domains are clearly distinguished due to the achievement
of a reasonable F-score for each domain for each corpus. The low Fscore of domain ’INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS’ is explained
by a smaller number of tagged tokens, resulting in only a few training
instances (as observed from Table 4.3). The other subject domains had
sufficient training data and therefore were classified with a higher
F-score. We also observe that CRF could not identify classes, ’QUANTITY’,’MONEY’ and ’ORDINAL’ of spaCY named entities because
there were hardly any training instances for these classes (as observed
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Table 4.4: Results (F-score) for concept recognition for each class by CRFbased concept recognition system
Tag name

Directives

SIs

Directives + SIs

FINANCE

0.68

0.62

0.62

POLITICS

0.70

0.74

0.71

ENVIRONMENT

0.68

0.41

0.66

EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATIONS

0.68

0.72

0.71

IATE Subject Domains

LAW

0.92

0.81

0.89

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

0.52

0.14

0.32

EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS

0.70

0.68

0.70

AGRI-FOODSTUFFS

0.75

0.73

0.68

INDUSTRY

0.67

0.45

0.60

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH

0.69

0.67

0.69

BUSINESS AND COMPETITION

0.78

0.77

0.77

ENERGY

0.81

0.50

0.74

TRANSPORT

0.59

0.60

0.58

EUROPEAN UNION

0.79

0.77

0.76

AGRICULTURE FORESTRY AND FISHERIES

0.70

0.58

0.64

SOCIAL QUESTIONS

0.68

0.65

0.66

ECONOMICS

0.66

0.57

0.68

GEOGRAPHY

0.52

0.76

0.75

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

0.70

0.59

0.59

SCIENCE

0.60

0.48

0.59

TRADE

0.77

0.66

0.76

QUANTITY

0.00

0.00

0.00

MONEY

0.00

0.00

0.00

ORDINAL

0.00

0.00

0.00

TIME

0.62

0.00

0.60

DATE

0.00

0.19

0.47

spaCy Named Entities

from Table 4.3).’TIME’ and ’DATE’ classes also had very few training
instances, thus resulting in a lower F-score. These results also indicate
that European and national legislation consists of very few named
entities and are therefore more suited for concept recognition. The
average F-scores of our CRF-based concept recognition system for
directive, SI and combined corpus were 0.75, 0.66 and 0.71 respectively
(Table 4.5). The lower average F-score for SI corpus is probably due
to the larger vocabulary size of the SI corpus (Table 4.1). A larger
vocabulary implies more diversity in the tokens assigned to each domain, thus also leading to fewer training instances. We also compare
the performance of CRF with a baseline method (Most frequent class
model). It is a simple model which computes the most frequent class
assigned to each token in the training set, and it uses them to tag the
new documents. If a word is not present in the training set, it assigns it
to the class ’O’. We observe that CRF outperforms the baseline model.
This is because the baseline model does not take into account the

4.3 results and analysis

Table 4.5: Results of concept recognition with CRF model and comparison
with baseline (Most Frequent Class) and Stanford NER model
Corpus

Directive Corpus

SIs Corpus

Combined Corpus (Directives + SIs)

System

Precision

Recall

F-score

Most frequent class

0.74

0.53

0.61

CRF

0.80

0.71

0.75

Stanford NER

0.80

0.71

0.75

Most frequent class

0.61

0.40

0.48

CRF

0.73

0.61

0.66

Stanford NER

0.68

0.53

0.59

Most frequent class

0.66

0.47

0.54

CRF

0.76

0.68

0.71

Stanford NER

0.72

0.6

0.65

context information for a particular token while assigning it to a class.
We also compared CRF with Stanford NER for both the Directive
Corpus and SIs corpus. The CRF model had similar performance to
Stanford NER in the directive corpus. However it outperformed the
Stanford NER in the SIs corpus and the combined corpus by achieving
a higher F-score. One of the drawbacks of Stanford NER is the large
amount of training time required (several days). The CRF-based concept recognition system utilizes few important features and completes
training under an hour.
4.3.1

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the advantages of developing and training
a CRF over using a dictionary lookup program to automatically detect
concepts. One drawback of using dictionary tagging to annotate corpus is that some terms are missed and not tagged due to inconsistent
rules to accommodate different phrases or tokenization errors. Also
since the downloaded IATE dictionary did not provide any context
information, we could not utilize context information to assign the
correct tag to a particular token in the corpus. CRFs on the other hand,
use contextual information to learn and assign tags because of their
Markov property. Therefore, CRF models have the potential to reduce
false positives and false negatives in the dictionary lookup tagging. In
IATE dictionary, an entry, ’integrated energy performance’ is linked
to subject domain, ’INDUSTRY’. Table 4.7 presents an example sentence with tagged labels of IATE dictionary and predicted CRF labels.
CRF classifies both ’energy’ and ’performance’ to ’INDUSTRY’ subject
domain whereas dictionary missed them. This is because dictionary
lookup utilizes state-of-the-art tokenizers which are not 100% accurate and may lead to incorrect tokenization resulting in a mismatch.
Most other multi-worded phrases like ’national regulatory authority’,
’Federal Motor Transport Authority’ and several others were tagged
correctly by dictionary. CRF on the other hand, had some training instances (as shown in Table 4.6) from which it learns that terms ’energy’
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Table 4.6: Relevant training instances for CRF

Terms

IATE subject domains

seasonal energy performance ratio

INDUSTRY

energy performance diagnosis

INDUSTRY

and ’performance’ are related to ’INDUSTRY’. Thus it was able to
correctly classify them. Thus, training a CRF model is advantageous
also on automatically annotated corpora because it can improve the
tagging of dictionary by learning these semantic relations between
terms and subject domains. Thus, it can be used to improve the quality
of annotations and develop a better gold standard for further work.
Table 4.8 shows an example phrase from the SI corpus to compare
the performance of CRF with the Most frequent class model, Stanford
NER and the true labels (from the dictionary). The label ’EMP’ here
refers to the subject domain, ’EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS’ from the IATE dictionary. We observe that CRF correctly
classifies all of the labels. The Most frequent class (baseline) model
could classify only word ’sick’ correctly and missed out on ’statutory’
and ’pay’. This is because in the training set there only few instances
of words ’statutory’ and ’pay’ for ’EMP’ class and most instances are
for ’O’ class. The term ’statutory’ had 324 instances of ’O’ class while
only 31 instances of ’EMP’ class. Therefore ’O’ class was the most
frequent class. We also observe that Stanford NER correctly classified ’statutory’ and ’sick’. However, the words ’the’ and ’pay’ were
incorrectly classified.
4.4

alignment of similar terms across directive and sis

In order to utilize the concept recognition system, it is important to
align similar terms across European and national law. This semantic
alignment of terms is highly useful for legal professionals to understand the differences in terminologies at the European and national
level. It is also beneficial for development of other legal information
systems which utilize this semantic information. The concept recognition system tags each term in the text to a particular subject domain.
As a result we have a large collection of terms under each subject
domain from both directives and statutory instruments. We divided
the terms under each subject domain into two lists : directive terms
and SI terms. We computed the set difference of these two lists to
obtain a list of terms present in directive but not in SIs. Similarly,
we also obtained a list of terms present in SIs but not in directives.
Then we computed text similarity (using Levenshtein distance) to find
the most semantically similar term in SIs (not present in directive)
for a particular term in directive. Table 4.9 shows a few examples
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Table 4.7: Comparison of CRF output with the dictionary tagging
CRF predicted labels

Dictionary

The

O

O

general

O

O

framework

O

O

for

O

O

a

O

O

methodology

ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS

of

O

O

calculation

O

O

of

O

O

the

O

O

integrated

O

O

energy

INDUSTRY

O

performance

INDUSTRY

O

of

O

O

buildings

O

O

Table 4.8: An example phrase to compare different models against the true
values
Most frequent class

Stanford NER

CRF

True Labels

the

O

EMP

O

O

statutory

O

EMP

EMP

EMP

sick

EMP

EMP

EMP

EMP

pay

O

O

EMP

EMP

up

O

O

O

O
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of such terms. Figure 4.1 shows the first example from Table 4.9.
The SIs use the term "vocational qualification" instead of "professional
qualification" which is used in the directives.
Table 4.9: Aligned terms from European and national law
Subject Domain

Aligned terms (Directive→SIs)
professional qualification→vocational qualification

EMPLOYMENT AND WORKING CONDITIONS

seniority→job security
occupational disease→industrial disease
life assurance→endowment assurance

FINANCE

financial institution→financial administration
dividend→tax on dividends

Figure 4.1: An example of aligned terms under the same subject domain
(Employment and Working Conditions): professional qualification
(from directives) and vocational qualification (from SIs)

4.5

concept and word-sense disambiguation-based text
similarity system for identifying transpositions

In this section, we present a text similarity system which utilizes
word-sense disambiguation and concept recognition from IATE dictionary. We utilize Babelfy for word-sense disambiguation [87]. Babelfy
provides a unified framework to carry out both word-sense disambiguation and entity linking. The next two paragraphs discuss about
word sense disambiguation and entity linking.
Word-sense disambiguation involves identifying the correct sense of
the word depending on the context in which it is used. Many words
have multiple meanings. In such cases, the correct meaning (or sense)
of the word can be determined by its context. Word-sense disambiguation has been addressed by supervised, unsupervised and knowledgebased approaches. The supervised approaches utilize labelled training
data (manually annotated sense dataset) to build machine learning
classifiers. The classifier utilizes the linguistic features from the context
to predict the sense for a particular word. Supervised disambiguation
methods suffer from the knowledge acquisition bottleneck due to
a lack of availability of large manually annotated datasets [42, 93].
Unsupervised methods are based on the assumption that words with
similar senses have similar context (surrounding words). The sense
of a word is then inferred from the input text by clustering word

4.5 concept and word-sense disambiguation-based text similarity system for identifying tr

occurrences. The new occurrences of a word are assigned to one of the
existing clusters. The unsupervised methods do not required labelled
training data and do not have a defined set of senses for a particular
word (as they do not utilize a dictionary). Therefore, they assign the
occurrences of a word into separate clusters (or classes), by estimating
whether any two occurrences have the same sense or not [93]. The
knowledge-based disambiguation approaches rely on resources such
as dictionaries and thesauri to determine the appropriate sense of a
word. Some knowledge-based methods utilize the overlap of sense
definitions to disambiguate a pair of words [67]. The dictionary senses
which have the highest overlap are chosen to be the correct disambiguated senses. Other knowledge-based approaches utilize semantic
similarity and graph-based methods by exploiting the structure of
semantic networks such as WordNet.
Entity linking involves identifying the named entity mentions in
the text and then matching them to an entry in the knowledge base.
Therefore, an entity linking system utilizes the context of the named
entity mention and information about the entity from the knowledge
base to link a mention to an appropriate entry (in the knowledge base)
[108]. Word-sense disambiguation is quite similar to entity linking.
In case of word-sense disambiguation, a word is linked to a sense
(present in a semantic network or sense inventory such as WordNet,
instead of a knowledge base). Entity linking systems typically use
name-dictionary based approaches to generate candidate entities for
the mention by filtering out irrelevant entities in the knowledge base.
They also utilize surface form expansions techniques and supervised
machine learning classifiers to link acronym mentions to entities.
The candidate entities obtained after this step have to be ranked
to determine the best match for the mention. Both supervised and
unsupervised ranking approaches can be used to rank the candidate
entity mentions. The supervised approaches required labelled training
data to build a machine learning classifier to rank the candidate
entities. The unsupervised approaches utilize information retrieval
models based on vector space models [108].
Babelfy provides a common framework for both word-sense disambiguation and entity linking. It utilizes BabelNet (a multilingual
semantic network developed by integrating Wikipedia and WordNet)
[94]. BabelNet consists of both concepts and named entities as vertices.
The edges represent the semantic relations between the vertices. Each
vertex of the BabelNet semantic network is associated with an entity or
concept or other related vertices (also known as semantic signatures).
For a particular input text, part-of-speech (POS) tagging is applied to
determine the potential textual fragments (candidates) which can be
linked to an entry in the BabelNet semantic network. The words and
phrases in the textual fragments are then mapped to their candidate
meanings using the vertices of the semantic network. The candidate
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meanings of the textual fragments are linked together by using the
semantic signatures. This results in a holistic graph-based semantic
representation of the whole text. Further, a dense subgraph representation is obtained to reduce ambiguity and link the best candidate
mapping for each textual fragment [87].
4.5.1

Text Similarity measure using Babelfy and IATE

We queried the Babelfy Java API (application programming interface)
for semantic annotation of the multilingual parallel coprus of 43
directives and their corresponding NIMs. Figure 4.2 shows the NLP
pipeline to process a particular provision using Babelfy and IATE. We
consider a sample provision from one of the directives in the corpus.
This provision is used to query the Babelfy API. The API returns
the disambiguated text (with both concepts and named entities). In
our example, we do not have any named entities. The text retrieved
from the Babelfy API consists of babelfy identifiers appended to the
disambiguated words and phrases. In our example, directive is linked
with identifier bn_:00893324n. This identifier refers to the directive
of European Union in BabelNet and also refers to the directive entry
in Wikipedia. The last letter, n of the identifier indicates Noun, the
POS tag. The word auxiliary is correctly disambiguated as meaning ,
’functioning in a supporting capacity’. Other words also assigned to
the same identifier include ’subsidiary’ and ’supplementary’. The next
step involves tagging the remaining words and phrases with IATE
using the dictionary lookup program.
We utilized the fastText embeddings trained on the legal corpus to
remove some of the invalid entries in IATE dictionary. We compute
the vector representation of both terms and concepts in the IATE
dictionary using the fastText embeddings. The embeddings of multi
word expressions were computed by summing the embeddings of
individual words and dividing them by the number of words. A
sample gold standard of correct and incorrect dictionary entries was
created manually. The cosine similarity values between term and
concepts was computed. We computed the accuracy for different
threshold values (the entries with similarity values greater than or
equal to the threshold were classified as correct). The best threshold
was then used to label correct and incorrect entries in the entire
dictionary of IATE. The entries with incorrect labels (low similarity
values) were removed from the IATE dictionary.
In the given example, the phrase ’public service’ was tagged with
the domain concept, ’LAW’ from IATE. The identifier, ’IE’ has been
added as a prefix to the IATE domain concepts. In the next step we
utilize regular expressions and tokenization to replace words by their
Babelfy or IATE concept identifiers. Stopwords are removed. The
words which have not been linked to either Babelfy or IATE are left
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This Directive shall not apply to warships, auxiliary warships or other State owned or operated ships used for a non
commercial public service.

Query Babefy API

This Directive_bn:00893324n shall not apply_bn:00082711v to warships, auxiliary_bn:00097844a
warships_bn:00020866n
or
other
State_owned_bn:01317732n
or
operated_bn:00090621v
ships_bn:00071103n used_bn:13783090v for a non commercial_bn:00100082a public service.

IATE Dictionary Tagging

This Directive_bn:00893324n shall not apply_bn:00082711v to warships, auxiliary_bn:00097844a
warships_bn:00020866n
or
other
State_owned_bn:01317732n
or
operated_bn:00090621v
ships_bn:00071103n used_bn:13783090v for a non commercial_bn:00100082a public service_IE_LAW.

Replacing tagged tokens with Concepts

['bn:00893324n','bn:00082711v', 'bn:00097844a', 'bn:00020866n', 'bn:01317732n', 'bn:00090621v','bn:00071103n',
'bn:13783090v', 'bn:00100082a', 'IE_LAW', 'warships']

Bag-of-Concepts

Figure 4.2: NLP pipeline for producing bag-of-concepts representation of
legal provisions

as it is. Eventually, we have a bag-of-concept identifiers which is an
improved semantic representation over the bag-of-words model. Then
we applied the TF-IDF transform to the bag-of-concepts as per the
vector space model. A cosine similarity measure is computed between
a directive article and all the NIM provisions to retrieve the most
semantically similar provision.
The bag-of-concepts provision vectors were computed for the entire
multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs.
This was possible because of the multilingual entries in both Babelfy
and IATE. We develop two versions of the similarity system. The
first version uses only Babelfy to tag concepts. The second version
uses both Babelfy and IATE as explained in Figure 4.2. We present
the macro average precision, recall and F-score for the concept-based
similarity system on the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and
their corresponding NIMs (Figure 4.3). The results indicate that the
Luxembourg Directive-NIM corpus has the best performance. This
is consistent with the previous results from other unsupervised text
similarity systems. We also observed that the Babelfy-based similarity
measure outperforms the similarity measure with the combination of
Babelfy and IATE. This illustrates that the concepts associated from
IATE are not very relevant for text similarity. Some of the term-concept
entries in the IATE dictionary are not semantically related. The use of
a similarity measure based on fastText embeddings to remove some of
the unrelated entries in the IATE dictionary was partially successful.
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In the future work, we will resort to manual cleaning of the IATE
dictionary for improving the results.
Babelfy

Babelfy + IATE

Results of Concept-based Similarity Measure using Babelfy and IATE
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Figure 4.3: Results of the concept-based similarity using Babelfy and IATE

4.6

summary

In this chapter, we developed and evaluated a CRF-based concept
recognition system for European and national law. We generated a
labeled corpus of directives and statutory instruments with subject
domains of IATE vocabulary, Wikipedia and a state-of-the-art named
entity recognition system. We evaluated the system on both European
and national law corpus and analyzed its performance with respect to
a baseline model and Stanford NER. Our results indicate that the concept recognition system is able to identify concepts in both directives
and UK statutory instruments with a F-score of 0.71 over the combined corpus. It can also be used to iteratively improve the dictionary
lookup tagging from IATE. We demonstrated that concept recognition
systems are useful to align legal terminology at European and national
level to assist legal practitioners and domain experts. Further, we also
developed concept-based similarity measures using Babelfy and IATE
dictionary. We evaluated the concept-based similarity measures on the
multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs.
In the next chapter, we investigate the application of supervised text
similarity models for identifying transpositions of European directives.

5

S U P E RV I S E D T E X T S I M I L A R I T Y M O D E L S

In the previous chapter, we presented a concept recognition system
for European directives and national legislation. We also proposed a
concept and word-sense disambiguation based text similarity system
to identify transpositions. In this chapter, we use supervised machine
learning approaches for automated identification of national implementing measures (NIMs). We utilize the labeled training data from
the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs.
We evaluate the performance of machine learning classifiers with
different textual features.
5.1

modeling text similarity as a supervised machine
learning task

In this section, we utilize supervised machine learning approaches
to identify semantically similar legal provisions. The techniques discussed in previous chapters are unsupervised as they utilize an unlabeled dataset. The objective is to find the transposing NIM provisions
for a particular article of the directive. We utilize the labeled training
data from the gold standard for this purpose. If a directive article, A
is transposed by a NIM provision, P then they are considered to be
similar provisions (represented by "True" label). The provisions which
are not similar are represented by the "False" label. The "False" label
also implies that the NIM provision, P does not transpose the directive
article, A. Therefore, this is a binary classification problem with two
classes, "True" and "False". We select an equal number of "True" and
"False" label pairs from the corpus to develop a balanced dataset. Both
"True" and "False" label pairs were selected from the intersection set
of both annotators. Table 5.1 shows the format of the dataset used for
this classification task. The directive articles A and NIM provisions P
represent the text of each article and provision respectively. A machine
learning classifier is then trained on the labeled training dataset. The
classifier is evaluated by comparing its predictions with the ground
truth on a test set. In the next section, we discuss the supervised
machine learning models.
5.2

supervised machine learning

Machine learning classifiers have been widely used in text categorization and textual entailment tasks [107, 123]. They utilize labeled
training data which consists of sample inputs with known outcomes
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Table 5.1: Dataset format for supervised classification of provisions
Directive Article

NIM Provision

Transposition

A1

P1

True

A2

P2

True

A3

P3

False

A4

P4

True

.................

...................

.................

A101

P43

Classifier Predicts ? True/False

(class labels). The classifier consists of a function to map a set of input
features to a target variable. The target variable represents the set of
output class labels. The classifier models the relationship between the
input features and target labels by learning the classification function
from the labeled data. The learned model is then used to predict the
outcomes of new (unseen) instances. Machine learning classifiers are
thus data-driven models. The input features can be statistically computed measures or manual rules inferred from the data or an expert.
In this chapter, we utilize three machine learning classifiers to identify
transpositions. These include Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and
Support Vector Machines.
5.2.1

Naive Bayes Classifier

Bayesian classifiers have been quite effective to predict the outcome
of uncertain events. They are based on the Bayes’ theorem which
provides a methodology to update the prior beliefs by taking into
account the new evidence. Bayesian classifiers are modeled through a
Bayesian network and are used for developing probabilistic reasoning
systems [102]. In order to understand the probabilistic inference of
Naive Bayes classifier, we first need to study the Bayes’ theorem.
The conditional probability for an event B, given the occurrence of
event A, is given as P( B| A). It is defined as:

P( B| A) =

P( B ∩ A)
P( A)

(5.1)

The prior probability of a hypothesis H represents how likely is the
occurrence of H without any evidence E. It is represented by P( H ).
Bayes’ theorem computes the conditional probability of the hypothesis
H, given the evidence E as follows :

P( H | E) =

P( E| H ) P( H )
P( E)

(5.2)

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). They represent the probabilistic relationship between the nodes. The nodes

5.2 supervised machine learning

represent continuous or discrete random variables. The probabilistic conditional dependency between the nodes is represented by the
edges. A directed edge from node A to node B implies that A has a
direct influence on B. It also indicates that A is the parent of B. The
conditional probability distribution for a random variable Ai is represented as P( Ai | Parents( Ai )). Therefore, the conditional probability
distribution for node A with parent B is represented as P( A| B). We
should also note that a node in a Bayesian network is conditionally
independent of all the other nodes, except the parent nodes.
The Naive Bayes classifier assumes conditional independence among
the features for a given class. Even then it has shown state-of-the-art
performance with other classifiers in machine learning classification
tasks [41, 64]. In the classification task, each input feature thus contributes individually to the classification result. The Naive Bayes classifier is a Bayesian network with one parent node and atleast one child
node. The child nodes are conditionally independent with respect to
the parent node. Figure 5.1 represents a Naive Bayes network with
class label C and child nodes X1 , X2 , ... Xn as features. Bayes’ theorem
is utilized to compute the probability of the class label C, for each of
the features X1 , X2 , ... , Xn .
C

X1

X2

Xn

Figure 5.1: Naive Bayes Classifier

The conditional probability for a class label C given a feature X1 is
given by the following equation:
P ( C | X1 ) =

P ( C ) P ( X1 | C )
P ( X1 )

(5.3)

The joint probability distribution of the Bayesian network with the
conditional independence assumption is defined as:
P(C, X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) = P(C ) P( X1 , X2 , ..., Xn |C )

(5.4)

P(C, X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) = P(C ) P( X1 |C ) P( X2 |C )...P( Xn |C )

(5.5)
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Assuming that the class label C has m possible outcomes such that m =
1, 2, ..., M, the previous equation for the joint probability distribution
of the Naive Bayes network can be written as:
n

P(Cm , X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) = P(Cm ) ∗ ∏ P( Ai |Cm )

(5.6)

i =1

The hypothesis with the maximum probability for the class label
Cm is chosen by Naive Bayes network.
n

y = arg

5.2.2

max

me{1,...,M }

P(Cm ) ∗ ∏ P( Ai |Cm )

(5.7)

i =1

Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression has been widely used in machine learning problems with discrete output variables. It can also be used to model the
input variables which are not continuous. Logistic regression utilizes
the natural logarithm function to model the relationship between
a binary dependent variable and an independent variable X. This
relationship is defined as follows:

P=

e a+bX
1 + e a+bX

(5.8)

Here, P refers to the probability that y = 1, which implies that
event y occurs, e is the base of natural logarithm and a and b are
parameters of the model. The probability function thus represents a
non-linear relationship between X and P [15]. The above equation can
be simplified as follows:

P=

1

(5.9)

1 + e−(a+bX )

Logistic regression utilizes odds to compute the probability. The
odds are given by the ratio of the probability of the occurrence of
an event to its non-occurrence. They are defined by the following
equation:
odds =

P
1−P

(5.10)

The dependent variable is defined as a logit by taking the natural
log of the odds as follows:

logit( P) = log(odds) = ln

P
1−P

(5.11)

5.2 supervised machine learning

The logit function of probability is linear with respect to the independent variable, X. It is given as:

logit( P) = a + bX

(5.12)

From equations 5.11 and 5.12, we have:

ln

P
= a + bX
1−P

(5.13)

The above equation results into equation 5.8, which represents a
non-linear relationship between X and P.
5.2.3

Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) are supervised machine learning
models which can be used for both classification and regression. They
learn a hyperplane which can be used in classification and regression
tasks. The SVM classifier constructs an optimal hyperplane by maximizing the margin between two classes. The vectors that are used to
define the hyperplane are referred to as support vectors. The following
function f ( x ) is used to define the hyperplane:
f ( x) = β0 + βT x

(5.14)

where β is the weight vector and β 0 is the bias. A number of different
hyperplanes can be obtained by scaling the values of β and β 0 . Out of
all the possibilities of hyperplane representations, the following one is
chosen:

| β0 + βT x| = 1

(5.15)

where x represents the training examples closest to the hyperplane.
The distance d, between the hyperplane (β, β 0 ) and the point x is given
as follows:

d=

| β0 + βT x|
|| β||

(5.16)

where || β|| = β T β. This particular representation is called as canonical hyperplane [40]. Substituting equation 5.15 into equation 5.16, we
obtain the distance to the support vectors as follows:

d=

1
|| β||

(5.17)
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The margin, M is given as twice the distance to the closest examples:

M=

2
|| β||

(5.18)

The maximization of the margin M is achieved by minimizing the
function L( β) subject to certain constraints as follows:

min L( β) =
β,β 0

1
|| β||2
2

subject to yi ( β T xi + β 0 ) ≥ 1

∀i

(5.19)

where yi represents the class labels from the training set. The requirement for the SVM hyperplane to classify correctly the training
examples, xi is modelled by the constraints in the equation 5.19.
5.3

supervised machine learning models for identifying
transpositions

In this section, we discuss the implementation of machine learning
classifiers for identifying transpositions. We also evaluate their performance on the multilingual corpus of directives and their corresponding NIMs. The directive articles and NIM provisions are first passed
through the NLP pre-processing pipeline as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
We utilize TF-IDF vectors for feature extraction. The dataset was divided into 80% training and 20% test set. We utilized the Mutltinomial
Naive Bayes classifier as the baseline model. Figure 5.2 presents the
results of the Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier to identify both similar ("True") and not similar ("False") provisions. The overall precision
and recall (represented by Average) for both classes is computed as
weighted_precision =

weighted_recall =

PT ∗ | T | + PF ∗ | F |
|T | + | F|

RT ∗ |T | + RF ∗ | F|
|T | + | F|

(5.20)

(5.21)

where, PT and PF are the precision values for class True and False,
and | T | and | F | are the number of instances in True and False class.
The weighted recall is also computed in a similar way as per equation
5.21. We observe that the English Directive-NIM corpus achieves the
highest precision, recall and F-score. The results indicate that Naive
Bayes classifier is quite effective in differentiating both True and False
class labels across all the three legislations.
We further evaluated logistic regression, support vector machines
(SVM), multinomial Naive Bayes and an ensemble classifier over 10folds cross-validation using TF-IDF features. The ensemble classifier
is a voting classifier which is used to combine conceptually different
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Figure 5.2: Results of Multinomial Naive Bayes to identify transpositions

machine learning classifiers [98]. A majority vote is used to decide the
predicted class label. Figure 5.3 presents the results (weighted average
values of precision, recall and F-score over both class labels) of different
classifiers on the multilingual corpus. The results indicate that SVM
classifier has the best performance in Italian and English legislation.
This result is consistent with previous findings where SVM has been
shown to outperform other classifiers for text classification ([54]). In
case of Luxembourg legislation, the ensemble classifier outperforms
other classifiers. The F-score values (for Luxembourg corpus) of logistic
regression and SVM are comparable and we observe the benefit of
using the ensemble classifier in this case.
We utilized the SVM classifier to experiment with different textual
features due to its overall good performance over the multilingual corpus. We used latent semantic analysis, LSA and latent dirichlet allocation, LDA vectors as features for the classifier. A feature union of LSA
and LDA features was also used. The feature vectors from LSA and
LDA transforms are extracted individually and are then concatenated
into a single transform. Figure 5.4 presents the results of the SVM
classifier with different features for 10-folds cross-validation. The results indicate that TF-IDF + SVM outperforms LSA+SVM, LDA+SVM
and (LSA+LDA) Feature Union + SVM. This also corroborates the
results of the unsupervised methods where TF-IDF Cosine had the
best performance.
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Naive Bayes
Logistic Regression

SVM
Ensemble

Comparsion of supervised text similarity models to identify transpositions
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of different machine learning classifiers over 10-folds
cross-validation

LSA + SVM
LDA + SVM

(LSA +LDA )´Feature Union + SVM
TFIDF +SVM
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Figure 5.4: The performance of SVM classifier with different features

5.4 summary

5.4

summary

In this chapter, we modeled text similarity as a supervised classification task. We studied three different machine learning classifiers and
utilized them to identify transpositions over a multilingual corpus of
43 directives and their corresponding NIMs. The classifiers used different textual features based on vector transforms such as TF-IDF, LSA
and LDA. The results over 10 folds cross validation indicate that TFIDF + SVM classifier had the best performance over the multilingual
corpus. In the next chapter, we discuss the related work.
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R E L AT E D W O R K

The major motivation for this chapter is to present research works
which have made an attempt to automate different legal tasks by developing information retrieval systems mainly based on text similarity,
machine learning and concept-based techniques. These three areas are
chosen as they are relevant to the scope of this thesis. Chapters 2 and
3 are based on text similarity techniques to identify transpositions.
Chapter 5 discusses the machine learning techniques for automated
identification of national implementing measures (NIMs). Chapter
4 presented a concept recognition system and concept-based text
similarity techniques for identification of transpositions.
The prevalent methodology in legal practice relies on the skills and
capabilities of legal professionals. The works presented in this chapter
automate or semi-automate certain legal tasks by retrieving relevant
information. Section 6.1 presents the related work on the use of text
similarity techniques in the legal domain. Section 6.2 presents a review
of machine learning techniques for legal information retrieval and
prediction tasks. Section 6.3 discusses different concept and ontologybased methods for legal information retrieval. Section 6.4 presents a
summary of this chapter.
6.1

text similarity techniques

In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art methods for text similarity in the legal domain. We identified different areas where text
similarity techniques have been utilized in legal information retrieval
systems. The following subsections present the relevant research works
in different areas such as retrieval of similar cases and judgments, retrieval of similar patents, legal question answering, legal statutes
and provisions retrieval, automated conflict and dispute resolution,
contracts compliance check and trademark retrieval.
6.1.1

Retrieval of Similar Cases and Judgments

Mandal et al. [77] utilized different text similarity measures to identify
similar court cases from the Indian Supreme Court. The legal case
documents were utilized for text similarity by selecting four different
representations: whole document, document summary, paragraphs
and the reason for citation (the text surrounding the citations to other
cases). They implemented four models for document similarity : TFIDF, word2vec, latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and doc2vec (also
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known as paragraph vectors). The results demonstrate that doc2vec
outperforms other models in case of whole documents. This is because
doc2vec is the only model in their implementation which captures the
word order to some extent [65]. In case of paragraphs, both word2vec
and doc2vec had similar performance and outperformed other methods. The document vectors were computed as the weighted average of
the word embeddings (each embedding being weighted by the TF-IDF
score of the word). In case of document summary, the results are
highly dependent on the performance of the summarization algorithm.
But LDA achieved a better result than other other methods, closely
followed by TF-IDF. The overall results indicate that the doc2vec similarity measure over the entire document had the highest semantic
correlation with the legal expert opinion. This was demonstrated by
a higher pearson correlation coefficient of 0.69 in case of whole documents as compared to a correlation coefficient of 0.59 in case of
paragraphs.
Kumar et al. proposed a method based on paragraph-similarity to
improve the performance of link-based citation networks for finding
similar judgments in common law system [59]. The authors identified
different components of a legal judgment which might be useful to
identify similar judgments. These include name of judgment, name
of judges, judgment identifier, acts referred, headnote (summary of
judgment) and citation to other judgments. They observed that most
of the judgments contain very few citations and therefore other textual
information from judgments must be utilized to identify similar judgments. The paragraph similarity system is based on the hypothesis that
each paragraph is represented by a legal concept. Also a paragraph
of a judgment may refer to a specific paragraph of another judgment
(which represents the legal concept of that judgment). Therefore, two
different judgments are considered to be similar if they have similar
paragraphs. A paragraph link is introduced between two judgments
J1 and J2 if a paragraph in J1 is similar to a paragraph in J2. Each
judgment was segmented into its constituent paragraphs by using regular expressions. The pre-processing methods applied to paragraphs
include: conversion to lowercase, stopword removal and stemming
(Porter’s algorithm [99]). The paragraph vectors were then computed
by utilizing the TF-IDF weights for each term in the paragraph. The cosine similarity values were computed between a particular paragraph
vector of a judgment J1 with all the paragraph vectors of judgment J2.
A paragraph link is introduced between two paragraphs if the cosine
similarity values are greater than a threshold value. The similarity between two judgments is computed by using the bibliography coupling
method. Two judgments J1 and J2 are considered to be similar when
the number of paragraph links are greater than or equal to the threshold number of paragraphs. The discussed methodology was applied a
dataset of 3866 judgments from the Indian Supreme Court from 1970
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to 1993. A threshold of 0.3 was selected for cosine similarity values
of paragraphs. The threshold for the bibliography coupling method
was chosen as 3. This implies that two judgments are considered to be
similar if they have 3 or more similar paragraphs. An experimentation
with different threshold values for paragraph similarity could have
provided better results. In the evaluation, the authors presented the
number of similar paragraph links between different judgments. The
model was evaluated for 50 judgments with a gold standard prepared
by legal domain experts. The authors present the similarity scores
between different judgments but do not provide any accuracy measures. The computation of standard information retrieval metrics such
as precision and recall could have provided more insights into the
performance of the system.
The authors in [58] presented a similarity analysis of legal judgments from the Supreme Court of India. The objective of the system
was to retrieve the most similar judgments for a given input judgment
under a common law system. The authors identified different sections
of the judgment such as act, headnote, citation and case citation. They
developed four different similarity measures : all-term cosine similarity, legal-term cosine similarity, bibliographic coupling similarity and
co-citation similarity. In the all-term cosine similarity, all the terms
from the judgment were utilized to create a vector space model on
the basis of TF-IDF score. In the legal-term cosine similarity, only
terms that occurred in a legal dictionary were considered to create
vectors. The bibliographic coupling similarity between two judgments
is equal to the number of common out-citations. Out-citations are the
case-citations in a judgment "J" which refer to other judgments. Incitations for a particular judgment "J" are the case-citations from other
judgments which refer to the judgment "J". The co-citation similarity
score between two judgments is equal to the number of common incitations. Experiments were carried out on a dataset of 2430 judgments
from the Supreme Court of India. A gold standard mapping was created for 20 judgments by domain experts. The results of the similarity
analysis indicate that the all-term cosine and co-citation similarity techniques were not useful for finding similar judgments. The legal-term
cosine similarity and bibliographic coupling similarity had a better
performance than other two methods. The presence of legal terms
and citations to the other judgments were the most important features
among similar judgments. The target users of the system are lawyers
who would benefit by the availability of the relevant judgments for a
new case.
6.1.2

Retrieval of Similar Patents

Indukuri et al. [53] proposed a technique to carry out claim similarity
analysis between two patents by utilizing natural language processing
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techniques. The information present in claims is of high importance
while awarding new patents and also in cases of patent infringement.
The claim similarity detection system is based on the computation
of semantic and lexical similarity. A natural language processing
pipeline was developed for processing the claim texts. The texts are
tokenzied and then tagged with part-of-speech tags using the Stanford
log linear tagger [114, 115]. Only nouns were extracted and other
part-of-speech tags were ignored. The nouns were reduced to their
inflectional forms by using the Lovins stemming algorithm [72]. The
lexical similarity between two claim texts is computed by taking into
account the number of common words and total number of words. The
similarity measure is directly proportional to the number of common
words and inversely proportional to the total number of words. A
separate natural language processing pipeline was developed for
computing the semantic similarity between two claim texts. After partof-speech tagging, singular and plural nouns were extracted. WordNet
was used to compute the similarity scores between a noun of one
claim with all the nouns of another claim. The similarity score for the
most similar noun was recorded and those word pairs were stored.
Finally, the semantic similarity scores for all the word pairs were
added to compute the similarity between two claim texts. The authors
evaluated their approach on a corpus of 73 patent claim texts in
four different categories. The results indicate that semantic similarity
had slightly better performance than lexical similarity. The proposed
system thus acts as a support tool for patent analysts and intellectual
property attorneys in the process of claim analysis. However, the
system can benefit by incorporating vector representation of texts
based on distributional semantics.
The authors in [85] argue that patent text analysis methods based
on the extraction of individual concepts do not completely capture
the semantic information represented in the patent texts. The methods
based on individual concepts also do not model the relationships
between individual concepts. Therefore, they propose a method for
measuring the textual similarity between two patents by using combined concepts. The first step in the text analysis of a patent text
involves a language processing pipeline. This consists of a number of
steps such as stemming, part-of-speech tagging, stopwords removal
and synonym substitution. All the synonymous terms are normalized to one single form. The terms obtained after the application of
pre-processing pipeline are mapped to more general terms by using
an ontology. The resulting terms are classified into individual and
combined concepts. The individual concepts are represented by single
terms. Multiword expressions were represented as combined concepts.
Combined concepts were also be created by combining individual
concepts. The size of individual concepts played a key role in defining a combined concept. Large combined concepts achieved a high
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precision and low recall while retrieving similar patents. The size of
the window from which the combined concepts were extracted also
influenced the patent similarity. A smaller window resulted in capturing the contextual relationships between the individual concepts
but missed out the relationships between concepts far away from each
other in the text. A larger window on the other hand captured the
co-occurrence of individual concepts away from each other. The overlap between the concepts in the two patent texts is used to compute a
similarity measure. The proposed methodology was applied in two
patent management tasks.
Zhang et al. [125] proposed a hybrid similarity measure to analyze
the patent portfolios. A patent portfolio consists of a set of patents with
similar textual and semantic features. The hybrid similarity measure
is a combination of a semantic similarity measure and a categorical
similarity measure. The categorical similarity measure was developed
by using international patent categories (IPC). Fuzzy set models were
used to deal with the ambiguity of the vague classifications provided
by IPC. A membership function based on expert knowledge was used
to define the degree to which a particular patent portfolio represents
a certain category from the IPC. Each patent portfolio was then modelled as a vector representation of the membership grades of the fuzzy
model of IPC. A cosine similarity value was then computed by utilizing the vectors of two patent portfolios. This value represented
the categorical similarity measure between two patent portfolios. For
the semantic similarity measure, a tree-based semantic model was
proposed. The important representative terms from the corpus were
extracted via term clumping to construct a portfolio-term matrix [124].
Each patent portfolio was represented as a tree and the terms were
modeled as leaves. The important terms in each patent portfolio were
identified by applying a clustering algorithm. The important terms
were grouped together in clusters and the terms with the highest
prevalence value in each cluster were called as Level 1 leaf. The remaining terms in the cluster which are linked to the Level 1 leaf
were called as Level 2 leaf. Each patent portfolio was represented
by a tree. It consisted of a root, Level 1 leaves mapped to the root
and Level 2 leaves mapped to Level 1 leaves. The semantic similarity
was computed by comparing the branches of the trees of the patent
portfolios. The proposed measure followed the tree traversal approach
for computing the similarity. However, it utilized branch-based comparisons instead of node-based comparisons to identify important
words in each patent portfolio. The authors observed that the categorical similarity measure performed better for the raw corpus (without
pre-processing). The semantic similarity measure showed a better performance in case of a clean and pre-processed corpus. Therefore, the
categorical measure was applied to the raw corpus while the semantic
measure was used on the pre-processed corpus. The authors evaluated
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the similarity measures on a dataset of 65 portfolios (made from 1632
patents). The results indicate that the tree-based semantic similarity
measure improved over the lexical cosine and jaccard measures in
terms of both precision and recall. The semantic similarity model
also outperformed the categorical similarity measure. The semantic
model had a better performance than the lexical model. However, a
comparison with other sophisticated semantic models based on word
embeddings or latent semantic indexing could have provided a better
understanding about the performance of the proposed models.
The work presented in [24] utilized text similarity techniques to
identify knowledge linkages between patents and their citations. Their
research is based on the hypothesis that the text similarity value
between a citing-cited patent pair is higher than that of a non-citingcited pair. The text similarity techniques based on the vector space
model (VSM) were used to identify similarities between patents and
their citations. The pre-processing steps included stopwords removal
and stemming. The WF-IDF weighting method was used in the vector
space model. The term frequency was computed by using the sublinear scaling method. The WF-IDF measure is the product of the
weighted term frequency and inverse document frequency. Each patent
was thus represented as a WF-IDF vector. The text similarity between
two patent vectors was computed by the cosine similarity measure. The
authors computed the similarity values between different components
of patents such as title, abstract, description and claims. The results
indicate that citing-cited pairs had higher similarity values than nonciting-cited pairs. However, this approach did not take into account the
semantic meaning of words because a similarity score of 0 is returned
when the vocabularies of two patent texts being compared do not
share any words. Semantic similarity methods using a dictionary or
thesaurus can overcome this limitation.
Moehrle et al. [86] provided a methodology to model patent informatics and retrieval as a business process. The major business
processes included pre-processing, patent analysis and discovered
knowledge. The pre-processing process prepared the patent documents for the next task of patent analysis. The patent documents
were classified (to one or more domain), digitized and stored in a
database. The patent documents were then converted to a XML format by segmenting different sections. Some indexing keywords were
associated with each document. The patent analysis process retrieved
a set of patents for a particular query. The process used different
retrieval models such as boolean retrieval, extended boolean retrieval,
ontology-based retrieval and latent semantic indexing. Then text similarity measures were computed to retrieve the most similar patents
for a particular query. The process of discovered knowledge assisted
in strategic patent decision making.
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The research work presented in [96] used a methodology based
on text similarity to develop patent lanes. Patent lanes represent the
evolution of patent clusters over the course of time. A fixed number of patents were added to a basic set for creating patent lanes.
The patents were selected by keyword-based or classification-based
search. Text similarity measures between all the pairs of patents were
computed to create a similarity matrix. Cluster analysis techniques
were applied to the oldest patents to form initial clusters and outliers.
These represented the starting lanes. The new patents were treated in
a chronological order. The similarity values were computed between
all the patent pairs to identify the most similar patent for a particular
patent. A new patent would expand the patent lane if its similarity
value with the connected patent was higher than a certain threshold.
However, if the similarity value was lower than the threshold then a
new patent lane was added. The last step involved the extraction of
important terms (using TF-IDF) to represent the patents and the lanes.
A Flex N-grams based similarity measure was used with complete
linkage and double-single-sided (DSS) inclusion [95]. Flex N-grams
contain atleast one gap of variable length. Therefore, the patterns can
be of undefined length. The sections of the patent which were considered for similarity calculation included descriptions, claims, abstract
and title. The proposed methodology was applied to develop patent
lanes for the patents belonging to the field of carbon fiber reinforcements. The case study on the carbon fiber indicate the usability of
the system for patent attorneys. However, the system suffers from the
limitation of not capturing the concept similarity among texts when
different terminologies are used to represent the same concept. Also
topic models could have been utilized to develop patent lanes as they
have shown to perform well in clustering documents over time [119].
6.1.3

Legal Question Answering

Kim et al. developed a text similarity system for a legal question answering task [57]. The goal of the task was to retrieve relevant Japanese
civil law articles for a legal bar exam question. The authors used both
unsupervised and supervised models to address this task. The unsupervised models consisted of a TF-IDF model and a topic model-based
information retrieval system. The questions and articles present in the
corpus were tokenized and processed using the Stanford CoreNLP
tools [79]. The TF-IDF model was implemented in Lucene1 . The topicbased similarity model utilized latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) to
represent both questions and articles as a distribution of topics. The
results indicate that the TF-IDF model had a better performance than
the LDA model. This is expected because articles and questions are
short texts. The application of latent dimensionality reduction models
1 https://lucene.apache.org/core/
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such as LDA lead to loss of informative features which are relevant
for similarity. A ranked support vector machine (SVM) model was
implemented with TF-IDF, LDA and dependency pairs and lexical
words as features. The best performance was achieved by the ranked
SVM model with a combination of both LDA and TF-IDF scores as
features.
The work in [20] presented a text similarity approach which combined both lexical and distributional sentence features. The system was
used to retrieve the relevant articles from the Japanese civil code for
an input bar exam question as discussed in [57]. For an input question,
a ranked list of relevant articles was retrieved by using a n-gram based
relevance analysis method. The pre-processing of articles was followed
by n-gram generation. The n-gram set of an article was expanded by
including the n-grams of the referenced article. The relevant articles for
each question were ranked by using a score function which took into
account the size of the set of n-grams from both question and article,
their relative significance and the inverse document frequency for the
terms in the article collection. The top two articles in the ranked list
were evaluated for ambiguity if the similarity scores were very close.
Sentence embeddings were computed for both question and article
by using word2vec and term order probabilities. They were used to
resolve the ambiguity. The ranked list was updated by computing a
cosine similarity score between the sentence embedding vectors of
question and articles. The results demonstrate that the approach was
competitive with other state-of-the-art methods for the question answering task. We also observed that the addition of word embeddings
and term order probabilities improved the performance of the system.
Heo et al. [47] present a content fusion based text similarity system
for a legal question answering system. Both questions and articles are
represented in a vector format using three different models: TF-IDF,
Word2Vec and LSA. The dataset consisted of 659 questions and 1098
legal articles. The dataset was pre-processed by performing tokenization, lemmatization and stopword removal. The content of each article
was segmented into three parts: title, body and example sentences.
Each part along with the question was represented in three different
vector representations. The cosine similarity values were then computed between the question and each part of the article. The three
different similarity scores were combined by the weights computed
by least square method (LSM) and linear discriminant analysis. An
additional dataset of 618 laws and 140 judicial precedents was utilized
to train the word embeddings by using the skip-gram model. The
results indicate that TF-IDF and LSA models outperform word2vec in
terms of mean average precision and recall. The small dataset used to
train word embeddings did not capture enough semantic information
to accurately model the legal articles. The authors also illustrate the
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better performance of the fusion weighted methods over unweighted
similarity measures.
6.1.4

Legal Statutes and Provisions Retrieval

The work in [70] presents an approach to identify relevant legal
statutes for a user query. The objective of the statute retrieval system is to identify statutes associated with the legal problems of the
user. The authors proposed a three-phase prediction model for the
classification of judgments. A statute is considered as a label in the
classification task. Therefore, each judgment can have multi-labels (as
each judgment cites at least one statute). A pre-processing pipeline
is developed for cleaning the text. Words with noun, adjective and
verb part-of-speech tags were retained. The TF-IDF weighting measure
was applied to generate a vector representation of judgments. Each
judgment in TF-IDF vector format is linked to its statute labels. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier is built on the TF-IDF judgment
vectors and their associated statute labels. The terms in the user query
are mapped to judgment terms (all terms in the judgment training
corpus) by using the Normalized Google Distance (NGD). The SVM
predictions are then applied to the user query to produce a list of top
k statutes. In the next step, the most relevant statutes from the top k
statutes are selected by mapping the terms from the user query to the
statute terms. Each statute is represented in TF-IDF format. The Normalized Google Distance is applied to transform the user query into
statute terms. A cosine similarity measure is then computed between
the user query and the top k statutes to find the most similar statutes.
In the last stage, an apriori association algorithm is applied to find
association rules between the statutes. As a result the most relevant
statutes are retrieved. The system was evaluated on a set of around
1500 criminal judgments from China. Fifty civil news stories were used
as queries for the statute retrieval task. The system was evaluated in
three different phases by computing the recall at each phase. The
results indicate that the best performance was achieved after the third
phase of mining association rules. The performance of the system
was also compared with other state-of-the-art models such as cosine
similarity, Pearson correlation coefficient and Spearman’s correlation
coefficient. The proposed three-phased prediction model achieved a
better recall than other methods. The system can also benefit by the
inclusion of semantic knowledge from legal ontologies.
Humphreys et al. [52] developed a system to map recitals to legal
provisions in the European legislation. A gold standard mapping
was developed to link the recitals in the preamble with the articles
in the normative provisions. However, the authors did not include
the mappings from recitals to sub-provisions. The recitals and legal
provisions were modeled as TF-IDF vectors. The similarity system
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utilized part-of-speech tags and terms in the substantive titles as
features. A cosine similarity score was computed between the TF-IDF
recitals and provisions vectors. The results indicate that the system
achieved a high accuracy due to the presence of a large number of
true negatives (unbalanced dataset). The system also achieved a high
recall but with low precision. Such text similarity systems could be
used to automatically identify all possible correspondences between
recitals and provisions but they would need to be checked by a legal
knowledge engineer.
Magerman et al. [75] investigated the application of text similarity
techniques based on vector space models and latent semantic analysis
(LSA) to map patents and scientific publications. The system was
evaluated on a corpus of 467 documents (30 patents and 437 publications). The pre-processing pipeline comprised stop-words removal,
stemming, term reduction and weighting. The results indicate that the
TF-IDF weighting scheme using vector space models achieved the best
performance. The authors investigated the application of LSA with
different singular value decomposition (SVD) ranks for approximation. They inferred that for their small dataset higher values of SVD
rank have better performance than low rank values. They also noticed
the application of LSA transform over TF-IDF weights degrades the
performance of the TF-IDF model.
The work in [63] utilized word embeddings to extend traditional
full text search models for legal corpus. The proposed method is
useful to find both exact and semantically similar matches. The word
embeddings were trained on a corpus of the German Civil Code
(GCC). The word vectors for the individual words of the search query
were accumulated to get a single dense vector for the search phrase.
The corpus of word embeddings was then searched with a window
size equal to the length of the search phrase vector. The window size
was represented by n. The search was thus limited to phrases of length
equal to the search phrase. The search window was then sequentially
shifted by a length of n/2. The cosine similarity measure was then
computed between the search phrase vector and all the accumulated
vectors from the word embeddings corpus. The vectors were ranked
on the basis of cosine similarity score to select the top k matches. In
the next step, the chosen matches were reconsidered and the window
size was increased to three times the number of terms in the search
phrase. The window was then moved term by term to get another
vector. The accumulated vectors were then compared with the search
phrase vector by computing the cosine similarity. The best match with
the highest cosine similarity was selected. The proposed approach
was evaluated on two datasets : the EU Data Protection Directive
94/46/EC (EU-DPD) and a corpus of ten German rental contracts. The
results presented by authors included only some examples of search
phrases and the phrases retrieved by the model. They did not utilize
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annotated data or a gold standard mapping from legal practitioners
to thoroughly evaluate the relevance of the retrieved phrases to the
search query. The performance of the proposed model was quite slow
due to the exhaustive searching based on the window search approach.
This approach will be very computationally expensive when a large
corpus of several thousands documents is considered for searching.
Rosso et al. [101] developed a passage retrieval system based on text
similarity techniques for treaties, patents and contracts. The passage
retrieval system was based on a density n-gram similarity measure.
The query was provided as an input to the search engine. The search
engine retrieved the snippets relevant to the query from a document
corpus. Then n-grams were extracted from the query and all the
retrieved snippets. A similarity measure was then computed by comparing the n-grams of the query with the n-grams of the snippets.
Each snippet was linked to a passage in the document. The similarity
values were then used to rank the retrieved passages for the input user
query. The passage retrieval system achieved state-of-the-art performance in the treaty retrieval task based on the JRC-ACQUIS2 dataset.
However, it had a poor performance in the patent retrieval task (based
on the European Patent Office dataset) as it did not take into account
synonymous terms and query expansion methods.
6.1.5

Automated Conflict and Dispute Resolution

Mahfouz et al. [76] proposed a methodology for automatic extraction
of implicit legal knowledge from Differing Site Condition (DSC) litigations for construction projects. An automated approach for conflict
resolution in the construction industry would save both time and
money. The corpus consisted of 600 cases from the Federal Court of
New York from 1912 to 2009. A total of 15 important legal factors
and concepts were considered for automatic extraction. These factors and concepts were identified by using statistical analysis. They
were further evaluated and were found to be effective in predicting
outcomes of DSC litigations. Each case was annotated with the important legal factors. Each legal factor was associated with a set of
words which were implicitly linked to it. The annotated dataset was
utilized to build machine learning models to identify the important
legal factors in new DSC litigations. The corpus was converted into a
bag-of-words representation. The capitalized words were converted
into lowercase. The words were further reduced to their root forms.
Each case was then represented as a vector of words in their root forms.
Four different weighting schemes were applied to the bag-of-wordsrepresentation. These included term frequency (tf), logarithmic term
frequency, augmented term frequency and term frequency inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF).
2 https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/jrc-acquis
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Each case was then represented as a vector with the frequency
of words (from different weighting measures). The authors developed three machine learning models (Naive Bayes, Decision Trees
and projective adaptive resonance theory (PART)) for each of the four
weighting schemes. The accuracy of the models was evaluated over
10-folds cross validation. The results indicate that the performance of
the Naive Bayes classifier was most influenced by different weighting schemes. However, the performance of Decision Trees and PART
models were not influenced by the different weighting measures. The
TF-IDF weighting measure had the best performance for all three
classifiers. The Naive Bayes classifier had the best performance among
the three classifiers. The authors also compared the results with a
previous implementation of support vector machines (SVM) classifier.
The Naive Bayes classifier outperformed the SVM classifier. The better
performance of Naive Bayes can be attributed to the fact that the
presence of a large number of terms (in case-term matrix) resulted in
a better estimation of the conditional probability. An investigation of
other weighting measures such as latent semantic analysis and latent
dirichlet allocation might be interesting for future work because the
objective of the research is to find latent and implicit legal knowledge.
The research work in [36] presents a text similarity system for retrieving similar cases for alternative dispute resolution in construction
accidents. The availability of similar historical construction cases can
provide alternative dispute resolution and avoid expensive litigations.
A database of construction cases was developed using the Westlaw3
legal research service. The database consisted of 360 construction accident cases in Hong Kong from 1990 to 2011. The pre-processing
consists of a number of steps to achieve a bag-of-words representation
of cases. Tokenization was carried out to segment cases into a collection of words and phrases. The maximum length of phrases is set to
3 to retain important terms. A combination of stemming and lemmatization was applied to the tokenized terms. The next step involved
the extraction of important terms by setting threshold values for term
length and minimum term frequency. The extracted terms from all
the document collections are stored and indexed in a dictionary. Each
construction case is represented using the vector space model (VSM).
The authors identify that the most relevant and distinguished terms
from the case documents should be used to create vectors. Therefore, TF-IDF weighting scheme was used to weight the terms. The
dimensionality reduction transform was applied using latent semantic
analysis (LSA) on the TF-IDF vectors. A new case is processed through
the same pipeline to get a vector representation. The cosine similarity and euclidean distance scores are computed to retrieve the most
similar cases for a given new case. The authors evaluate the system by
retrieving the top-k relevant cases. They observed that the number of
3 http://www.westlawinternational.com/
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relevant k (retrieved cases) varies for each type of case. The rare types
of disputed cases tend to have lower values of k as compared to more
common kind of cases. It was also observed that the increase in k did
not lead to a major improvement in recall. This is because the most
relevant cases have the top-most rank in the retrieved list.
6.1.6

Contracts Compliance Check and Trademark Retrieval

The work in [105] presents an approach which uses text similarity
techniques to check compliance of contract templates. Most information technology (IT) businesses use standardized contract templates
for a particular service. However, the major challenge in standardization is to ensure that the actual contracts are compliant with the
standard templates. The text similarity techniques are used to develop a system which identifies the top candidate templates for a
particular contract on which a structural and semantic analysis can
be performed. The task of compliance checking is quite challenging
because the actual contract can be compliant with a template even
in the absence of a symmetric alignment between the headings or a
high magnitude of similarity between the texts. There may also be
several hundred contract templates for a particular service in large
organizations. Therefore, a front end filter is developed to identify the
best templates for which tree matching is performed. The contracts
stored as images were converted into text format by using optical
character recognition (OCR). However, the errors (such as spelling
errors) arising due to this conversion were not resolved. The system
was developed using Apache Lucene4 . The techniques used to compare contracts and templates included latent semantic analysis and
cosine similarity. The contract and template text files are used to create
separate Lucene indices. The terms from the template and contract
index are extracted using Lucene’s API to create the term space which
is used to convert template and contract documents into vectors. The
authors use IDF smoothing and term boosting for term weighting.
Very high IDF values were reduced by using a smoothing function.
Term boosting was achieved by doubling the weight of domain-specific
terms (terms appearing in document titles and section headings). A
term-document matrix was created and a cosine similarity score was
computed between the vectors representing the contracts and templates. The latent semantic analysis (LSA) transform was applied on
the term document matrix to create a lower dimensional concept space.
The cosine similarity was computed between the LSA vectors of contracts and templates. The retrieved templates for each contract are
ranked based on the similarity values. The system was evaluated by
retrieving the templates above a certain threshold and also the top-k
templates (for k = 1, 3, 5). The results indicate that cosine similarity
4 http://lucene.apache.org/
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achieves a higher recall in top-k retrieval. In case of threshold-based
retrieval, LSA had a better recall than cosine similarity. It was also
observed that IDF smoothing and term boosting achieved a better
performance as compared to term frequencies.
Anuar et al. [6] developed a conceptual model based on semantic similarity for identifying similar trademarks. The visual, conceptual and phonetic similarity between two trademarks is one of the
key factors in infringement litigations. The conceptual model utilizes a database with European trademark infringement cases from
1999 to 2012. The authors divided the extracted disputed trademarks
from the database into four types of similarity: exact match, synonyms/antonyms, lexical relations and foreign mark (cross-lingual
synonyms). The exact matches account for 50% of the dataset and the
remaining categories combined together account for the remaining
50%. The main objective of the conceptual model is to identify the
remaining 50% disputed trademarks which cannot be found by exact
string matches. The proposed conceptual model consists of an indexing and a retrieval module. In the indexing module, the trademarks
are first classified into English and non-English. The non-English
trademarks are translated into English by utilizing multi-lingual dictionaries. Then pre-processing is applied to get tokens for each trademark in the database. The feature set for a trademark consists of the
token and synsets extracted from external knowledge bases (dictionary or thesaurus). The best synsets are chosen by disambiguating
the tokens with respect to the synsets definition. The retrieval module
takes the trademark text as input and generates the tokens in a similar
fashion to the indexing module. The synonyms and antonyms of the
query tokens are retrieved from the knowledge base and stored as
additional features. The system compares the features of the query
trademark with the feature set of each entry in the database to categorize and rank the retrieved results. The features are compared for
exact matches, synonym/antonyms and lexical relations. The authors
presented an example to illustrate their approach but a discussion
about the evaluation of the proposed model was planned for future
work. A comparison of the proposed conceptual model with other similar approaches for trademark similarity may provide insights about
the benefits and limitations of their model.
Table 6.1 presents the different legal-tech use cases for text similarity
techniques identified in this section. We identified six major use cases
where text similarity techniques have been used for information retrieval. We observe that most of the works utilized unsupervised text
similarity techniques based on lexical and semantic features. There
were few works which used supervised text similarity techniques due
to the presence of a labeled dataset.
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Table 6.1: Text Similarity Related Work

Legal-Tech Use Cases

Text Similarity Techniques

Retrieval of similar cases and
judgments

TF-IDF Cosine, Word2vec, LDA
and paragraph vector [77], Bibliographic coupling similarity based
on number of paragraph links
[59], Legal-term cosine similarity,
citation-based similarity[58]

Retrieval of similar patents

Syntactic and Semantic Similarity based on common words [53],
Concept-based patent similarity
[85], Hybrid similarity measure as a
combination of semantic and categorical similarity [125], Flex Ngrams based similarity [96]

Legal Question Answering

TF-IDF, Word2vec and LSA [47], Ngram and word embeddings based
similarity measure [20], TF-IDF,
LDA and SVM for supervised text
similarity) [57]

Legal Statutes and Provisions
retrieval

TF-IDF Cosine [52], Word embeddings based similarity [63], N-gram
based similarity [101], TF-IDF, SVM,
Normalized Google Distance [70]

Automated Conflict and dis- Naive Bayes and SVM with TFpute resolution
IDF, TF, logarithmic and augmented
term frequency [76], TF-IDF and
LSA[36]
Other (Contracts Compliance
check, trademark retrieval)

IDF smoothing, term boosting and
LSA[105], Knowledge-based similarity using synonyms [6]
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6.2

machine learning for legal information retrieval

This section presents a literature review of the machine learning
methods used in legal information retrieval. The following subsections
discuss various state-of-the-art research works in different areas such
as prediction of court decisions, classification of legal norms and acts,
extraction of semantic relations and contract elements, patent litigation
likelihood and readability of legislative sentences.
6.2.1

Prediction of Court Decisions

The authors in [3] developed a machine learning system to predict the
judicial decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).
The system utilized textual features from different subsections of the
case such as “relevant applicable law”, “facts”, “circumstances”, “Law”
and “full case” to predict whether there has been a violation of an
article of the convention of human rights. A dataset of 584 cases was
compiled from articles 3, 6 and 8 of the Convention. The authors
utilized N-grams and topics as features for the binary classifier. The
top-2000 most frequent N-grams (for N e {1, 2, 3, 4}) were utilized
from the dataset. Topics were created for each article in the dataset
by clustering semantically similar N-grams together. This provides
a concise representation of the semantic space by reducing the dimensionality of the feature space. A support vector machine (SVM)
classifier was trained using the textual features to predict if there is
a violation or non-violation for a particular case (with respect to the
Article of the Convention). The results indicate that N-gram features
from the “circumstances” subsection achieve a better performance
as compared to other subsections. The topics features developed by
clustering similar N-grams achieve the highest accuracy from all the
feature set. Topics capture the overall gist from the N-grams of different subsections and thus are able to be a good predictor. The authors
also infer that the information contained in the “circumstance” subsection is a key predictor in determining if the case is a violation or
not.
Another work in [55] also used a machine learning based approach
to predict the outcomes of cases of the Supreme Court of the United
States. The problem of predicting outcomes is modelled as a binary
classification task. The objective is to predict whether the Supreme
Court will affirm or reverse the decision of a lower court. The predictions of the individual judges is used to forecast the overall decision of
the Supreme Court. The authors utilized the Supreme Court Database
to build their machine learning prediction model [110]. The database
consists of around sixty years of high quality formatted data on the
behaviour and outcomes of the Supreme Court. The authors utilized
extremely randomized trees (ERT) model with court-level, justice-level,
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case-based and historical features. ERTs are ensemble models based
on random forests which leverage randomness from both features and
data to make robust predictions with less variance as compared to
classification and regression trees. The proposed model consists of
more than ninety input variables as features. The model was trained
on the cases from 1946-1953. The predictions were made from the
term of 1953 to the end of the 2012-13 term. The model was developed
for two types of predictions: vote prediction for individual justices
and overall prediction of the Supreme Court. The system is evaluated
using 10 folds cross-validation. The model correctly predicts 70.9 %
of individual justice votes and 69.7 % of overall case outcomes of
the Supreme Court. The results point out that the Court reverses a
majority of the cases it accepts. The machine learning model is able to
identify most of these reversal decisions correctly. It was also observed
that prediction of affirm decisions was more difficult than reverse decisions. In a large number of cases, the model incorrectly predicted that
the court will reverse the decision. These false positives are mainly
due to the asymmetry in the reversal/affirm rates of the Supreme
Court. The majority of the predictive power of the model is attributed
to a number of behavioral trends including historical trends, current
supreme court trends, individual supreme court justice trends.
Dunn et al. [34] presented a machine learning based approach to
predict the decisions of the asylum court in the United States. Their
research was motivated by findings of disparities in the asylum judgments. The objective of the proposed system is to predict the outcome
of an asylum application based on input features: judge (unique identifiers for each judge, gender and work history), attorney (whether
applicant is represented by an attorney or not), nationality of the
applicant, location (local courthouse), base city (regional immigration
court assigned to the applicant), language, case type (affirmative or
defensive) and notice to appear. A random forest model was built on
the data obtained from the Executive Office for Immigration Review
(EOIR). The model uses features available at the time an applicant
receives a notice to appear. Therefore, the model makes an early prediction by using only the information and features available at the time
when case opens. The dataset consists of around 600,000 cases. The
dataset was divided into 80% train and 20% test set. An incremental
evaluation was carried out with different features set to evaluate the
predictive power of each feature. Both accuracy and area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) were computed. The
results point out that just a single feature, Judge ID was correctly able
to predict the outcomes with an accuracy of 71%. The addition of applicant’s nationality feature increases the accuracy to 76%. The highest
accuracy is achieved when all the engineered features are utilized for
prediction. It was also observed that the highly predictable judges
held fewer hearings before making the decision. This may indicate
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snap or predetermined judgments. On the other hand, the judges who
held more hearings were found to be less predictable by the model.
Such a predictive system could be useful for asylum seekers and law
clinics (working in asylum cases) to estimate their chance of a grant.
Wongchaisuwat et al. developed a machine learning based model
to forecast the litigation likelihood for patents [120]. The model also
forecasts the expected time to litigation. These forecasts are highly
useful for corporations working in patent litigation as they lead to
time and cost savings. The patents belonging to three technology
classes (Wireless Network, Telecommunication and Advertising) were
added to the dataset. The litigation information about each patent was
added from the LexMachina5 dataset. The authors utilized both textual
and non-textual features to build their litigation likelihood prediction
model. The textual information from the claims section of the patents
was used to build a term-document matrix with TF-IDF weights. The
non-textual features included both numerical and categorical features.
Some of the numerical features include number of claims, number of
words in claims, number of inventors, number of backward references
and average PageRank scores of backward references.
The categorical features were collected from the website of the
US Securities and Exchange Commission and included market share
price, earnings per share and revenue of the patent’s assignee [120].
A support vector machine (SVM) classifier was built on the dataset
by utilizing both textual and non-textual features. The authors also
proposed a cluster and ensemble based method which groups litigated and non-litigated cases and applies a ensemble classification
model for prediction. The results of the litigation likelihood model
represent the difficulty of the prediction task. The highest F-score for
the best performing patent type was 0.19. Therefore, further feature
engineering is required to improve the accuracy of the system. The
addition of more hand-crafted features may also be beneficial. The
model for predicting the time to litigation was developed by adding a
class variable with a time period. However, the F-score values for this
model were not presented in the paper.
6.2.2

Classification of Legal Norms and Acts

The work in [126] presents a machine learning model for classifying
legal texts from different jurisdictions of US states. The dataset consists of legal acts in the domain of public health system from eight
different US states. The model is trained incrementally on a dataset of
source states and is used to make predictions on two target states. The
predictions on the target dataset improved by a considerable margin
with the addition of data from more states. The generic nature of the
framework allows the use of different classifiers for this task. Also
5 https://lexmachina.com
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more sophisticated features such as word embedding-based vectors
and topic models can be added for a better semantic representation of
legal texts for classification.
The authors in [73] developed an automatic system for classifying
sentences in Dutch law. A classification of different types of sentences
was developed by utilizing the patterns found in each type. Some
of the classification types included in this study are definitions and
type extensions, deeming provisions, norms, application provisions,
penalization, value assignments and lifecycle. A total of fourteen
different types of provisions were considered for classification. These
types were identified by engineering 81 patterns from twenty Dutch
laws. The patterns mainly consisted of verb phrases and keywords.
A program which reads a structured legal text (in MetaLex6 format)
and classifies its sentences according to the engineered patterns was
developed. The classification program was evaluated on a dataset of
fifteen different Dutch laws consisting of new laws, amendments and
Royal Decrees. The manual annotations of sentence types on these
laws was used to evaluate the classification program. The classifier
had a very good performance with an overall accuracy of 94%. The
authors also presented the number of found and missed sentences
for each type. We also observe that the largest number of sentences
belong to the norm category. Some sentence types were not identified
correctly due to the presence of auxiliary patterns. This problem can
be addressed by developing priority rules or patterns. The inclusion
of F-score, precision and recall metrics in the evaluation could be
considered for future work.
Waltl et al. [117] developed a system to classify legal norms by using
active machine learning for German statutory texts. The system uses
a combination of rule-based methods and active machine learning to
reduce the time and effort for labeling norms. A rule-based system
is used to automatically generate a corpus of labeled and unlabeled
norms. A set of labeled norms are then used to train a classifier. The
classifier then predicts the labels of the unlabeled norms. According to
a query strategy, the unlabeled norms are chosen by the machine learning classifier to distinguish more efficiently between different types of
norms. The instances labeled by the classifier are then checked by a
domain expert and added to the training set. The corpus consisted of
504 sentences. Each sentence was assigned to a norm type by a legal
expert. The authors considered eight norm types in their experiments.
These include objection, statutory rights, statutory duties, legal consequence, procedure, continuation, reference and definition. 75% of
the dataset was used for incremental training and the remaining 25%
as testing set. Tokens and part-of-speech tags were used as features
for training classifiers. Naive Bayes, Logistic regression and MultiLayer perceptron classifiers were used for both supervised learning
6 http://www.metalex.eu/
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and active learning. The results indicate that active machine learning
had a better performance than supervised learning in case of Naive
Bayes and Logistic Regression. The performance of the system could
have been improved by utilizing well known textual features such as
TF-IDF.
The work in [12] presents a system for multi-label classification of
Italian legislative texts. Each legislative document in the corpus is associated with multiple labels from the EuroVoc7 thesaurus. The corpus
consisted of 23000 documents with about 7000 categories from EuroVoc. The transformation of multi-label data format into mono-label
data format was carried out by segmenting a document with multiple
labels. The segmentation is carried out in the vector representation of
document. Each document with multiple labels was represented as a
combination of individual vectors with single labels. The segmentation
of the document vector into individual vectors with single labels is
achieved by computing the pointwise mutual information (PMI) score
over the co-occurrence matrix of terms and labels. A SVM classifier
was built on the mono-label dataset by utilizing vector representation of text as feature. The probability distribution of different classes
within a document predicted by the SVM classifier are used to assign
multiple labels to each document. The system showed a competitive
performance along with other state-of-the-art methods which used EuroVoc for classification. The system achieved a high precision among
the first ranked categories but a lower recall due to the high number
of categories associated to each document.
The work in [104] presents the application of interactive machine
learning methodology as an extension to a legal information retrieval
(IR) system for statutory analysis. The legal IR system retrieves a list
of relevant statutes for an input query prepared by a legal researcher.
The list of retrieved statutes is analyzed by the lawyer to identify a set
of relevant provisions. These set of provisions are used to resolve the
input legal query. The objective of the interactive machine learning
approach is to filter out the irrelevant provisions retrieved by the legal
IR system. Thus, the final output would consist of provisions most
relevant to the legal issue represented by the input query. A machine
learning classifier takes the retrieved provisions as input and classifies
them as relevant or not relevant. A legal expert provides feedback
on the output of the classifier. The expert can correct the classifier if
necessary. The classifier learns from the human input and improves
its prediction. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier with liner
kernel is used for classification. It utilizes unigram textual features
for classifying statutes as relevant or not relevant. The system was
evaluated on a corpus of statutory texts from Kansas and Alaska.
The performance of the machine learning classifier was evaluated for
two experiments : i) without human interaction and ii) with human
7 http://eurovoc.europa.eu/
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interaction. The results indicate that classifier shows a better performance when trained with human input. It was also observed that the
accuracy of the classifier improved with the number of inputs from
the expert.
6.2.3

Extraction of Semantic Relations and Contract Elements

Boella et al. developed a model to extract semantic relations from
legislative text by using syntactic dependencies and machine learning
[11]. Their approach is based on the assumption that a semantic tag
is associated with a limited number of syntactic contexts. The task is
modelled as a classification problem where each term in the corpus
is linked to a semantic label given its syntactic dependencies. The
syntactic dependencies are extracted by using the TULE parser [68].
The dependencies are then transformed into generic representations
in triples format. A positive label is assigned for each noun in the
corpus if it has been annotated with a semantic tag. All the nouns that
are not linked to a semantic tag in the annotated data are labelled as
negative. All the labelled instances are then vectorized as per the vector
space model (VSM). The authors chose three semantic labels for this
task: active role, passive role and involved object. A support vector
machine (SVM) classifier is built using the vectorized instances as
features. The system was evaluated on a corpus consisting of around
150 legal documents containing 2253 annotated semantic tags for
nouns. The results indicate that the system achieves a very high F-score
for classifying the active roles. However, the system had a high false
negative rate in the classification of passive roles. In case of involved
objects also, the system could not classify many instances correctly
due to the wide coverage of this semantic label. This approach could
be highly useful for ontology learning as it provides a decent support
for automated identification of important semantic relations. Future
work may comprise addition of other relations and improvement in
feature engineering.
The work in [23] presents an approach based on natural language
processing and machine learning to automate the extraction of key elements from legal contracts. The authors utilized an annotated dataset
of around 3,500 contracts with eleven contract element types. The
different contract element types included contract title, contracting
parties, contract dates (start, effective, termination), contract period,
value, governing law, jurisdiction, legislation references and clause
headings. Each contract element type is linked to an extraction zone
(a particular type of clause or region in the contract text where an
element usually occurs). Therefore, the first task in contract element
extraction involves the identification of different extraction zones by
using a set of regular expressions. This also results in obtaining a well
defined contract structure. The contract element extraction system
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would look for a particular element only in its associated extracted
zone. The contract element types occurring in a particular extraction
zone were marked as positive instances. All other tokens which do not
represent a contract element type in an extraction zone are labelled
as negative instances. A number of linguistic hand-crafted features
(some of them include uppercase tokens, lowercase tokens, numeric
tokens, token length, numeric tokens, part-of-speech tags) were added
to each contract element type. The authors utilize a sliding window
logistic regression classifier for contract element extraction [122]. The
classifier reads the tokens from each extraction zone and classifies
them as positive or negative. A sliding window of size 5-6 tokens
is used. Two versions of the model were built. The first one used
hand-crafted features and the second one utilized word embeddings
trained on an unlabelled corpus of 750,000 English contracts as feature
vectors for the sliding window.
The authors also built another variation of the model by using
support vector machines (SVMs) [23]. Lastly, a version of both SVM
and Logistic Regression with the concatenation of word embeddings
and hand-crafted features was developed. It can be observed from
the results that the versions of SVM and Logistic Regression with
concatenated features outperform other models. The model is able
to achieve a decent F-score for each contract element type. We also
observe that the recall achieved by the model using hand-crafted
features is lower than that of word embeddings. This is expected due
to the low coverage of hand-crafted features. The contract element
extraction system may serve as a strong backbone for extraction of
fine-grained semantic knowledge for legal analysis.
6.2.4

Prediction of the Readability of Legislative Sentences

Curtotti et al. developed a machine learning based system to predict
the readability of legislative sentences [29]. They created a small
corpus by randomly collecting 890 sentences from the United States
Legal Code and the United States Code of Federal Regulations. In
addition, 251 non-legal sentences were randomly added from the
Brown corpus and a corpus of graded readers to calibrate the model. A
gold standard corpus was creating by annotating the difficulty of each
sentence as easy or hard. The difficulty was assigned by computing
a score which combined different user responses. A baseline model
was developed by using SVM classifier and features such as sentence
length, average word length, type to token ratio, readability metrics
and proportion of verbal phrase chunks. The overall accuracy was
72.7% over 10 folds cross validation. The authors extended the model
by adding other features such as character and token-level N-grams
and parsed features from dependency and context-free grammar. With
the addition of the new features the accuracy of the classifier increased
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to 76.7%. The dependency grammar based features were not found
to be effective in improving the predictability of the model. Some
interesting correlations are derived between different features and
the readability score. However, they are limited by the small size and
random nature of the dataset.
Table 6.2 presents the major use cases where machine learning
techniques have been utilized to develop legal information retrieval
systems. Majority of the works utilize supervised machine learning
classifiers such as support vector machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Decision Trees. We also list the various textual
and non-textual features utilized by the machine learning models. It
is interesting to note that machine learning models have been used in
both prediction and extraction tasks.
6.3

concept-based information retrieval

This section presents an overview of state-of-the-art concept-based
methods used in legal information retrieval. Concept-based approaches
have been used in information retrieval to incorporate semantic information from external knowledge bases such as ontologies, dictionaries
and thesauruses. The following sub-sections present research works
from relevant areas such as concept-based legal information retrieval,
ontology learning from legal texts and named entity recognition in
legal texts.
6.3.1

Concept-based Legal Information Retrieval

The authors in [44] developed an ontological framework to improve the
keyword search-based information retrieval system of e-Government.
The system consists of a search client, a search server and an ontology
server. The system utilized legal ontologies built for the real estate
transactions of the Spanish government. The concept instances from
the legal ontology are associated with documents. The system takes a
user query and links it to the Ontology server to retrieve the relevant
concepts. The legal documents satisfying the query are retrieved by
the system. The search server is based on Lucene.
In [2], a multilingual and a multi-level ontology, called European
Legal Taxonomy Syllabus (ELTS) was developed for European law.
It is a lightweight ontology and a knowledge base of legal concepts
linked by semantic relations derived from the linguistic patterns of
legal concepts in different jurisdictions within the European Union.
ELTS was not developed as an axiomatic formalized ontology so that
it can be flexible to take into consideration the conflicts and inconsistencies in the law. This is because the formalization of conflicting
regulations has still many open questions. The ELTS ontology schema
has a specific ontology for a particular jurisdiction. Specific relations
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Table 6.2: Machine Learning techniques for Legal Information Retrieval
Legal-Tech
Use Cases
Prediction of
Court
Decisions

ML Techniques

Features

Prediction of judicial deci- Topic and N-gram features
sions of European Court of from sections of case
Human Rights (ECHR) by using SVM classifier [3]
Prediction of outcomes of the
Supreme Court of USA by
using extremely randomized
trees [55]

Historical, case-based, courtlevel and justice-level features

Prediction of the decisions of
the asylum court of USA by
using random forest classifier
[34]

Judge identity, location of the
court, nationality of the applicant etc.

Forecast the litigation likeli- Textual (TF-IDF weights
hood of patents by using SVM from claim section) and nonClassifier [120]
textual (number of claims,
number of words in claims,
number of inventors, market
share price, revenue of patent
assignee etc.)
Classification
of Legal
Norms and
Acts

Classification of legal texts
from different jurisdictions of
US states by using decision
trees [126]

TF-IDF
words

weighted

bag-of-

Automatic classification of
norms in Dutch Law using a
pattern-based classifier [73]

Patterns (verb phrases and
keywords) extracted from
Dutch Law

Classification of legal norms Tokens and part-of-speech
in German statutory texts (POS) tags
using rule-based methods
and active machine learning
(Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Multilayer Perceptron) [117]
Multi-label classification of
Italian legislative texts using
SVM classifier [12]

Vector representation of texts
with pointwise mutual information

Extraction of
Semantic
Relations and
Contract
Elements

Semantic relation extraction Vectorized instances of depenfrom Italian legislative texts dencies
using SVM classifier and syntactic dependencies [11]
Extraction of contract elements by using sliding window logistic regression, SVM
classifier [23]

Handcrafted: Uppercase tokens, lowercase tokens, numeric tokens, POS tags and
word embeddings

Prediction of
the Readability of Legislative Sentences

Prediction of the readability
of legislative sentences of US
Legal Code and US Code of
Federal Regulations using the
SVM classifier [29]

sentence length, average
word length, type to token
ratio, N-grams etc.
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are used to model the relationship between concepts of different jurisdictions. These relations are different from the relations which model
the relationship between concepts from the same jurisdiction. The
ELTS ontology focusses on addressing the possible misalignments
between the terms and concepts at European and national level. Such
misalignments particularly happen while transposing directives into
national legislation. For instance, the concepts at both European and
national level are same but represented by different terms. In such
cases, it is essential to align different terms under the same concept.
ELTS associates each concept with domains, source and descriptions.
Also each concept is mapped to one or more terms (a term can be
a single word or a phrase). The source for each concept is linked to
the particular document from which it was obtained. The documents
are stored and maintained in a database. The ELTS ontology includes
ontological relations such as "purpose", which link a concept to its
source legal principle, and "concerns", which relates a concept to other
similar (or related) concepts. These relations exist within an ontology
(for a particular jurisdiction). Other relations such as "implementation"
link the concepts between European and national level ontologies.
The ELTS ontology also takes into account the temporal dimension
of legal concepts. Legal concepts can evolve over time due to the
introduction of new legislation. The temporal dimension is modelled
by adding a new ontological relation, "replaced by". This relation adds
a date field indicating the substitution date to be added to the new
concept. When a concept is replaced by a new one, the relations of the
old concept are gathered and assigned to the new concept. The ELTS
ontology also combines specific concepts into more broad and abstract
concepts to represent complex entities. This is quite useful in cases
when several EU directives (with specific concepts) are transposed
into a single national implementing measure. The NIM merges all the
concepts provided by the individual directives in a specific domain
to define an abstract concept. These concepts are modelled by using
an ontological relation called "grouped" which merges the context
specific conceptualizations. The ontology is based on the open-source
software from the Gene Ontology project [7].
The work in [13] presents Eunomos, a legal information retrieval
and knowledge management system for Italian national law. The legal
texts are downloaded from the national portals by using web spiders.
The system consists of a database of about 70,000 Italian legislative
documents which are converted into legislative XML format using
a parser. Cross-references are extracted from the legal texts to build
a network of texts citing each other. The three major components
of the system include : a legal document management system, a
legal knowledge management system and an external tier. The legal
document management system consists of a database of legal texts
in XML format, a database of the network of references represented
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by a uniform resource name (URN), and a database with entries of
provisions classified into different types. The knowledge management
system consists of a database of terms with their associated concepts.
It also consists of the relations connecting the different concepts. This
database is connected to the document management system to map
concepts to legal texts and provisions. The external tier consists of a
database of user profiles with logins and areas of interest. The users are
alerted when their legislation of interest is updated. Eunomos consists
of a rule-based classification to classify normative provisions present
in legal XMLs. The rule-based system utilizes linguistic features and
priority rules to resolve ambiguities to assign the correct type to each
provision. The rules basically develop characteristic patterns to identify
a provision type. The rule-based classification system was evaluated
on a corpus of 2306 provisions manually annotated by legal experts.
The system achieved a very good performance in terms of precision
and recall.
Eunomos also comprises a text similarity system to retrieve the
most similar legislative texts for a given legislation in the database.
The legislative documents are pre-processed and converted into term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vectors. The cosine
similarity measure is then computed between the query document
and the documents in the database. The system selected the number
of relevant documents for each query document by using the categories associated with already labelled documents. The Eunomos
system implements a document classification system to classify new
and existing legislative texts into appropriate categories. A total of
15 categories were defined and a training set of 156 legislative documents was annotated. The system utilized bag-of-words TF-IDF and
lemmatized nouns (extracted by TULE parser [68]) as features to build
a Support vector machines (SVM) classifier for document classification.
The model achieved a high accuracy of 0.9272 with 10-folds crossvalidation. The system has found use in many areas such as financial,
legal and public sector.
The authors in [103] proposed a methodology for semi-automatic
transformation of a traditional web information retrieval system into
a semantically aware retrieval system. The first step involves creation
of an adequate semantic ontology. The chosen knowledge domain is
that of legal documents belonging to the Portuguese Attorney General’s Office. The documents were available in XML format. The Darpa
Agent Markup Language (DAML + OIL) was chosen as the semantic
language to represent the knowledge. Both structural and semantic
objects were utilized in the process of creating ontology. The structural
objects comprised document and classification classes of the ontology.
The classification represents the domain subjects for each document.
The semantic objects comprises classifying a set of selected verbs and
nominal expressions for populating the ontology. The verbs and nomi-
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nal expressions were extracted using a parser. Their frequency over
the entire corpus was computed. The top verbs and nominal expressions were verified by legal experts and a subset of them were chosen.
Afterwards, the verbs and nominal expressions were characterized
into different concepts by normalizing the extracted verbs, subjects
and direct objects. The concepts were assigned by using WordNet [83].
The discussed methodology was then utilized to annotated documents
with semantic information from the ontology. The DAML + OIL code
was added to the XML documents. Further, instances of the corresponding action of the verbs (present in the documents) with subject
and direct object were added. Finally, a semantic inference engine
was developed to address questions about the semantic representation
of documents. The system utilized Prolog as the query language to
translate both the ontology and the documents from DAML + OIL
notation to Prolog rules. The authors show that the Prolog inference
engine is able to answer queries relevant to the semantic content of
the documents.
Casellas et al. [22] developed a legal information retrieval system
for: i) frequently asked questions (FAQ) search and ii) case law search
and browse system for the Spanish judges. The FAQ search system
offers the functionality of searching a database of stored questionanswer pairs through a natural language interface. The input query
is given by the user in natural language in the form of a question.
The system finds the best match between the input query and the
stored question, so the stored answer can be retrieved for the input
question. The system has three searching stages namely: i) Ontology
domain detection ii) keyword and synonym detection iii) Ontology
concept graph path matching. In addition, the system also utilizes
cache memory to provide quick access to recently used data. The ontology domain detection stage involves determining the sub-domain of
the target FAQ set by analyzing the input user question. The database
of stored question-answers is manually classified into different legal
sub-domains. A set of text analysis tools are applied to identify the
sub-domain of the input question. The system then searches the candidate questions only in the sub-domain of the input question to reduce
the search time. In the next stage, keyword matching is performed
between the tokenized input question and FAQ’s (in the sub-domain)
tokens in the database. Along with exact matches, morphological and
synonym matching is also done to filter out irrelevant candidate FAQs.
A score is computed between the input question and the candidate
FAQs. The score is computed on the basis of the number of matching
words (including exact, synonyms and morphological matches). The
candidate FAQs with scores below a certain threshold are removed
from the candidate list of FAQs. The next stage is called ontology
concept graph path matching. The input question is parsed to identify certain grammatical patterns which are then searched for in the
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Ontology of Professional Judicial Knowledge (OPJK) [21]. The system
then utilizes semantic distance algorithm to match the ontology graph
path of the input question with the graph paths of the remaining
candidate FAQs. The computation of semantic distance is based on
the construction of several paths between the nodes of ontology. A
variant of Dijkstra algorithm is utilized to find the shortest distance
path between two nodes. The semantic distance is an indicator of
semantic similarity. The candidate FAQ with the shortest distance is
retrieved as the most relevant FAQ to the user query.
Dini et al. [32] presented a hybrid approach utilizing both lexical
and legal conceptual representations for cross-language information retrieval. They developed a multilingual legal WordNet for both lawyers
and laymen users. The multilingual WordNet has concepts in six European languages (Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, German, Czech and
English). A tool was developed to extract legal definitions from the
European Union law sources. A combination of structure-dependent
and language-dependent techniques were used for automatic extraction of definitions from the directives. The group of definitions present
mostly in article 2 of the directives are first identified. The group of
definitions is then divided into individual definitions by means of
paragraph division. However, not all definitions can be individually
identified through this method because some definitions are covered
in multiple paragraphs. The definitions obtained through paragraph
division are stored into a term-definition pair. The terms are separated
from the definition by utilizing punctuation (quotes, double quotes,
commas, dash) and linguistic regular expressions ("means", "shall
mean", etc.). The extracted definitions were added to the WordNet.
The definitions for the domain of consumer protection law were also
extracted from the national implementing measures (NIMs) and other
relevant national acts. Two different kinds of concepts were represented in the system : lexical and legislative concepts. The lexical
concepts are represented by the terms and the lexical meanings associated with them. The legal concepts are represented by the terms
and the legal definitions associated with them. An interlingual index
is defined to link the legal WordNet concepts through equivalence
relations. Semantic relations such as "implemented as" were added to
link EU concepts to the national implementations. A legal document
index was developed to map the legal concepts to their sources in
the legislative documents. A semi-automatic alignment technique was
utilized to link the legal terms in the European directives in different
languages. As a result a list of conceptually equivalent terms across
different languages is obtained. In case of absence of equivalence
relations, analogous hierarchical structures are used to find semantic
relations between terms in two different languages.
The work in [113] presents a legal claim identification method based
on a novel information retrieval method with hierarchically labelled
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data. The system extracts the litigation claims from Intellectual Property (IP) pleading documents and also identifies the relevant entities
inside each claim. The IP documents have two layers annotations. The
first layer consists of claim text regions (text segments which consist
of claims). The second layer consists of entities inside the claims such
as patent numbers, claim numbers and claim types. The system first
identifies the claim region within the document. Then it identifies the
entities inside each claim region. For identifying the claim regions,
sentences are used as atomic elements to define the granularity. However, words were used as atomic elements to identify entities. The
first approach, called as Top-Down CRF utilizes two independent
conditional random fields (CRFs) called as Claim CRF and Entity CRF.
The Claim CRF model works at the document level and identifies
(or predicts) the claim sequence for the entire document. It works at
a sentence-level granularity as claims span over different sentences
and paragraphs. The Entity CRF model works at the sentence level
and considers word as the smallest atomic unit. The predicted claim
sequences (beginning and inside of claims) are used as an input to the
Entity CRF model to output the predicted entity sequence.
In the Top-Down approach the Claim CRF is ignorant of the entities
while generating the claim sequence [113]. Therefore, the second
approach called as Bottom-up CRF, is based on the hypothesis that the
performance of Claim CRF could improve when entities are already
tagged inside the claim texts. In the bottom-up approach, Entity CRF is
first used to generate the predicted entity tag sequence. Then the Claim
CRF is conditioned on the tagged entities and claim texts to produce
the predicted tagged claim sequence. The authors also develop a joint
hierarchical CRF which models both claim and entity layers jointly.
The benefit of using this model is that the performance of Claim CRF
can improve if it knows which types of entities are more likely to
occur inside and outside the claims. Similarly, the performance of
Entity CRF can improve if it knows a particular entity is inside or
outside the claim. A variant of pseudo-likelihood is used to build
this model because exact learning of joint probability is practically
infeasible. A semi-supervised Bottom-up CRF was also developed
where first the Entity CRF is trained only on the claim texts and is
used to produce predicted entity labels on the training set. The labelled
entries generated by the CRF are augmented with the labelled entities
from outside the claims to generate a semi-supervised labelled dataset.
The Claim CRF is then trained on this semi-supervised labelled data
to generated the predicted claim sequences. The results indicate that
the semi-supervised Bottom-up approach has the best performance (in
terms of precision, recall and F-score) to identify claims as compared
to other models. This is because it has entities from both inside and
outside the claims to recognize the correlation between claims and
entities (inside and outside) better than other models.
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The work in [106] presents a query expansion method using lexical
ontologies and user feedback to improve Boolean information retrieval.
The authors developed a lexical ontology with 5500 terms, concepts
and relations among them. The words in the query are searched in the
ontology knowledge base to find synonymous relations. Weights are
assigned to matching terms according to their relevance. The weights
are added together to be used in boolean information retrieval. Linguistic pre-processing is quite limited and restricted to just truncation
of terms. The system was evaluated on a corpus of State aid law using
the lexical ontology. The results indicate that the query expansion
method (with synonyms from the lexical ontology) improves over the
standard boolean information retrieval method. The major advantage
of such query expansion methods is the increase in the coverage of
retrieved documents. However, such models also result in a lower
precision. The system can also utilize more sophistical information
retrieval methods based on vector space models or latent semantic
analysis.
6.3.2

Ontology Learning from Legal Texts

The work presented in [62] utilizes natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to identify legal ontology components such as, concepts
and relations. Such tasks are necessary to reduce the manual effort of
creating ontologies by hand. Such techniques are quite useful for legal
concepts because their definition may vary depending on the source or
context (and NLP techniques have shown good performance in such
tasks). The system utilized 57 Codes from the French law. A syntactical
analyzer was utilized to identify terms for the ontology such as noun
phrases, verb phrases and adjective phrases. The terms which refer
to legal concepts were chosen and only nouns and noun phrases
were considered. A list of 300,000 terms was thus constructed. The
authors investigated with different statistical indexing methods such as
term frequency, inverse document frequency, TF-IDF (term frequencyinverse document frequency) and entropy to distinguish between
legal and non-legal terms. They concluded that the above mentioned
statistical indices were not useful to distinguish between legal and
non-legal terms. Therefore, the authors separated a list of empty terms
(common terms in the corpus such as title, chapter, book and general
provisions). The remaining terms were referred to as fundamental legal
terms and consisted of 16,681 entries. Text analysis tools were used
to identify terms and the syntactical dependencies among them [62].
A set of coordination relations were identified with terms containing
conjunctive phrases, "and" or "or". Furhter, statistical analysis was
performed on the list of legal terms to identify relations among them.
The statistical analysis is based on the hypothesis that semantically
similar terms occur in similar contexts. A mutual information measure
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is defined which takes into account the frequency of the term and
its context words to quantify the dependency between the term and
its context. This measure is used for weighting the context words
and defining a vector to associate each term with the context words.
The cosine similarity between two terms is computed by utilizing
the vectors of the context words from both terms. The terms and
relations identified using the above techniques are utilized to construct
a graph called as "ontological resource. Semantic relations such as
subsumption are inferred from the identified relations. For instance,
a legal subsumption relation is inferred between a concept and its
legal qualification. A general subsumption relation is inferred between
a concept and a more abstract form of the concept. Other semantic
relations inferred for ontology learning include: i) relations linking a
concept to its components ii) relations linking concepts with different
senses. One of the drawbacks of this work is that the use of statistical
text analysis and weighting methods may miss out some semantic
relations which could be useful for the ontology. Also some manual
effort is required to infer the key semantic relations from the identified
set of relations.
The work in [66] presents a methodology to automatically extract
ontological knowledge from Italian legislative documents. A textto-knowledge (T2K) system consisting of tools for natural language
processing (NLP), statistical analysis and machine learning was developed [31]. The T2K system consists of a linguistic tool for Italian
legal texts which carries out tokenization, morphological analysis and
extracts chunks and dependency relations [37]. The next step involves
the extraction of terms from the obtained chunks. Term extraction is
the first and most important part of ontology learning because terms
represent concepts which are modelled in the ontology [66]. Stopwords
are removed and single terms are identified by frequency counts on
the chunks. To identify multi-word terms, chunk patterns encoding
syntactic templates for complex nominal terms are utilized. These
include adjectival, prepositional and compounded modifications. The
obtained list of complex patterns is ranked by using the log-likelihood
ratio (a measure of relevance that quantifies the co-occurrences of the
constituents of the complex terms). The system also takes into account
the term variants to improve the indexing and retrieval. The types of
term variants included in the system are: orthographic variants, inflectional variants, structural variants, variants including modifiers and
variants combining different types of variation. The obtained terms
are conceptually organized by using the dependency relations. The
dependency-annotated text from the terms is used to extract the best
verb-object and verb-subject pairs. A distributionally-based algorithm
computes the measure of semantic similarity between between two
terms by taking into account the the overlap between the best verbs for
each term. A ranked list of similar terms is constructed for a particular
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target term to identify the most relevant terms. The discussed methodology for ontology learning was applied on two legal corpora from
Italian legislative texts: Consumer Law Corpus and Environmental
Corpus.
The authors in [81] propose a methodology for learning ontology
from legal texts by utilizing both the structure and content of the
documents. The legal texts are converted from pdf to a well-formed
XML format with articles, paragraphs and sentences. Pre-processing
techniques (based on natural language processing) are applied on
the texts to remove noise and highlight the important words. The
dictionaries and grammars from the NOOJ software tool were applied
to identify syntactic, lexical and morphological patterns [109]. This
results in a list of candidate terms which are lemmatized by using
WordNet. Further, statistical filtering is applied using TF-IDF weighting and weights assigned to terms based on their occurrence in the
title of the legislative texts. The outcome is a list of domain terms (very
important terms which may refer to domain concepts). The authors
intend to utilize relational concept analysis (RCA) methodology for
hierarchical extraction of content elements. RCA not only extracts the
concepts from data (in form of attributes and relations) but also infers
relations between related concepts. The presented methodology has
been only implemented to the extent of identification of domain terms.
Further work needs to be done to evaluate the performance of the
proposed methodology for ontology learning.
The construction of both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships is one of the key challenges in ontology learning. An approach
which addresses this challenge in domain-specific ontologies is discussed in [121]. The taxonomic relationships are acquired using WordNet while the non-taxonomic relationships are learned by using
domain-specific texts. The system uses a rapid domain ontology development environment which takes a set of domain terms as input
[60]. The input domain terms are mapped to WordNet by spell check.
This results in a hierarchical structure of nodes from domain terms
to the root of WordNet. The unnecessary nodes (parent-child and
sibling relationships) are trimmed. The trimmed model is further refined by removing sub-trees which include other nodes along with
best spell-matched nodes. Only the paths with just best spell-matched
nodes are kept. A domain expert user is also consulted to construct
the conceptual hierarchy by removing the sub-tress with other nodes.
The non-taxonomic relationship learning module considers the word
co-occurrences based on high-dimensional vectors. A set of high frequency 4-grams were extracted from the corpus to capture a bigger
context of terms as compared to words. A co-occurrence matrix is constructed among the 4-grams and a context vector is computed for each
4-gram. The vector representation of words is computed as the sum of
context vectors which occur at the position of the words within the
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texts. The concept vectors are computed as the sum of the word vectors contained in the best matched synset (from WordNet) of domain
terms. A pair of similar concepts are grouped together by computing
a cosine similarity measure. The concepts with similarity score above
a certain threshold are considered to have a non-taxonomic relationship between them. The information from the taxonomy relationship
module along with the concept co-occurrence information is utilized
by the rapid domain ontology development environment to determine
the concept pairs hierarchically close to each other. The user input
is also taken into account to remove unnecessary concept pairs. The
proposed ontology learning was applied in the legal domain to learn
both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships for contracts for the
international sales of goods (CISG). In case of taxonomic relationship,
around half of the concepts are extracted from WordNet. The precision
of the system was around 30 percent due to cocnept drift. The low
precision values are also because the system just checks for syntactical
features. The semantic matches such as synonymous terms were not
taken into account. The results of the non-taxonomic case study indicate that most of the extracted concept pairs were advisable for the
legal domain.
6.3.3

Named Entity Recognition (NER) in Legal Texts

NER systems identify text spans of entity mentions. These mentions
are generally assigned to Person, Organization and Location names.
In named entity linking, the mentions are linked to entities in a knowledge base on the basis of contextual similarity. In [18], the authors
developed a legal named entity recognizer and linker by aligning
YAGO8 (WordNet-and Wikipedia-based ontology) and the LKIF [49]
ontology. The alignment was carried out manually by mapping a concept node in LKIF to its equivalent in YAGO. They utilized different
models like support vector machines (SVM), Stanford Named Entity
Recognizer (NER) [38], and neural networks and evaluated the system
on a small sample of judgements from the European Court of Human
Rights (ECHR). Their results indicate that LKIF level of generalization
is not suitable for named entity recognition and classification as their
system was unable to distinguish between the classes defined in LKIF.
However, their NER system achieved a much better performance while
distinguishing YAGO classes (even with a larger number of classes).
The authors in [33] developed a named entity recognition and classification system to recognize entities like judges, attorneys, companies,
courts and jurisdictions in US case law, depositions, pleadings and
other trial documents. They utilized dictionary lookup, contextual
pattern rules and statistical models for identifying named entities.
Each legal document was pre-processed by applying tokenization,
8 http://www.yago-knowledge.org/
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zoning and line-blocking. The zoning method used different textual
features to identify the caption parts within the legal documents. The
line-blocking method was used to identify structural blocks of text by
using a rule-based system. The authors utilized different rule-based
and statistical taggers to identify court names, jurisdictions, document
titles, judge names and document types. A named entity resolution
system was developed by using a SVM classifier. The system was
evaluated on manually and automatically acquired datasets of case
law.
Current NER systems are based on conditional random fields (CRF)
[61], which allow to train a unique model for the classification and
recognition of named entities. In [38], the authors developed a CRF
which used Gibbs sampling instead of the standard Viterbi algorithm.
They demonstrated that the use of Gibbs sampling allowed the system
to distinguish between mentions of organization or person on the basis
of context, thus enforcing label consistency. The authors in [19], developed a NER system using AdaBoost. The system uses a window, along
with a set of features (part-of-speech tags and dictionary of words)
to capture the local context of a word. Ronan et al. [26] proposed a
unified neural network model along with a CRF for NER and other
natural language processing (NLP) tasks like part-of-speech tagging,
chunking and semantic role labeling. A neural network (typically a
long short-term memory) [48] generates a matrix of size num_words ×
num_tags, which contains the score for each tag. This matrix is passed
as input for the CRF. The main advantage of these models is their
capability to capture important features from the word embedding,
thus improving the performance of the CRF model.
Table 6.3 presents an overview of different legal-tech use cases
identified in this section. These include: ontology learning from legal
texts, concept-based legal information retrieval and named entity
recognition in legal texts. Ontology learning methods utilize natural
language processing (NLP) techniques for extracting components
at different levels of granularity: terms, concepts and relations [16].
The ontology learning methods have been differentiated on the basis
of granularity and NLP techniques. The concept-based information
retrieval methods derive concepts from an ontology or a knowledge
base and link them to legal documents or provisions. We identified
different domains where these techniques have been utilized. Named
entity recognition systems also use an ontology or a knowledge base
to associate mentions to relevant entities. A labeled dataset is created
by manual annotations. Machine learning methods are then used to
identify entity mentions.
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Table 6.3: Concept and Ontology Based Information Retrieval in the Legal
Domain
Legal-Tech
Use Cases

Techniques

Granularity

Ontology
Learning from
Legal Texts

Dictionaries and grammars Terms
are used to identify syntactic, lexical and morphological patterns. Domain terms
identified by statistical filtering through TF-IDF. [81]
NLP techniques: tokenization, Terms, Synonyms, Concepts
morphological analysis and and Concept hierarchies
dependency relations to extract terms. Clustering of semantically related terms into
concepts by using semantic
similarity [66]
NLP techniques such as syn- Terms, Synonyms, Concepts,
tactical analyzer to iden- Concept hierarchies and Relatify terms, statistical index- tions
ing methods (TF-IDF) to separate legal and non-legal terms.
Text Similarity measure to
identify semantic relations
among terms. [62]

Legal-Tech
Use Cases

Techniques

Domain

Conceptbased Legal
Information
Retrieval

Legal concepts are linked to Information Retrieval system
legislative documents for in- for European and National
formation retrieval [2] [13].
Law
Concept instances from le- e-Government (real estate
gal ontology are associated transactions of the Spanish
with documents for enhanc- government)
ing keyword-based search for
document retrieval [44].
Development of a multilin- Cross-language information
gual legal WordNet by ex- retrieval for legal concepts in
tracting legal definitions from European law
European legislative documents. Equivalence relations
were defined using an interlingual index and legal concepts were mapped to legislative documents [32].
Ontology domain detection,
keyword and synonym detection, and ontology concept
graph path matching to retrieve relevant questions for
a query [22].

Named Entity
Recognition
(NER) in Legal
Texts

Retrieval of Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs) and Case
Law Search system for Spanish Judges

Legal Named Entity Recog- Judgments of European
nizer (NER) and Classifier Court of Human Rights and
by aligning YAGO and LKIF Wikipedia [18]
ontologies. NER was implemented by different classifiers
such as SVM, CRF and neural
networks [18] [49].
Legal NER using dictionary
lookup, contextual rules and
statistical patterns [33].

US Case Law [33]
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6.4

summary

In the literature review, we have discussed different text similarity,
machine learning and concept-based methods for legal information
retrieval. We identified the major legal-tech use cases, domains and
feature set for the different approaches. The text similarity techniques
have been mainly used for retrieval of similar judgments and patents,
legal question answering, retrieval of legal statutes and provisions,
automated conflict and dispute resolution, compliance check for contracts and trademark retrieval. Both lexical and semantic unsupervised
text similarity techniques were used in majority of these applications.
There were few works which used word embeddings and supervised
machine learning models such as legal statutes retrieval and automated conflict resolution respectively. Machine learning techniques
were mainly used for prediction of court cases, litigation likelihood
and readability of legal texts. They were also used for classification
of legal norms and extraction of key elements and relations from
legislation and contracts. The prediction tasks used both textual and
non-textual features whereas the extraction task utilized only textual
features. We also presented concept and ontology based methods for
legal information retrieval. The ontology learning tasks utilize natural
language processing and statistical analysis to identify terms, concepts and relations. The automated construction of legal ontology is
dependent on the distinction of legal and non-legal terms. The conceptbased legal information retrieval systems utilize legal ontologies and
knowledge bases to associate concepts to legal texts and provisions.
The added semantic knowledge from the ontologies enhances the
retrieval quality of traditional information retrieval systems. Named
entity recognition systems identify legal entities such as courts, judges,
contracts and acts in legal texts. They are built by training machine
learning models over a labeled corpus.
We observed that the state-of-the-art information retrieval methods
are quite successful in automating or semi-automating certain manual
legal tasks. This is also demonstrated by the good performance of
different natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning
techniques discussed in this chapter. We identify some of the major
research challenges in the development of legal information retrieval
systems. The lack of legal datasets and gold standard corpus for
machine learning and natural language processing applications is
one of the biggest challenge for the development of data-driven legal
information retrieval models. There are only a very few legal datasets
available for research purposes. This is because development of legal
datasets is time-consuming and expensive as it requires expertise of
legal annotators. Some of the freely available legal datasets include
the legal question answering dataset released by the Competition on
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Legal Information Extraction/Entailment9 , the United States Supreme
Court Database10 , the Patent Litigations dataset from the US Patent
and Trademark Office11 , Google Patents Public Data12 and the Case
Law Access Project13 . There is also a lack of semantic annotation and
relation extraction tools for the legal domain. Most of the current works
in natural language processing and machine learning rely on generic
state-of-the-art tools. However, effective legal information retrieval
systems must utilize domain oriented tools for semantic analysis of
the legal text. The existing legal ontologies and vocabularies can be
utilized for the development of such legal annotation tools. This was
also demonstrated in [90] and [18].
The research work presented in this thesis has contributed to the
development of a legal gold standard corpus of European directive
articles and NIM provisions. It has also led to the development of a
domain-specific concept recognition system for European and national
legislation. Furthermore, in this thesis work, we have implemented
text similarity systems by utilizing unsupervised, supervised (machine learning) and concept-based approaches. The unsupervised approaches consist of lexical and semantic models such as TF-IDF cosine,
latent semantic analysis (LSA), latent dirichlet allocaion (LDA), unifying similarity measure (USM), provision vectors based on Word2vec
and Fasttext and paragraph vectors. The supervised approaches consisted of machine learning classifiers such as Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with textual features
(TF-IDF, LSA and LDA). In the concept-based approach we utilized
word sense disambiguation and dictionary lookup to develop a text
similarity system to identify transpositions. Therefore, this thesis work
presents a comprehensive overview of the different text similarity
approaches to automate the identification of national implementing
measures (NIMs).

9
10
11
12
13

http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~miyoung2/COLIEE2017/

http://scdb.wustl.edu/
https://www.kaggle.com/uspto/patent-litigations
https://www.kaggle.com/bigquery/patents
https://case.law/about/
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we present the conclusion and future work for this thesis work. The objective of the thesis was to develop legal information
retrieval systems based on text similarity techniques for automated
identification of national implementing measures of European Union
directives. The identification of transpositions was carried out by retrieving the most semantically similar NIM provisions for a particular
directive article.
7.1

overall results summary

This section presents a summary of the overall results of the unsupervised text similarity models on the multilingual corpus of 43 directives
and their corresponding NIMs. The supervised models were developed by training a subset of the gold standard for the multilingual
corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs. Hence they
were tested only on a subset of the entire corpus. Therefore, their performance cannot be compared directly with the unsupervised models
which were evaluated on the entire multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs. The evaluation of the supervised
text similarity models is discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 7.1 presents the macro-average precision, recall and F-score
of the best performing unsupervised text similarity measures over the
multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs.
The results show that TF-IDF Cosine had the highest macro-average
F-Score for Ireland, Luxembourg and Italian legislation. The performance (F-Score) of the Babelfy-based similarity measure is competitive
with the TF-IDF Cosine measure in Luxembourg and Italian DirectiveNIM corpus. The Babelfy-based similarity measure has the second best
F-score in the Luxembourg and Italian Directive-NIM corpus. LSA
and USM_chars similarity measures also had a good performance but
were outperformed by TF-IDF Cosine in all the three legislations. We
also observe that the lexical and semantic methods of text similarity
have a much better performance than the word and paragraph embedding models. This indicates that a majority of transpositions can be
identified by highlighting important features using lexical weighting
schemes (TF-IDF, USM) and semantic features (Babelfy concepts and
latent dimensions of LSA). The word and paragraph embeddings
models have shown to perform well when trained on a large corpus
[82]. The multilingual legal corpus of directives and NIMs used to
train word embeddings consisted of only 27365, 14365 and 16233
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documents in English (English Directives + Irish legislation), French
(French Directives + Luxembourg legislation) and Italian (Italian Directives + Italian legislation) respectively. This is because word and
paragraph embeddings are prediction-based models and require sufficient training data to fit the large number of parameters. In case
of a small corpus, word embedding models have been shown to be
outperformed by count-based methods such as LSA [4]. This is also
evident in our results. A more in-depth discussion about the performance comparison of different word embedding models is presented
in section 3.7.
LSA
USM Chars

TF-IDF Cosine
Paragraph Vector

W2V AVG IDF CBOW
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Comparison of the best performing unsupervised text similarity models for identifying transpositions
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Figure 7.1: Macro-average scores for the best performing unsupervised text
similarity models

The analysis of the results indicates two separate types of transpositions. We observe that some directive articles are generic while
the others are specific. However, the national transposition provision
in both cases are quite specific. We present an example to illustrate
this. Table 7.1 presents an example of a generic directive article being transposed by a very specific national implementing provision.
The directive article instructs the Member States to ensure that the
explosives available on the market comply with the requirements of
the directive. But it does not explicitly mention the requirements. The
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NIM provision transposes the article by explicitly mentioning the
requirements from different provisions. Such kind of transpositions
were not identified by text similarity systems because there is a very
low magnitude of semantic correlation between the two texts. This
brings us back to the hypothesis discussed in Section 1.2 of Chapter
1. Text similarity techniques are only able to identify transpositions
which share a certain magnitude of semantic similarity. Our results
indicate that a majority of transpositions can be identified by utilizing text similarity techniques. The future research work can focus on
development of other natural language processing models using crossreferences and other derived features from legislations to identify
these more complex cases of transpositions which are not identified
by text similarity models.
Table 7.2 presents an example of transposition where both the directive article and NIM provision are quite specific. The NIM provision
and directive article share a high magnitude of semantic similarity.
Such transpositions are identified by the text similarity system. It
is also important to note that many complex cases of transposition
where directive articles and NIM provisions share only a mild degree
of similarity were also identified by text similarity techniques ( Figure
2.13 in Section 2.2.4.3, Table 3.2 in Section 3.7 and Table 2.5 in
Section 2.3.3).
Table 7.1: Article 4 of Directive (CELEX Number: 32014L0028) and its implementing NIM provision 4 from Ireland legislation (CELEX Number:
72014L0028IRL_239853)
Article 4 of Directive

Provision 4 of Ireland NIM

Member States
shall take the
necessary measures to ensure
that explosives
may be made
available on the
market only if
they
comply
with the requirements of this
Directive.

A person shall not make available on the market
any explosives unless the explosives— (a) satisfy
the essential safety requirements set out in Schedule 1, (b) have been the subject of a conformity
assessment procedure set out in paragraph (a) or
(b) of Regulation 12; (c) have been submitted to a
notified body for a conformity assessment under
Regulation 19, (d) have passed the conformity
assessment referred to in paragraph (a) or (b)
of Regulation 12, (e) have an EU declaration of
conformity drawn up in respect of them in accordance with Regulation 13, (f) have affixed to
them the CE marking in accordance with Regulation 14 and Article 30 of the EC Regulation, (g)
bear a unique identification in accordance with
the Regulations of 2009, and (h) when properly
stored and used for their intended purpose, do
not endanger the health and safety of persons.
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Table 7.2: Article 12.3 of Directive (CELEX Number: 32002L0092) and its
implementing NIM provision 19.7 from Ireland legislation (CELEX
Number: 72002L0092IRL_34868)

7.2

Article 12.3 of Directive

Provision 19.7 of Ireland NIM

Prior to the conclusion of any
specific contract, the insurance
intermediary shall at least specify, in particular on the basis
of information provided by the
customer, the demands and the
needs of that customer as well
as the underlying reasons for
any advice given to the customer
on a given insurance product.
These details shall be modulated
according to the complexity of
the insurance contract being proposed.

Before entering into a contract
with a customer relating to the
provision of a particular insurance product, an insurance intermediary shall, on the basis of
information provided by the customer, specify to the customer
both the customer’s demands
and needs and the reasons underlying any advice given to
the customer. The intermediary
shall, so far as necessary, modify the information according to
the complexity of the insurance
contract being proposed.

conclusion

This thesis work presented a legal information retrieval system based
on semantic textual similarity methods for automated identification of
national implementations of European Union directives. We studied
the control exercised by the European Commission for monitoring
the transposition of directives and identified the need for automating
this task. We identified two use cases (single jurisdiction and crossborder legal research) where our system would assist lawyers and
Commission officials by automatically identifying transpositions at
a fine-grained provision level. We developed and evaluated different
text similarity models using both unsupervised and supervised approaches. The unsupervised methods included a comprehensive set of
lexical, semantic, knowledge-based, embeddings-based and conceptbased text similarity techniques. The text similarity systems utilized
several features such as tokens, N-grams, topic models, word embeddings, paragraph embeddings and concept identifiers from external
knowledge bases. A multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs from Ireland, Luxembourg and Italy was prepared.
A gold standard mapping between the directive articles and NIM
provisions (prepared by two legal researchers) was used to evaluate
the text similarity systems. A thorough evaluation of different text
similarity techniques for identification of transposing provisions over
the multilingual corpus of 43 directives and their corresponding NIMs
was carried out. The results indicate that the lexical and semantic
techniques such as TF-IDF Cosine, LSA and USM_chars had a better
performance than text similarity models based on word and paragraph
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embeddings (Wor2vec, fastText and paragraph vectors). However, the
word and paragraph embedding models were able to identify some
complex cases of transposition (refer to Section 3.7) which were missed
by lexical and semantic techniques.
We also developed a concept recognition system for European directives and national legislation. The system was based on conditional
random fields (CRFs) and utilized IATE dictionary to identify concepts
in both European and national legislative texts. We demonstrated that
such system can be used to align legal terminology at European and
national level. The concept recognition system thus formed the basis
for a concept-based similarity measure to identify transpositions of
European directives. We utilized both word-sense disambiguation
(from Babelfy) and dictionary lookup from IATE to develop a conceptbased text similarity measure for automated identification of national
implementations of European directives. The results over the multilingual corpus indicate that the performance of the Babelfy-based text
similarity system was competitive with the best performing TF-IDF
Cosine measure. The gold standard mapping between directive articles and NIM provisions was used to build supervised text similarity
models based on machine learning classifiers. We utilized Naive Bayes,
Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) classifiers
with textual features based on vector transform such as TF-IDF, LSA
and LDA. The results indicate that the SVM classifier with TF-IDF
features had the best overall performance for the multilingual corpus.
The thorough evaluation of various text similarity approaches over
three different legislations demonstrate the usability of the system to
identify transpositions. The best performing unsupervised similarity
measure, TF-IDF Cosine had macro-average F-Score of 0.8817, 0.7771
and 0.6997 for the 43 directive-NIM corpus of Luxembourg, Italian
and English corpus respectively. The system also achieved high recall
values of 0.929, 0.7934 and 0.7159 in the same order. Thus, the system
is able to identify a high percentage of the actual transpositions. The
knowledge engineer or system user would have to look for only a
few number of transpositions which were missed by the system. The
decent precision values (0.839, 0.7615 and 0.6842 for Luxembourg,
Italian and English corpus respectively) achieved by the system result
in efficiency gains. This means that most transpositions identified
by the system need not be cross-checked by legal experts. Therefore,
only a little manual effort would be required by legal knowledge
engineers to remove false positive transpositions. The major advantage
of this system is its ability to provide a head start to the legal expert
involved in the transposition monitoring process by providing all the
identified transpositions. The legal expert may use the system’s output
to validate the identified transpositions. The presence of such a system
allows the legal expert to focus their expertise to identify ambiguous
and complex cases of transpositions which are not captured by the
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semantic features of the text similarity approach. Thus, the system
has the potential to be effectively used as a legal support tool to
aid the manual work of identifying transpositions for cross-border
legal research for both the European Commission (EC) and legal
professionals.
7.3

future work

In this section, we highlight the following future research directions:
Integration of a provision type check classifier: The identification
of normative provision types has been investigated with different
approaches such as semantic role labeling [51], machine learning [39],
rule-based methods [73] and active learning [117]. The future research
work can focus on the development of an appropriate provision type
classifier for European directives and national legislation. The provision type identifier can be integrated with the text similarity system for
the identification of transpositions. After a directive article and a NIM
provision are deemed similar by the text similarity system, they can
be checked for similar provision types by the provision type classifier.
The presence of this additional check may help reduce the number of
false positives and improve the precision. However, such a system is
based on the assumption that the transposing NIM provisions may
have the same provision type as that of the directive article. In the
future work, it would be interesting to investigate this.
Development and Population of Legal Ontologies: The identification of the transposed NIM provisions for directive articles results in
the alignment of European and national legislation at a fine-grained
provision level. The aligned European and national legal provisions
can be used to develop and populate legal ontologies to align concepts from European and national law. The legal taxonomy syllabus,
an existing ontology which consists of concepts from European and
national law can be enriched and populated with new concepts from
the aligned legislation [2].

A C A D E M I C A C T I V I T I E S A N D P U B L I C AT I O N S
DURING THE PHD

Academic Activities: During the Law, Science and Technology (LASTJD) PhD program I attended several courses in the domain of Artificial
Intelligence and Law and Legal Informatics at different consortium
partners: University of Bologna, University of Turin, Autonomous
University of Barcelona and University of Luxembourg. Some of the
courses included Philosophy of Law, Semantic Web and Legal Ontologies, Privacy Enhancing Technologies, Data Protection Law and
Argumentation Course. I also attended the Grid’5000 Winter School
2016 at INRIA Grenoble, France. I also participated and presented my
research topic in the IT Law and Legal Informatics Summer School
2018 at the University of Saarland, Germany.
Publications: The outcomes of my research were disseminated in
JURIX 2016, JURIX 2017, ICAIL 2017 and Artificial Intelligence and
Law journal (2018). The major publications (first author) are listed
below:
• Rohan Nanda, Luigi Di Caro and Guido Boella. A Text Similarity Approach for Automated Transposition Detection of European Union Directives. In Proceedings of the 29th International
Conference on Legal Knowledge and Information Systems (JURIX 2016), Pages: 143-148, Volume 294, December 2016, Sophia
Antipolis, France. Link: http:/ebooks.iospress.nl/volumearticle/
45748

• Rohan Nanda, Luigi Di Caro, Guido Boella, Hristo Konstantinov,
Tenyo Tyankov, Daniel Traykov, Hristo Hristov, Francesco Costamagna, Llio Humphreys, Livio Robaldo and Michele Romano.
A Unifying Similarity Measure for Automated Identification
of National Implementations of European Union Directives.
In Proceedings of the 16th edition of the International Conference on Articial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL 2017), ACM,
Pages:149-158, June 2017, London, United Kingdom. Link: https:
//dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=3086512.3086527

• Rohan Nanda, Giovanni Siragusa, Luigi Di Caro, Martin Theobald,
Guido Boella, Livio Robaldo and Francesco Costamagna. Concept Recognition in European and National Law. In Proceedings of the 30th International Conference on Legal Knowledge
and Information Systems (JURIX 2017), Pages:193-198, Volume
302, December 2017, Luxembourg. Link: http://ebooks.iospress.
nl/publication/48062
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• Rohan Nanda, Giovanni Siragusa, Luigi Di Caro, Guido Boella,
Lorenzo Grossio, Marco Gerbaudo and Francesco Costamagna.
Unsupervised and Supervised Text Similarity Systems for Automated Identification of National Implementing Measures of
European Directives. In Artificial Intelligence and Law, October
2018. Link: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10506-018-9236-y
• Rohan Nanda, Adebayo Kolawole John, Luigi Di Caro, Guido
Boella and Livio Robaldo. Legal Information Retrieval Using
Topic Clustering and Neural Networks. In Proceedings of COLIEE 2017. 4th Competition on Legal Information Extraction and
Entailment at the International Conference on Articial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL) 2017. Link: https://doi.org/10.29007/
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